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BURN THE WITCH, THE ENEMY AND THE EVILDOER! 

PUNISHMENT BY FIRE IN ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA 

 

Elena Isabela POPA 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: This article intends to summarize the instances when fire is used as a tool for inflicting punishment in 

Mesopotamia in both ritual and legal contexts. When dealing with this kind of sanction, we should first try to 

understand what the inhabitants of this region thought about death, and why is immolation considered such an 

atrocious retribution. Fire is perceived as both judge and executioner in ritual context, and as a way of punishing 

capital crimes such as incest, sacrilege or treason. 

 

Keywords: Mesopotamia, Girra, fire, immolation, legal text, witchcraft literature, treason, sacrilege, sex offence 

 

Did you see him who was set on fire? 

I did not see him. His spirit is not about. His smoke went up to the sky.1 

 

This is the reality that someone who is killed by fire has to face in the afterlife, probably 

the most terrifying kind of death that could be could imagined in Mesopotamia. According to 

Atrahasis, mankind was created by mixing the divine flesh and blood of We-ila with clay, and in 

Enuma Eliš, Marduk uses the blood of a slain god to create humans: 

 

228. From the god’s flesh there was a ghost, 

229. To the living creature, it made known its sign, 

230. The ghost existed so that there is no forgetting.2 (Atrahasis) 

5. I will bring together blood to form bone, 

6. I will bring into being Lullû, whose name shall be 'man'. 

7. I will create Lullû—man.3 (Enuma Eliš, Tablet IV) 

 

 
1 Gadotti, 2014, 160. 
2 Abusch, 1998, 366. 
3 Foster, 2005, 469. 
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As we may see, Semitic tradition integrates the divine element in the creation of human 

beings, element that is not encountered in the Sumerian myth of Enki and Ninmah4. In the 

Semitic view, the immortality of the eţemmu (ghost) is closely linked to the divine elements it 

contains, while in the earlier myth it seem to be taken for granted. In Antrahasis, it is strictly 

specified that the flesh of the god is the one that created the ghost, and also serves as a memorial 

to the god that has been slayed,5 and as a remainder of the humans’ duties towards the gods.6  

In Mesopotamian thought, what remains after death is the lifeless body that would soon 

turn into dust leaving only the skeleton, the bones, and the ghost, the “intangible, but visible and 

audible eţemmu”.7 The existence of the body is crucial for the burial rituals which help the ghost 

separate from the body, and successfully pass to the Netherworld. It allowed the preservation of 

the man’s identity after death, and his continued connection with his ancestors and the living 

members of the family.8 Abusch states that in Atrahasis “the outward physical body, the flesh, 

gives form to the human being in life, to the corpse in death, and to the ghost that inheres in that 

body”9 so, he considers that the “destruction of the body rather than its inhumation constitutes, in 

effect, the destruction of the ghost”.10 Burning equates to the complete destruction, not even the 

skeleton, the more durable part of the body is spared by the fire so this is an element that should 

be both reckoned with and revered.  

Fire has the ability to influence daily human activities, offering light, heat and the 

possibility to cook the food but, on the other hand, it can bring destruction and death.11 So, fire is 

an ambivalent element with both positive and negative connotations: the destructive/punitive 

natural element and the fire perceived as a transforming, purifying force.12 

In Mesopotamia Gibil(sum.)/Girra(akk.) is the god of fire and the fire itself13 and it is the 

oldest fire deity of the pantheon being mentioned frequently in Pre-Sargonic texts from Fara.14 

The main attributes of this deity reflect the ambivalence of fire as both a destructive and 

 

4
 Jacobsen, 1987, 156-65. 

5 Abusch, 1998, 371. 
6 Katz, 2005, 58. 
7 Abusch, 1998, 373. 
8 Abusch, 1998, 373; E Cassini, 1977, 355-72. 
9
 Abusch, 1998, 376. 

10 Abusch, 1998, 376. 
11 Buttitta, 2002, 33. 
12 Pizzimenti, 2014, 62. 
13 Michalowki, 1993, 156. 
14 Dossin, 1934, 28; Michalowky, 1993, 156. 
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purifying element. According to the first millennium Maqlȗ series, Girra is the son of Anu and 

Šala.15 Girra was syncretized with another deity of fire and light, Nusku.16
 Bottéro describes the 

last one as ”un autre dieu du feu, ou plus précisément de la lumière, et peut-être d’abord de la 

lumière produite par la flamme”17. I find this interpretation of Nusku as the light produced by a 

flame more appropriate considering that his symbol has been identified as the lamp in 

inscriptions on boundary stones, and in Kassite and Neo-Assyrian art.18 

Although fire and the deities representing it were not, according to Bottéro, main 

characters in Mesopotamian religion,19 this element played a substantial role in purification 

rituals, and the importance of the fire god is attested by the myth of Girra and Elanatum: 

 

25. Go be the light of mankind 

26. By your own power you became visible 

27. Let Girra be your name 

28. Untill you eat 

28/29. May your brother gods not eat. 

30. Until you drink 

31. May your brother gods not drink 

32. Until you show them light 

33. may the vigil of your brother gods not be illuminated 

34. Walk with Asalluhi the exorcist of the gods, 

35. and let your name be present in the house of god and man.20 

 

Aldough Girra it is not a major deity, he is the one that brings light into the darkness 

connecting both humans and gods; by his power he purifies the food, and the drinks so that they 

would be appropriate for the divine consumption. 

Nevertheless, we may not ignore the destructive nature of fire that turns everything into 

ashes, from fields to reeds, forests, cities, and people. The invocation from a first millennium 

 
15 Abusch and Schwemer, 2008, 114. 
16 Horri, 2016, http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/amgg/listofdeities/nuska/ 
17 Bottero, 1973, 11. 
18 Hageneuer, 2007. 
19 Bottero, 1973, 11. 
20 Walker, 1983, 149. 

http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/amgg/listofdeities/nuska/
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magical and medical text is a perfect description of the other face of an unpredictable natural 

element: 

 

5. Fire! Fire! 

6. Fire of storm, fire of battle 

7. Fire of death, fire of judgment, consuming fire.21 

 

So, fire encompasses the power and rage that instills fear and awe in humans. It may be 

metaphorised as a ferocious warrior22and a merciless judge and executioner, the “friend” and 

“associate” of the Sun god Šamaš23. 

Death by fire, as described in Gilgameš, Enkidu and the Netherworld, His spirit is not about. 

His smoke went up to the sky24, is a terrifying one, with dire consequences in the afterlife so the 

main question is what kind of crimes should a person commit to be faced with such a fate? 

Surveying the data at hand from ancient Mesopotamia, I was able to identify two main 

instances when the punishment by fire is incurred: when we have an unknown perpetrator and 

the fire god is invoked as both judge (along with other deities) and executioner in a symbolic 

trial, and the case of known evildoers, and enemies of the state who, according to official 

documents and legal texts, were punished by fire for their wrongdoings. 

 

I. Burn the witch and the warlock! The unknown evildoer 

The unknown perpetrator is a leitmotif of the lengthy, and expressive anti-witchcraft 

literature corpora. The most complete of these compositions, dating from the first millennium 

B.C., is Maqlȗ (Burning), a ritual ceremony held during the month of Abu (July/August) when a 

festival of the dead took place,25 and the spirits were moving back and forth between the 

Netherworld and the upper world inhabited by the living.26 The purpose of this ceremony was to 

 
21 Lambert, 1970, 40. 
22 Walker, 1983, 149. 
23 Michalowski, 1993, 156. 
24

 Gadotti, 2014, 160. 
25 Cohen, 1993, 320-321. 
26 Abusch, 2002, 219. 
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counteract and dispel the effects of assumed witchcraft, to ritually punish its perpetrators, and to 

protect the victim from their perceived machinations.27 

In both Maqlȗ, and other anti-witchcraft incantations the evildoer remains unknown, and 

his/her image is being demonized28 by the afflicted one. The victim calls upon the gods who 

govern the domains of magic or justice, Enki, Asalluhi/Marduk, and Šamaš, to do him/her 

justice, and to hand down the witch/warlock to their rightful punishment:  

 

24. Be present for me, so that justice may be pronounced by you (lit.:“from 

your mouth”)! 

25 . [Ju]dge my case, render a verdict for me, listen to my prayer! 

26. Šamaš, these [figurine]s that I am holding up in the presence of your 

great divinity — 

27. Šamaš, you know (them), I do not know (them): 

28. (these are) the figurines of the male and female who are furious with me, 

the figurines of my male and female enemy.29 

 

In this situation, the plaintiff addresses the sun god, Šamaš, to unveil his enemy.  Being 

afflicted, he “knows” that someone was trying to harm him, but the evildoer remains unknown, 

and therefore cannot be brought in front of a human judge for trial and punishment. The victim is 

aware that if he falsely accuses someone in a human court, his own life could be at stake; so, 

given his uncertainties, he pleads with the only beings that could really help him, and in a gesture 

of sympathetic magic, he brings before the gods the effigies of his witch and warlock in order to  

demand justice. Usually, in this type of invocations, after exposing his cause, the plaintiff asks 

Šamaš, the judge par excellence, to hand over the evildoers to Girra, the fire god, in order to 

exert the rightful punishment upon them. But the sun god is not the only deity someone could 

appeal to. When Maqlȗ became a ceremony held during nighttime instead of morning, Šamaš is 

replaced by Nusku, the god of the protective lamp30who is asked to bring the truth to light, so the 

 
27 Abusch, 2014, 7. 
28 For a more insightful analysis see Abusch, 2002, 3-27. 
29 Abusch and Schwemer, 2011, 301. 
30 Abusch, 2016, 20. 
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symbolic power of the solar rays transfers to the shimmering flame. There are also instances 

when Girra himself assumes the role of both the judge and the executioner: 

 

105. Incantation. O, blazing Girra, warlike son of Anu, 

106. Indeed you are the fiercest among your brothers. 

107. As you decide lawsuits in the stead of Sîn and Šamaš, 

108. Judge my case, hand down my verdict. 

109. Burn my warlock and my witch, 

110. Girra, burn my warlock and my witch, 

111. Girra, scorch my warlock and my witch.31 

 

In this incantation Girra is a stand in for the gods of the Sun and the Moon, illuminating 

celestial bodies par excellence, sought for shedding light into darkness, and to dispel the 

insecurity caused by not knowing who the perpetrator really is. After judging the case, the deities 

should decide the sentence; usually the punishment required by the victim against his enemy is 

death by fire. Now, Girra assumes his role as executioner, he becomes the raging flames that 

scorch everything without compassion, and in a symbolic act, is the one that punishes the witch 

and the warlock by burning their effigies. The ritual tablets of the anti-witchcraft incantations 

describe this process in detail. One should make figurines of clay, tallow, bitumen, wax, or 

different types of wood representing the evildoers.32 Those figurines should be bound, contorted, 

abused, broken, and then buried to send the witch and the warlock to the Netherworld or burned, 

and in doing so causing their thorough extinctions. The same procedure seems to be employed 

also by the evildoers, the plaintiff stating in some incantations that his enemies made effigies of 

him and burned them in a brewer’s kiln, a potter’s kiln, a roasting grain kiln, or a cooper melting 

kiln, 33 and in doing so they might have attempted to his existence in the afterlife. Each gesture 

performed by both the victim, and the ašipu assisting him should be accompanied by an 

incantation. By comparison with the burning performed by the witch/warlock who throws the 

figurine into random burning environments, a ritual burning performed by a specialist had to 

follow a specific procedure, and was set in an official ritual context. The symbolic punishment of 

 
31 Abusch, 2016, 298. 
32 Abusch and Schwemer, 2011, 301. 
33 Abusch and Schwemer, 2011, 285. 
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the perpetrator by burning his/her effigy is not only a destructive, punitive process, but also a 

purification act to dispel the victim’s afflictions, and it might be carried out following a pattern 

similar to the one described in the Ritual tablet of Maqlȗ: 

 

27. Incantation. “O Grand Nuska, offspring of [Anu]”: A fig]urine of 

tallow, a figurine of wax 

28. You place on a torch, and c[edar, cypress], myrtle, ballukku-aromatic, 

29. and sweet reed you insert into it. … you sprinkle (on it). 

30. You kin[dle (it/them)] in burning sulphur, and he recit[es the 

Incantation “I am rai]sing the to[rch].” 

31. [You put] the fire into the crucible.34 

 

We know what outcome was expected after such a ritual, but how could someone 

recognize its effectiveness? Was there empirical proof to sustain it? Was it even expected? 

Analyzing this kind of situations in the context of Ancient Mesopotamian worldview, Jacobsen 

states that: 

 

“It is quite clear that the man approaches the fire for the destructive power 

he knows to be in it. But the fire has a will of its own; it will burn the 

images – and in them the enemies- only if it so chooses. And in deciding 

whether to burn the image or not, the fire becomes a judge between the man 

and his enemies; the situation becomes a lawsuit in which the man pleads 

his cause and asks the fire to vindicate him. The power which is in the fire 

has taken definite form, has been interpreted in social terms; it is a judge.”35  

 

Nonetheless, fire is also the executioner, and a westerner nowadays would expect to see the 

scotched body of the perpetrator in order to be convinced that justice had been made. The 

situation is way different in the case of the ancient Mesopotamian societies. For those people 

witchcraft was a real treat that brought up disease, and sometimes could even cause the death of 

 
34 Abusch, 2016, 368-9. 
35 Jacobsen, 1948, 135. 
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a person. Zikurrudâ (cutting of the troth) was perceived as an especially dangerous type of 

magic, often lethal, performed by the invocation of astral deities and sending of evil-portending 

omens36 against the victim who may face a psychogenic death or psychosomatic death due to the 

stress and fear caused by the actions of the enemy.37 But, in the same way witchcraft was 

effective in primitive societies due to negative psychology, the same phenomena happened with 

exorcism and magico-medical rituals. In this case we are faced with a placebo effect incurred by 

a positive way of thinking granted by the belief in divine justice, and also by the soothing 

interaction between the plaintiff and the ašipu. Schwemer, studying Mesopotamian magic and its 

effects suggests that:  

 

“(…) even if the objectively observable symptoms remained or worsened, 

the interpretation of the illness by the patient and his or her environment 

would often have changed. The condition that had indicated an attack of evil 

powers or a dramatic alienation from the gods and had presented an 

unsettling and unlimited threat was transformed by the performance of the 

ritual into a normal illness, into a situation with which one could cope.”38 

 

 Thus, the change of perception by means of a ritual is enough to appease the victim and 

convince him/her that the evil had been removed.39 Of course, we must not disconsider the 

effectiveness of the various mineral and herbal remedies prescribed by the ašipu that might have 

had real benefits for the health. 

To sum up, when it comes to anti-witchcraft rituals, I don’t think that the victims sought for 

empirical proof, they did not know who their perpetrator was, but they had faith that the 

evildoers received, or will receive in the afterlife, the appropriate punishment. 

 

II. Burn the criminal and the traitor! The one who breaks the law 

Execution by fie occurs in Mesopotamia not only in ritual context, but also as a provision of 

the legal system for certain crimes, usually the ones committed against a hierarchical superior, 

 
36 Abusch, 2008, 63. 
37 For a detailed description and analysis of witchcraft induced death see Cannon, 1942, 176-180. 
38

 Schwemer, 2015, 44. 
39 Schwemer, 2011, 436. 
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either human or divine, or as a capital punishment imposed by the king.40 Whether this 

punishment was applied regularly is difficult to establish, so I will present here the situations 

when this penalty is either implied, or enforced. 

Codex Hammurabi lists three prescriptions concerning the burning of criminals. CH 2541 

deals with the case of someone trying to steal from a burning house after claiming to be there for 

help. In this situation, the perpetrator is thrown into the burning house as punishment for his 

wrongdoings. It appears that this prescription is a strictly contextual one and the punishment by 

fire is being imposed only because it is convenient. Lafont interprets this situations as “un cas de 

justice sommaire pour un flagrant délit”.42 Furthermore, allowing the members of the community 

who witnessed the crime to enforce the law sends an unequivocal message of what will await 

those who, in the future, will be tempted to similarly violate the rules. 

Another burning penalty is imposed in CH 157, a law concerning incest between mother and 

son that reads as follows: If a man, after the death of his father, should lie with his mother, they 

shall burn them both.43 Stol considers this type of execution the ultimate punishment for 

Babylonians44, and Cardascia defines it as being “le plus chargé de signification exécratoire”45, a 

torture reserved for those who have committed a crime against the gods. So the question that 

rises is why such an atrocious punishment should be imposed on a mother and her son, 

considering that according to CH 154, a father engaging in a consanguine relationship with his 

daughter would only be exiled, but not killed, and the girl herself exonerated. Firstly, one should 

take note of the fact that the incest takes place after the death of the father. Lafont, while 

analyzing this situation, states that the act was almost impossible to happen while the father was 

still alive because his status and authority inside the family would be enough to dissuade such a 

tentative. Furtermore, the status of the mother inside the family was considered high enough for 

her to not be perceived as a victim of sexual abuse. In these circumstances, the act was regarded 

as a consensual one.46 Cardascia also compared the two variants of the consanguinity law and 

gives them a slightly similar interpretation: 

 
 

40 Holm, 2008, 88; Beaulieu, 2009, 208. 
41 Roth, 1995, 85. 
42 Lafont, 1999, 190. 
43 Roth, 1995, 111. 
44 Stol, 2016, 270. 
45 Cardascia, 1980, 10. 
46

 Lafont, 1999, 190. 
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“(…) l’explication repose sur l’observation suivante: les couples autorisés 

sont ceux dans lesquels la femme est en quelque sort l’inferieure familiale 

de l’homme; les couples interdits sont ceux dans lequel – en qualité de mère 

– elle apparaît comme la «supérieure» de son partenaire. L’interdit résulte 

d’un sentiment qui vient du fond des âges. L’acte sexuel est ressenti comme 

souillant en quelque manière la femme, et non pas l’homme.”47  

 

So, in Cardascia’s opinion the taboo is generated by the superior status of the woman 

inside the family compared to her son. Considering Holm’s observation that fire punishment is 

reserved usually for the crimes committed against a hierarchical superior, either human or divine, 

we may also interpret this situation as a case of domestic treason. Both the wife and the children 

should be loyal to the father as head of the household. The aggravating fact is that both the son 

and his mother are considered permanent members of the household, unlike the daughters whom 

after marriage become members of their husband’s household. A male child is the one who 

should be caring for the wellbeing of his parents ghosts, and his incestuous relation with his own 

mother might be regarded not only as betraying the head of the family but also as a direct offence 

committed against the family gods, a group of deities that include the spirits of a household’s 

ancestors. 

Another law that prescribes immolation is CH 110: If a nadîtu or an ugbabtum who does 

not reside within the cloister should open (the door to?) a tavern or enter a tavern for some beer, 

they shall burn that woman.48 Over the time this law has been understood in at least three 

different ways. Martha T. Roth considers it a measure of protection for the tavern keeper. 

Considering the background of the vast majority of the nadītus it would have been dishonest to 

compete in a business that supports the living of a particular category of women.49 This opinion 

was highly contested considering that there are documents attesting that nadītus did own a 

tavern, fully or just partially.50 Lately, two other scholars adopted the economic perspective 

trying to give an interpretation for this particular law prescription. Van Wyk believes it concerns 

the offence of tax evasion, tavern keeping and money-lending being difficult to regulate for the 

 
47 Cardascia, 1980, 14. 
48 Roth, 1997, 101. 
49 Roth, 1999, 445-64. 
50 Assante, 1998, 67. 
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state thus proving an evasive and secretive conduct. She concludes that “LH 110 gives us the 

idealistic glimpse of the king’s attempt to place a fiscal regulation on a certain group in order to 

prevent the secret transgression of tax evasion, which warranted public execution by burning.”51 

More recently, De Graef offered a new interpretation that takes into account also the economic 

aspects. Discussing documents from Sippar-Jaḫrūrum, she point out that women residing in or 

otherwise associated to the gagûm owned taverns and inns and that considering the data under 

scrutiny they were entitled to do so, thus the harsh punishment for the nadῑtu and ugbabtu that 

were not cloistered. She also thinks that the assumption that the ‘cloistered’ women were not 

allowed to exit the cloister compound is “superseded and wrong”52, and draws the conclusion:   

 

“(…) that nadītum women, who were economically independent actors, 

were only allowed to engage in the tavern keeping business if they acted 

within the framework of the gagûm, implying a connection between both. 

As such, it might have been a kind of protectionist policy, prohibiting 

‘outsiders’ or non gagûm members, from engaging in the tavern keeping 

business.”53 

 

Nonetheless, most scholars have seen this prohibition as a way of preventing the votaries 

from mixing with the tavern life and being mistaken for a prostitute and thus being involved or 

submitted to sexual offences.54 Either way, the death punishment by burning seems to be too 

harsh for merely mingling into the tavern business unauthorized or for being involved in 

prostitution. An Old Babylonian omen mentions the burning of an entu that stole a taboo 

offering: The high priestess will steal the taboo offering, but she will be captured and burned55. 

This is a great offence towards the god whose property has been stolen, and we are also faced 

with an aggravating fact: the thief is the highest ranking priestess so, her punishment should be 

exemplary. For ordinary theft from the temple CH 6 installs the death punishment, but there is no 

 

51
 Van Wyk, 2015, 142. 

52
 De Graef, 2018, 82. 

53
 De Graef, 2018, 110. 

54 Assante, 1998, 67. 
55 Paul-Alain Beaulieu, 2009, 281. 
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mention of what kind of death should be granted to the perpetrator. Van der Toorn suggested 

that, at least in the older times, the punishment for sacrilege was death by burning.56 

All the above cases present grave offences so, why such a harsh punishment for just 

entering a tavern? I tend to agree with Maul’s interpretation of this particular law. He considers 

that such a powerful prohibition rests on issues of ritual purity. He states that the tavern with its 

threshold, fermenting beer, and the vats containing this liquid could be considered a magically 

charged place. I do agree with De Graef that “no Old Babylonian sources give evidence of the 

possible danger of beer jars in taverns contaminating the ritual purity of nadītum and/or 

ugbabtum women”57 and that Maul’s sources come strictly from the first millennium, but I do 

believe that his idea concerning ritual purity should not be dismissed. Nonetheless, the namburbi 

rituals he discusses, reveal why the tavern could be considered an impure environment. The 

possible victim comes to the tavern, chats with the people inside, but he/she also touches the 

fermentation vat, or the stand with the collecting vessel perhaps in an attempt to transfer towards 

those objects the evil portents.58 In another ritual, the supposed misfortune is transferred to a 

linen cloth that should be thrown to a tavern’s door. If after some time (15 days) the tavern 

keeper’s earnings are affected, it is a sign that the evil portent has been removed.59 Considering 

the above rituals, we may assume that the tavern space was involved, directly or indirectly, in 

some types of magical rituals that could render it unclean. 

If a votary or priestess is in contact with such an environment she becomes impure. 

Purity, perfection, cleanness, both physical and spiritual, were essential attributes when being in 

the presence of the gods, otherwise they would be offended. A diviner should undertake a 

complex purification before addressing the gods: 

 

…in the morning, before the sun shines, the diviner must wash with the 

water of the stoup. Having thrown grass, imhur-lim in the filtered oil, he 

will anoint himself with it. He will clothe himself with clean garments, and 

 

56
 Van der Toorn, 1985, 26. 

57
 De Graef, 2018, 81. 

58
 Maul, 1992, 392. 

59
 Maul, 1992, 394. 
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he will purify himself with tamarisk. And with ‘well grass’. And, on an 

empty stomach, he will masticate cedar.60  

 

Unfortunately, we do not possess a systematic codification of behavioral rules concerning 

the cultic personnel from Mesopotamia, but we may assume that this kind of rules were 

transmitted orally. Furthermore, there is even less data concerning the cultic activities or 

behavior regulation of the nadῑtus living outside the gagûm. We know that the nadῑtu of Marduk 

were required to be present in the temple at certain times because of the clause concerning the 

obligation of a secondary wife to carry the chair of the priestess to the temple, clause present in 

almost all of the contracts involving a nadītu and a sugetum: she has to carry her chair in the 

temple of the god.61 There is also no data about the frequency of those journeys to the temple. 

The nadītu presence might be required once or twice a day for the morning and evening prayers 

like those of Sippar. Nonetheless, in their case the presence might have been required when 

someone asked them to offer prayers of sacrifices on their behalf. Barberon analyses the dowry 

of a certain Taram-(E)sagil, daughter of Sû-Amurum, that includes two statuettes, suggesting 

that the prayers could be addressed in front of a personal shrine, set up inside her own house.62 

Considering this statement, we may interpret these statuettes as symbols of the divine couple 

Marduk and Zapanitum, so these women might have been required to be in the presence of the 

gods even outside the temple area thus, their behavior should always be irreproachable in order 

to not offend the deities they serve.  

Nonetheless, purity was omnipresent in Sumerian and Akkadian literature, in prayers, 

hymns and juridical documents, and it concerns not only the priests, but the society as a whole.63 

Pollution endangers the social equilibrium, and for this one to be restored, the evil should be 

purged. Considering the aspects discussed above, I do consider that the interdiction and the cruel 

punishment befit the Mesopotamian cultural and religious context. 

Besides Codex Hammurabi, the punishment by fire appears once in the Middle Assyrian 

Palace Decrees or Harem Edicts, a collection of rules dealing with the behavior, internal 

 

60
 Guichard, Marti, 2013, 81. 

61 Barberon, 2012, 205. 
62 Barberon, 2012, 205. 
63 Guichard, Marti, 2013, 47. 
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activities, and interactions of palace women, and palace officials, especially the male ones.64 

Prescription no.19, dating from the time of Ašur-reša-iši I (aprox.1132-1115) states that the 

eyewitness who sees a palace woman alone in the company of a man behaving flirtatiously, and 

who does not report the situation to the king, should be thrown into an oven. 65In this situation, 

the punishment seems to be the one fitted for someone who had betrayed his king by concealing 

a rendezvous deemed promiscuous.  

Sometimes punishment by burning is dictated directly by the king. Rim-Sin, king of 

Larsa, passes a difficult verdict through a letter: If he had thrown the child into the oven, you 

yourself throw a slave into the furnace (oven)66. Unfortunately we do not know what the offence 

was, but the letter seems to imply some kind of vicarious lex talionis punishment. Another letter, 

this time from Mari, placed by J. M. Durand under the category “Tabou. Espionnage” reads as 

follows:  

 

Autre chose à propos de l’affaire de la ville de Samanum, sujet d’un 

courrier de mon Seigneur, je me suis déplacé et j’ai fait des reproches aux 

Anciens de la ville et au chef du district en disant<Celui qui a pensé cela ou 

en est (simplement) au courant, devrait être brûlé, lui et sa famille, par le 

feu>67.  

 

Another Mariote letter deals with the case of two man accused of plotting against the 

king. They should undergo the River ordeal, and if they are declared innocent their accuser 

should be burnt.68 False accusation was usually punishable by death according to CH 1-4. This 

situation is similar with the prescriptions of CH 2, where the one accused should undertake an 

ordeal, and if innocent, will receive the house of his accuser who should be put to death. Given 

the crime of treason with which the two men were being charged, I think that the letter points to 

punishment by fire. As seen in the previous letter, traitors were burned in the kingdom of Mari 

 
64 Roth, 1999, 195. 
65 Roth, 1999, 205. 
66 Lafont, 1999, 191. 
67 Durand, 2000, 242. 
68 Durand, 1997, 397. 
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along with their entire family69; so it seems conclusive that those who falsely accuse someone of 

disloyalty should suffer this retribution. 

Fire and fire metaphors were abundant also in the Assyrian world, both as a weapon and 

as a rhetorical element in royal inscriptions and art. Formulas as I destroyed, devastated, and 

burnt with fire that/his city/land, I rained fire upon them are common in Assyrian royal 

inscriptions.  The Assyrian kings claim that they destroyed, and burnt the cities of their enemies 

but, in the vast majority of the cases fire was not employed during the battle, but only later, once 

the city was captured and the booty was gathered. A survey of treaties would reveal that many of 

them were concluded before the Assyrian army could display its force70. But if a city broke the 

treaty or refused to surrender, it was considered an affront to the god Aššur himself, and thus the 

inhabitants were purged for their insubordination  

There are also cases when the burning of people is clearly mentioned in both inscriptions 

and treaties. So, in Esarhaddon’s succession treaty one of the curses for breaking the vow of 

allegiance towards Assurbanipal, the elected crown prince, and future king invoked the 

punishment of the fire god: May Girra who gives food to small and great, burn up your name 

and your seed71, and another curse condemns the violator’s body to be burnt just as a wax 

figurine would be destroyed by fire.72 In this context even the death of Šamaš-šuma-ukīn, brother 

of Assurbanipal, and king of Babylon seems to be justified considering that he started a civil war, 

and broke the treaty established by his predecessor: 

 

IV. 46: The deities Aššur, Sîn, Šamaš, Adad, Bēl (Marduk), Nabû, Ištar of 

Nineveh, Šarrat-Kidmuri, Ištar of Arbela, Ninurta, Nergal, (and) Nusku, 

who march before me (and) kill my foes, consigned Šamaš-šuma-ukīn, (my) 

hostile brother who had started a fight against me, to a raging conflagration 

and destroyed his life.73 

 

The gods turning their back to his brother is the main topic of Assurbanipal’s rhetoric 

concerning Šamaš-šuma-ukīn’s death. The latter’s crime is first of all presented as an offence 
 

69 Sasson, 1977, 109. 
70 Parpola and Watanabe, 1988, XXI. 
71 Parpola and Watanabe, 1988, 51. 
72 Zaia, 2019, 38.  
73
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against the gods, the deities having been the ones who, by their presence, had supported the 

succession arrangements made by Esarhaddon. By the same argument Ashurbanipal could be 

absolved from the crime of fratricide. 

Another inscription from the time of Assurbanipal deals with the punishment of the Arab 

nomads, and the burning of their camps: 

 

VII. 88: I se[n]t troops of mi[ne who] were stationed [on the bor]der of his 

land against him (and) (viii 1) they brought about their defeat. They struck 

down with the sword the people of the land of the Arabs, as many as had 

risen up against me, (and) set fire to pavilion(s and) tents, their abodes, 

(and thus) consigned (them) to the god Gīra.74 

 

This description of the Arab punishment is also supported by visual sources. Slab 9 (BM 

124927 of the British Museum with another fragment hosted by the Vatican Museum75) from 

Room L of Assurbanipal’s North palace depicts the aftermath of the second war against the 

Arabs.76 The slab clearly illustrates the Arabs being trapped, and burnt inside their tents, and this 

cruelty is being justified by their contribution to their ruler, Yauta’, revolt against Assyria: 

 

People in the Arab land, one after the other, kept asking one another: ‘Why 

has this misfortune befallen the Arab land? Because we did not keep the 

great treaty of Aššur, and sinned against the favor of Assurbanipal, the king 

whom the god Illil loves.77 

 

Another inscription from the time of Ašurnasirpal II (883-859) deals with the aftermath 

of the rebellion of Hulāiia, ruler of the city of Kinabu who was appointed by Šalmanaser in the 

city of Halziluha. Probably discontent with the arrangement, he plotted against the Assyrians 

with help from the members of his city. Unfortunately for him, the rebellion was repressed and 

the city and its inhabitants suffered harsh punishments:  

 
74Ashurbanipal 003 [via RINAP/RINAP5], http://oracc.org/rinap/Q003702/ 
75

 Barnett, 1976, Plate XXXIII. 
76 Dubovsky, 2009, 402. 
77 Parpola and Watanabe, 1988, XXI. 
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 I felled with the sword 800 of their combat troops, I burnt 3,000 captives 

from them. I did not leave one of them alive as a hostage. I captured alive 

Hulāiia their city ruler. I made a pile of their corpses. I burnt their 

adolescent boys (and) girls78.  

 

The same gruesome fate was encountered by other 200 prisoners from the city of Mariru, 

probably because of the help they provided for Hulāiia, and his rebellion. The king justifies his 

intervention as it being the command of Assur, the gods Šamaš and Adad, the gods who help 

me79. Any oath breaking, and treacherous action is an offence against the gods, and it should 

have his appropriate retribution in order to appease the upset deities, and to maintain the 

greatness of Assyria. 

To sum up, punishment by burning in Mesopotamia appears both in ritual context, and as 

a means to end the life of some types of criminals, as a prescription of the legal documents or a 

royal decision. When the perpetrator was unknown, the victim appealed to the judgment of the 

gods, asking them to burn his/her enemy, who is usually equated with the witch and the wizard. 

When the culprit was identifiable, the crimes that could attract death by fire usually belong to 

one of the following categories: illicit sex (incest), sacrilege, or treason. Execution by burning 

aimed at the total obliteration of evil. The usage of the fire motif came to stress that nothing was 

left of the sinner, a method of utter extinction. If not even the bones of the deceased were being 

spared by the wrath of the god Girra, there would be no connection to the Netherworld in the 

absence of any bodily remains. Burning meant that the perpetrator was denied the right to exist 

even in the afterlife. 
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Abstract: Spool-shaped objects and weights made of clay were unearthed on many sites all over Europe and 

Mediterranean, being discovered in settlements, graves and sanctuaries or recorded as passim during surveys 

undertaken in less excavated areas. Not only in the pioneering age of archaeology but also recently, these classes 

of artefacts arose serious problems of interpretation. The present paper investigates some hypothesis regarding 

the function of clay spools and clay weights of pyramidal and conical shape, associated by some archaeologists 

with the craft of making pottery or with cooking and fireplaces. These hypotheses will be discussed in the context 

of the recent progress made in the field of archaeological textiles, taking into account the complex methodology 

of research of clay implements which was refined in the last decades based on extensive archaeological research, 

including archaeological experiments.       

This contribution aims to clarify some confusions regarding the function of clay spools and clay weights, by 

confronting the old interpretations, often ungrounded, with the current state of research, proving that the functional 

parameters of an implement together with the excavation context and with the information brought by 

iconographic representations are definitory in accurately establishing the function of these puzzling classes of 

artefacts.   

Keywords: clay spools, pyramidal weights, conical weights, weaving, kiln spacers potter`s marks 

 

1. Clay spools: tools for potters or textile implements?  

Spools made of sun-dried or baked clay dating back from the Early Neolithic, through the 

Bronze Age were still in use in the late Hellenistic age. Such tools were discovered in many 

sites around Mediterranean and Europe.1 Their shape varies depending on region and period,2 

 
1 For some selected references see: Furtwängler et al. 1890, 206; Waldstein 1905, 44; Blegen 1939, 411; Stillwell 
1952, 271; Bruneau 1970, 506-509; Coleman 1986, 62-63, 100-104; Schilbach 1999, 31; Forsén and Forsén 2003, 
239; Rahmstorf 2003, 398-402; Rahmstorf 2005, 146-156; Gleba 2008, 140-150; Jones and Kouka 2015, 88-89, 
134; Rahmstorf 2015, 8-9; Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 26-28.  
2 Lorenz Rahmstorf made an inventory of spools shapes known in Prehistory and Antiquity: small longitudinally 
drilled spools are known from the Middle Neolithic; long cylinders of uniform shape and size dates back from 
Middle and Late Neolithic levels; straight-sided cylinders with flat ends and polished or burnished surface; other 
prehistoric types includes a spool with concave sides, often having a brown wash; bigger cylinders of nearly 
sundried or probably lightly burned clay with a rough surface; a thick cylinder made out of clay with one or two 
lengthwise perforations; a strongly concave cylinder with splaying concave ends which is longitudinally 
perforated; for the late Geometric and Archaic period are known neatly and symmetrical formed reels often with 
painted cross on the ends; typical for late Archaic period are short spools, strongly concave in profile; similar 
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but no general typology of spools was established until now, beside Margarita Glebaʾs 

typology, which even if it is quite complex, was „intended only as a general guide” summing 

the spools shapes known from the pre-Roman Italy.3 There are, anyway, some other regional 

typologies which give insights about the complexity of this class of artefacts.4  

Despite their abundant presence in the archaeological record, spools were seen for a long 

time as controversial objects. Consequently, they were rarely systematically published and 

barley mentioned in excavation reports and sites monographs, where the presence of the clay 

spool was simply mentioned without far-reaching conclusions.5 Important aspects, as 

establishing their modes of manufacture, understanding their distribution within space and time 

or even defining a proper terminology for these tools still waits for further investigation.6    

However, in the last decades, a consistent number of publications in the field of 

archaeological textiles approached the topic of clay spools (especially for BA period), 

questioning the role of these tools, which were often connected by specialists with aspects of 

textile production, especially with yarn manufacture, yarn storage7 and weaving.8   

In the context of the recent research in the field of textile archaeology, spools started to 

appear in a much relevant discourse in site monographs9 and survey volumes10 and therefore a 

revaluation of some old theories and some newer, but insufficiently documented hypotheses 

that associated clay spools with the craft of pottery making is opportune. In the light of the 

above-mentioned data, this paper aims to confront the old hypotheses with the much more 

grounded theories that saw in spools a good candidate for the role of textile tools and with the 

primary sources which still have a lot to offer.    

 

1.1. Spools as kiln spacers, temperature testers and potter`s marks. Which are the 

arguments? 

 

spools, but greater in lengthwise being often decorated with stamps on their ends were attributed to the Classical 
period; a rectangular or square in section at both ends spool is also known for Classical Period (Rahmstorf 2003, 
398-400). Hellenistic spools similar with the Classical examples are also known for the Hellenistic period in 
Greece (See Jones and Kouka 2015, 88-89; 134). 
3 Gleba 2008, 148. 
4 For example, see the Elean ancient spools typology in Coleman 1986, 100-102. 
5 Rahmstorf 2003, 397. 
6 Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 26; Ciobotaru 2017, 43. 
7 Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 25-26. 
8 Mårtensson et al. 2007, 4-15; Dohan 1942, 17; Hackworth 1943, 47; Ræder Knudsen 2002, 228-229; Gleba 
2008, 140-141; Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 30-31; Nosch 2020, 593.  
9 Coleman 1986, 62-63; Jones and Kouka 2015, 88-89, 130-134; Erickson 2018, 151-153, 167, 195, 230, 238, 
273, 308, 331, 332. 
10 Forsén and Forsén 2003, 238-240. 
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Some authors identified clay spools as kiln spacers, explaining that they were used to 

support the weight and to provide stability inside the kiln, while vessels and tiles were fired. 

Lauren Hackworth supported this hypothesis in an unpublished MA thesis about the textile 

production at Cetamura del Chianti, Italy.11 According to this view, spool-shaped kiln spacers 

had also the secondary role of temperature testers, helping the potters to check the optimum 

firing temperature.12  Hackworth`s opinion was refuted by Margarita Gleba, who argued that 

these functions are “unlikely due to the context, large numbers and high quality of many 

examples.”13   

Much more recently, Arto Penttinen had a similar idea based on the archaeological 

evidence from Pyrgouthi, a rural site located in the Berbati Valley, Argolis.14 The fact that one 

spool retained strong secondary burning traces while two others have had letters inscribed on 

one end made Penttinen state that “these objects may have been used as kiln supports. In this 

case, the letters may have the same function as potter’s marks in earlier pottery.”15   

The clay spools from Pyrgouthi are similar in shape and size with the spools excavated in 

other Peloponnesian sites.16 In some of these sites, the presence of incised letters on spools 

ends is archaeologically attested (for example, Pylos in Elis produced few examples).17 It 

should be noted that other small finds made of clay, having letters incised on their body, are 

known in archaeology. For example, loom weights with incised letters were discovered in 

Italy.18  

Another study that took note of the possibility that clay spools may have been used as 

potter`s tools or even as cooking devices was recently published by Małgorzata Siennicka and 

Agata Ulanowska, who prudently opted for an exhaustive view, stating that clay spools „may 

have had multiple functions, like loom weights, bobbins to wind threads, fishing net weights, 

kiln supports, cooking pot stands or gaming pieces, and even tools for spinning”.19   

So, while Hackworth and Penntinen pointed out that the shape, the secondary burning traces 

retained by some spools and the letter-inscribed on their ends are arguments that qualifies the 

 
11 Hackworth 1993, 34. 
12 Gleba 2008, 140. 
13 Gleba 2008, 140. 
14 Penttinen 2005, 30, 72, 74-75, 77. 
15 Penttinen 2005, 31, 75. 
16 Their hight range between 4.5 – 6.0 cm and they have oval or disk-shaped ends, and a concave waist. This shape 
was common in Elis, Argolis and Corinthia during Antiquity. The size of the spools corresponds to the typical 
high of the Peloponnesian ancient spools. For comparanda see Coleman 1986, 101-102.  
17 AO.242; AO.471 (Coleman 1986, 103, no. D123). 
18 Sofroniew 2011, 200; Marchesini and Migliavacca 2018, 231-240. 
19 Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 25. 
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spools for the role of potter`s tools, Siennicka and Ulanowska mentioned all the known 

hypotheses, focusing their research on the textile implements potential of spools – a fact 

suggesting that this is the most credited functionality in the field.20  

Looking into the literature, it is striking that the few hypotheses that describe spools as 

potter`s tools or cooking devices remain isolated while the majority of researchers see spools 

as textile implements used rather in weaving than in spinning21 – a reality suggested both by 

the archaeological record and by archaeological experiments, as it is shown below.  

 

1.2. What do the sources prove: Clay spools as multifunctional textile tools or clay 

spools as loom weights?  

The scarcity of literary sources and iconographic representations about spools obliged 

scholars to seek clues on their functionality in the archaeological record. As it was mentioned 

above, the abundant presence of clay spools in various contexts around the Mediterranean 

prove that they represent a widespread type of implement since the Neolithic until late 

Hellenistic period or even later. Sometimes, spools represent one of the largest categories of 

small finds excavated on a site.22   

One of the key factors that could lead to important conclusions regarding the function of 

clay spools is their shape. Even if it seems simple and basic for an inexperienced eye, it was 

developed during centuries, becoming quite sophisticated in later periods, as various 

discoveries show. So, if at a general view, clay spools look the same,23 a closer look reveals 

interesting variations – a fact that offers a wide ground for further studies regarding the spatial 

and chronological distribution of these tools, as Lorentz Rahmstorf already pointed out (see 

note 22).  

 
20 Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016. 
21 Dohan 1942, 17; Hackworth 1993, 47; Gleba 1999, 92; Gleba 2000, 79; Rahmstorf 2003, 402-403; Rahmstorf 
2005, 156-157; Mårtensson et al. 2007, 4-15; Gleba 2008, 140-141; Trinkl 2014 (for the storage of spun thread in 
kalathoi rather than on spools); Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 30-31; Nosch 2020, 593. Iancu forthcoming. 
22 Coleman 1986,100. 
23Lorentz Rahmstorf pointed out that „in spite of their long use since Early Neolithic, specific types are sometimes 
recognisable for different periods.” (Rahmstorf 2003, 397).  John E. Coleman remarked the variety of spool shapes 
known in ancient Greece, offering a simplified typology for the large collection of clay spools unearthed at the 
Elean Pylos (Coleman 1986, 100-104, Type IA, Type 1B, Type IIA, Type IIB, Type III). He also tried to identify 
other similar objects from Greece that may be analogical to the types from Pylos (for example, he associated the 
classical spools from Olynthos with Type 2, the clay spools recovered from the surface levels in Makrisia with 
Type 2, he also included some Olympian spools in Type 1 B, Type 2 B and Type 3; some Corinthian spools were 
added to Type 1 B and Type 2 B while spools from Perachora were associated with Type 1 B; but he also looked 
to the Argive spools that were linked with the Type 2 A and Mycenaean spools to Type 1 B). On the other hand, 
Margarita Gleba states that the spools from the Italic space do not change dramatically over time in shape, size 
and style (Gleba 2008, 143). However, she proposed a general typology of clay spools from pre-roman Italy, 
which shows a notable variation in style (Gleba 2008, 144, Type I.A, I.B, I.C; Type IIA., II. B. and Type III). See 
also Elisabeth Banks`s typology for the prehistoric Lerna (Banks 1967, 551-565). 
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The shape of spools greatly varies from simple cylinders made of clay, used since 

prehistory24 to more complex shapes and types: here we should recall the spools having a 

symmetrical or asymmetrical body cylindrical spools; spool with flat ends; spool with cross-

shaped ends; spool with concave or convex ends; spool with conical ends; spools with disc-

shaped ends, ovoidal, rectangular or triangular ends25, with prominent or slim ends, resulting 

in a narrow and short or a large and taller waist.26   

It should be acknowledged that clay spools are relatively difficult and time-consuming to 

manufacture, especially the later ones, including the Argive types catalogued by Penntinen as 

potter`s marks. Hand modelling, the potter’s wheel and even bivalve moulds were employed 

in the process of spools manufacture.27   

Even if many examples were modelled by hand until the Hellenistic age, there are 

consistent proves that there was an interest to produce standardised sets of clay spools, a fact 

demonstrated by some wheel-made spools and some others dozens potentially or certainly 

moulded clay spools, discovered in Peloponnese. Moulding of clay spools was identified in the 

archaeological record of Peloponnese and it has been hypothesised that this innovation had 

consequences over both processes of spools production and spools consumption in the region.28 

One of the most important consequences is that moulded spools were so highly standardised 

that they could easily form sets of spool-shaped weights having the same shape, dimensions 

and weight – a fact that influenced positively the process of weaving as well as the quality of 

the cloth. 

A closer inspection of spools features reveals a possible way to decode their functional 

parameters – shape, weight and size – that give insights into the way that they could be used. 

One of the most widespread types of clay spool in Ancient Greece was a spool with prominent 

disc-shaped ends, a slender waist (personal observations on the Elean spools tend to suggests 

that many of them have the diameter of the waist around 1 cm smaller than the diameter of the 

ends), while the diameter of the ends is closely similar to the high of the object. The size of 

disk-shaped ends significantly reduces the amount of space offered by the waist, and 

consequently, these spools can hardly store a decent quantity of thread – so, as it was already 

pointed out, the role of yarn storage devices is not necessarily a good candidate for their role. 

 
24 Rahmstorf 2005, 146, Pl. 22. 
25 Gleba, 2008, 143-144. 
26 Iancu forthcoming. 
27 Schilbach 1999, 108; Rahmstorf 2008, 61-62; Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 33; Erickson 2018, 150-332; 
Nosch 2020, 593, Iancu forthcoming.  
28 Iancu forthcoming. 
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Instead, their shape suggests another function: if spools were used as loom weights and the 

bundles of warp threads were tied around their waist, their wide ends could prevent the tangling 

while the spools were suspended, providing stability during weaving.29 A similar use could 

have had the clay spools with rectangular ends from Peloponnese. This fact is also supported 

by the use-wear on the Peloponnesian spools, consisting in chipped ends. 

On some settlements various spools shapes coexisted, showing that maybe the craftspeople 

made efforts to find the best solutions to create spools that fulfil perfectly the technical features 

necessary for their function.30  

But even if the shape is crucial in understanding their function, the archaeological context 

remains a major aspect to be inquired. The presence of spools in domestic spaces, often 

associated with textile tools (mainly loom weights and spindle whorls), indicates the 

connection of spools with the craft of cloth making.31 On the other hand, the presence of spools 

on settlements where more conventional types of loom weights are missing or they are 

remarkably rare suggests that clay spools could have been successfully replacing the 

conventional types of loom weights32 – a fact strongly supported by the above-mentioned 

visible standardisation of spools production in later periods.  

Another strong clue that clay spools could not be used as potter s tools is the fact that 

generally, clay spools do not bear secondary burning traces. The secondary burning traces on 

spools appear very rarely and it could be a result of an accident. Instead, sometime spools show 

surface treatment, being painted or glazed, which otherwise was useless for some tools that 

were presumably repeatedly fired (Fig. 1).33    

Nevertheless, the only possible surviving iconographic representation of spools dating from 

the 9th century BC informs that spools could have been connected the warp-weighted loom: A 

Cypro-Geometric II plate is showing a depiction of a warp-weighted loom with spool-shaped 

weights tensioning the bundles of warp threads (Fig. 2).34 

 
29 Iancu forthcoming. 
30 Coleman 1986, 100-104. 
31 Rahmstorf 2005, 156; Coleman 1986, 75. 
32 Rahmstorf 2005, 156; Coleman 1986, 102. 
33 According to some personal observation on groups of clay spools from ancient Olympia, Makrisia and Pylos in 
Elis, numerous spools are glazed or even painted – a feature that does not fit with the role of kiln supports and 
temperature testers. See the spools AO.69 (Coleman 1986, 86), AO.147, AO.242, AO.340 (Coleman 1986, 75) 
from Pylos in Elis; spool π 1005 and π 1008 α from Makrisia in Elis; spools with no inventory number from Lerna 
(Erickson 2018, 238, no. 506 and 273, no 618).  
34 For an extended description of this vase see Aspris 1996.  For interpretation of this source in relation with spools 
see Rahmstorf 2003, 156, Nosch 2020, 594, Iancu forthcoming. 
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The archaeological sources are strongly supported by the results of some important 

archaeological experiments which successfully proved that such sets of unconventional 

weights could be used in cloth weaving. They could be used as lighter loom weights for the 

warp-weighted loom or as weights in tablet weaving or in other weaving techniques. In 2002 

Ræder Knudsen practically demonstrated by using spools of Italic type they could be used for 

tablet weaving.35 In 2007 a Technical Report of experimental archaeology conducted at The 

Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre for Textile Research showed that replicas of 

prehistorical unbaked clay spools from Khania on Crete „are very well suited as loom weights, 

not only in the process of weaving but also during warping.” Additionally, these experiments 

proved that their shape is convenient as it helps in storing the warp threads and for keeping 

extra warp organised while weaving.36 Since then, other experiments confirmed the suitability 

of spools as loom weights, bringing valuable data on their technical features.37   

Summing up the arguments brought by the recent progress in the field, the clay spools 

represent a class of artefacts widespread in the Mediterranean and Europe. Even if their 

functionality still arose problems of interpretation, the majority of sources point out a 

connection of spools with the domestic crafts of textile production. The archaeological 

experiments already proved the high efficiency of weaving with spools at the warp-weighted 

loom or in other techniques. The previous interpretations that connected clay spools with the 

craft of pottery production seem rather baseless given the lack of strong archaeological support, 

as spools from all periods are better represented as textile tools in archaeology than as potter`s 

tools.  

  

2. Pyramidal and Conical clay weights and their domestic utility: tools connected 

with fire and cooking or textile tools?  

Clay weights are ubiquitous in the prehistoric, ancient and medieval sites, and they 

constitute one of the largest groups of small finds recorded on the excavation.38 Even if the 

clay weights started to arouse the interest of specialists quite recently, they are much more well 

represented in the literature than their spool-shaped counterparts, at least when it comes about 

the conventional types (pyramidal, conical and discoidal).    

 
35 Ræder Knudsen 2002, 230-243. 
36 Mårtensson et al. 2007, 15. 
37 Siennicka and Ulanowska 2016, 28-29. 
38 Mazăre 2013, 27. 
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Due to the great variety of clay weights shapes,39 these tools were interpreted as loom 

weights, net sinkers, roof supports, vases supports, scale weights or even weapons.40 Moreover, 

some archaeologists suggested that the clay weights of conical and pyramidal shape could have 

functions connected with fire or cooking: 1) tools used to store heat and to gradually propagate 

it into the house to keep it warm for a longer time 2) tools used to heat the water in big vessels 

and 3) cooking devices used as spits supports.41   

Ion Horațiu Crișan proposed that the pyramidal clay weight having a top perforation 

discovered in the La Tène settlement of Pecica, Romania, were used as heating tools. He 

imagined that the weights stored heat while they were placed on the hearth and that the stored 

heat was later gradually propagated into the house to keep it warm for a longer time.42 The 

archaeological context was the main argument in the favour of his theory: nine pyramidal clay 

weights having a top perforation were discovered on a fireplace. Additionally, he based his 

assumption on a modern practice that he found out from a local inhabitant, who related that in 

the countryside there was a traditional custom to keep the house warm by placing some bricks 

or clay pie-shaped objects in the stove. Crișan explained that the hot clay weights were picked 

up and moved by the ancients in other places by introducing a stick in their top perforation.43 

This hypothesis gained some success among the Romanian archaeologists and later it was 

even assumed that heating the house with clay weights was one of the most common ways to 

warm the house in the La Tène autochthonous settlements.44 The size of these objects was seen 

as a key factor in establishing their function. Therefore, the clay weights under 20 cm high, 

were considered to be too small, so inefficient, as long as they could not keep too much heat. 

Consequently, it was hypothesized any clay weight under 20 cm high was inappropriate for 

house heating and it had a different role – as it is the function of loom weights.45 

 
39The general shapes of clay weights are pyramidal, conical, truncated conical; biconical; discoid; semi-circular – 
also known as oscillum type (on this terminology see the Meo 2017, who explained that the term is inappropriate 
in connection with clay weights); lenticular; doughnut; anthropomorphs; rheniform – also known as crescent; bell; 
trapezoidal; pear-shaped. For a typology see Gleba 2008, 127-138. 
40 Ursachi 1995, 140; Hellebrandt et al. 1999, 42-52; Vaida 2000, 27; Mazăre 2013, 27.  
41 These interpretations, common in the Romanian literature, employed a controversial terminology for clay 
weights borrowed from another class of metal artefacts associated with fireplaces and hearths: the terms „căței de 
vatră”/„căței de foc”/„pisici de foc”, translatable into „hearth dogs”/„fire dogs”/ „fire cats” initially referring to 
some elongated clay or metal objects adorned with zoomorphic-shaped protomes, were also used in relation with 
pyramidal and conical clay weight interpreted as fire tools. This terminology is definitely incorrect, as clay weights 
do not resemble at all with the above-mentioned class of objects. On this matter see Mazăre 2003, 28 and Vaida 
2002, 25-26.  
42 Crișan 1969, 206-207. 
43 Crișan 1969, 207. 
44 Ursachi 1995, 140. 
45 Crișan 1978, 110; Vasiliev 1991, 61; Vaida 2002, 26-27. 
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On the other hand, Gheorghe Bichir argued that these tools were instruments used as 

cooking devices. According to Bichir, the top perforations of clay weights were used to hold 

the spits above the fire while the meat was cooked.46  

Dan Lucian Vaida excluded both possibilities and proposed a new hypothesis: the 

pyramidal and conical weights made of clay were used to heat the water in big vessels.47 The 

fundament of this idea lies in ethnographic parallels: according to the old inhabitants of Năsăud 

region of Transilvania, Romania, some decade ago there was a custom to heat stones from the 

river and to use them to heat the water in wooden vessels. The almost boiling water had the 

quality to clean the vases and to eliminate all the odors.48  

But which are his arguments? Again, the shape is interpreted in a manner that serves this 

assumptions: the clay weights of conical and pyramidal shape have a top perforation49 that 

helps the owner to move the piece from fire to the vessel, while their pointed heads were useful 

when one removed the weights from the vessels using free hands.50 Moreover, the author thinks 

that the small clay weights were used to heat the water in small vessels while the bigger one 

were appropriate for the big vases.51 In any case, Vaida did not tackled at all the rich 

iconographic sources on clay weights that offers strong clues about the way that these tools 

were used by the ancients.52  

Instead, Paula Mazăre published a much more documented paper about this class of 

artefacts, discussing all the hypotheses existent in the literature.53 Her vision, based on a rich 

experience gained during the study of hundreds of Neolithic and Eneolithic clay weights from 

Transilvania, is way more nuanced.54 She explains that the most credited functionality in 

relation with the clay weights remains connected with textile production, as iconographic, 

archaeological sources and archaeological experiments suggested.55     

Paula Mazăre convincingly argued that: 

 
46 Bichir 1973, 95; For the hypothesis that clay weights were cooking devices or loom weights, according to their 
archaeological context and size see Smirnova 1974, 365-366. 
47 Vaida 2002, 27. 
48 Moraru 1937, 137; Vaida 2002, 28. 
49 Clay weights with 2 top perforations are common in the archaeological record, but the author does not refer to 
this feature. 
50 Vaida 2002, 29. 
51 Vaida 2002, 29. The author states that in the Roman times the production of clay weights ended. Archaeological 
sources proved that on the territory of Romania, but not only, clay weights were used until late Roman times or 
even late Byzantine period: Opriș and Rațiu 31, 35-36, 45-46. 63, 124, note 293. 
52 See below. 
53 Mazăre 2013, 27-28. 
54 Mazăre 2013, 28: „Din punctul nostru de vedere, chiar daca ar fi putut îndeplini diverse alte roluri, aproape 
orice „greutate” ar fi putut fi utilizata pentru tensionarea firelor în cadrul razboiului de tesut, fiind în acest caz o 
dovada indirecta a practicării țesutului.” 
55 Mazăre 2013, 40. 
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1. the weight is not a definitory feature in establishing the function of a clay weight, as 

loom weights could reach up to 3000 gr, judging after Prehistoric and modern evidence.56 So 

saying that the objects bigger than 20 cm high had a function connected with house heating or 

water heating while smaller weights had other roles is methodologically incorrect.  

2. the presence of clay weights around hearths or in kilns does not necessarily constitute a 

proof that these objects were used as heating tools. According to Mazăre, the habit of keeping 

the loom weights around the fire could represent a symbolic gesture having a ritualic meaning. 

Anyway, a secondary utility of loom weights as heating tools – after they were discarded from 

the warp-weighted loom, is not excluded.57 In this case, the use ware in form of grooves around 

the perforation could inform about a primary function of loom weights, that were later 

discarded and used as heating tools, being unearthed in kilns or fireplaces and having powerful 

secondary burning traces. For these reasons, the archaeological context remains a major factor 

when establishing a function for these objects.  

As a general fact, it should be admitted that the majority of clay weights are not discovered 

in fire-related contexts and do not bear secondary burning traces. Anyway, only in exceptional 

cases, clay weights appear in archaeological contexts that give unequivocal clues that they are 

a part of a weaving installation.58 

On the other hand, many archaeologists failed to acknowledge the importance of the shape 

of an object while trying to define its role. The shape is one of the most important functional 

parameters of a tool because the way in which it was manufactured demonstrates which kind 

of ergonomic criteria lead the craftspeople to design a tool in a specific way. It has been argued 

that the function of a tool has a complex and direct relationship with their shape and other 

parameters like size and weight.59 In the same vein, Ulanowska suggested that „ergonomic 

criteria, for the organisation of workplaces, the division of labour and the designing of tools” 

existed since the Bronze Age (with reference to Greece).60   

Decoding such detailed technical features of clay weight of pyramidal and conical shape 

shed new light on this class of objects. Not only that their complex shape required time and 

some skill to manufacture these tools, but there are concrete proofs that ancient craftspeople 

invented moulds in order to standardise the production of these implements.61 As in the case 

 
56 Hoffman 1974, apud Mazăre 2013, 29-30.  
57 Mazăre 2013, 36. 
58 Karavidović and Sekelj Ivančan 2018 
59 Anderson Strand and Nosch 2015, Ulanowska 2016, 44. 
60 Ulanowska 2016, 44. 
61 Sofianou 2011, 427-428; Mazăre 2013, 37. 
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of the clay spools, the moulding of clay pyramidal weights suggests a great interest in 

producing objects that could be part of sets used in weaving on the warp-weighted loom.  If 

these tools were primarily intended to be used exclusively as heating tools, such an effort of 

standardisation was not necessary.  

Recently it was demonstrated by experimental means that: 

 

„loom weight thickness plays an important role in achieving an arrangement in which 

loom weights are hanging side by side, at the same level and with optimal tension per 

thread, because the thickness defines how closely the loom weights can hang side by 

side. But hitherto thickness has never been a subject of discussion when interpreting 

loom weights in archaeological material, nor has the influence of the thickness of loom 

weights on weaving been an object of systematic studies in experimental 

archaeology.”62 

 

Furthermore, many archaeologists failed to notice the rich iconographic sources that inform 

about the ancient manner in which pyramidal and conical clay weights were used. In ancient 

iconography, these implements are exclusively associated with the warp-weighted loom. The 

most illustrative examples are an Archaic black figured terracotta lekythos decorated with 

textile production scenes, among of which a detailed depiction of a warp-weighted loom with 

the bundles of thread tied of metal rings introduced in the top perforation of the pyramidal loom 

weights (Fig. 3);63 a Classical red-figured skyphos from Chiusi depicting Penelope seated on a 

stool next to her warp-weighted loom, while Telemachos is if front of her holding spears;64 a 

fragment of a black-figured pinax from the Acropolis of Athens showing the inferior part of a 

loom with warp threads attached to pyramidal loom weights via intermediate loops.65 Some 

other schematic representations of the warp-weighted loom include the Tintinnabulum from 

Bologna dated in the 7th century BC;66 a Corinthian Archaic aryballos with a representation of 

the myth about the battle between Arachne and Athena;67 a Boeotian black-figured shyphos 

 
62 Mårtensson et al. 2009, 378. 
63 The vase is kept in Metropolitan Museum of Art (accession number 31.11.10). Archaeological evidence 
demonstrate that the pyramidal loom weights were sometimes improved by adding an intermediate device made 
of metal or string (Davidson and Thompson 1943, 68; Kelley McLauchlin 1981, 80; Sofianou 2011, 421). 
64 Chiusi Museo Archeologico Nazionale (accession number 1831). 
65 Spantidaki 2016, 51, fig. 5.4. 
66 Gleba 2008, 30;  
67 Archaeological Museum of Ancient Corinth (accession number CP 2038). 
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depicting Circe and her loom;68 another similar Boeotian black-figured skyphos decorated with 

the loom of Circe.69  

Despite all this evidence, clay weights still continue to be interpreted as heating tools even 

when they do not bear secondary burning traces (Fig. 4).70   

 

Conclusions 

The present paper discussed the functional relation of clay spools and clay weights of 

pyramidal and conical shape with fire in archaeology. The various hypotheses that associated 

these objects either with the heating system of a house and cooking or with the craft of making 

pottery were confronted with the ancient sources, mainly archaeological and iconographic, and 

with the conclusions of archaeological experiments that brought valuable results in the field.   

The material analysed here consisted of prehistoric and ancient clay spools and clay weights 

discovered in the Mediterranean space and Europe as the topic was not focused on a region or 

period, but it rather took into consideration all the clay spools and weights known in the 

literature that were interpreted as heating, cooking and pottery tools.  

By confronting the above-mentioned hypotheses with a relevant selection of archaeological 

and iconographic sources and with the results of archaeological experiments, it has been proved 

that these controversial classes of objects must be interpreted cautiously. Moreover, it was 

stated that only by inquiring the archaeological context (when possible), the various marks and 

traces of an object and by knowing its functional parameters one can address the correct 

questions about their role(s).  
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Illustrations 

 

Fig. 1. Left: Ancient clay spool from Olympia (K2658) showing black glaze traces poorly preserved. (photo by 

A. Iancu). Right: Ancient clay spool from Makrisia (π 1005) preserved in a fragmentary state, with a painted 

decoration (drawing by A. Iancu). 

 

 

Fig. 2. A Cypriot plate showing a depiction of a loom with spool-shaped weights tensioning the bundles of warp 
threads (Cypro-Geometric period). After Aspris 1996, fig. 1. 
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Fig. 3. Terracotta lekythos (oil flask) dated ca. 550–530 B.C., attributed to the Amasis Painter, showing women 

participating in various stages of textile production. One main scene consists of a representation of a warp-
weighted loom having the bundles of thread tensioned by pyramidal loom weights. Image: Metropolitan 

Museum of Art. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Ancient clay weights from the Archaeological site of Bârlad – Valea Seacă (A/3601 and A/8843), kept in 
the Vasile Pârvan Museum (Bârlad, Romania), listed in the Romanian database Mobile Cultural Objects Listed 

in the National Cultural Heritage as fire tools („căței de vatră”). None of the clay weights do not bear secondary 
burning traces. Image source: National Institute of Heritage of Romania. 
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THE IMAGE OF THE GOD FUFLUNS – DIONYSUS AS REFLECTED ON 

ETRUSCAN MIRRORS: A GREEK OR AN ETRUSCAN GOD? 

 

Diana PAVEL, 

Max Weber Centre, University of Erfurt 

 

Abstract: The influence that the Greek world had managed to manifest through its religion over the divinities of the 

Etruscan pantheon, including the god of vegetation Fufluns- Dionysus, has been universally acknowledged in the 

historiography, but an in-depth analysis of the ever growing number of archaeological discoveries has provided us 

with an important element that seems to have constituted an oversight for a long time: the autochthonous layer of the 

image of the divinity and the entwining of characteristics between the two elements, both Etruscan and Greek. An 

iconographic investigation of the representation of the god Fufluns on Etruscan mirrors, the category of archaeological 

sources that will be the main focus of this paper, will indicate that, within the research on the issue of the juxtaposition 

of Greek and Etruscan characteristics in the creation of the image of this god, an important number of purely Etruscan 

elements should be emphasized since they allude towards a powerful Etruscan contribution and (re)interpretation of 

certain aspects of this deity. Among the results, we can include not only the powerful chthonic attributes of Fufluns- 

Dionysus himself, but also of his retinue and of his companions, as well as his connection to purely local companions 

or the appearance of certain mythological episodes of a most probable Etruscan origin, episodes seemingly 

unacknowledged throughout the Greek world. 

 

Keywords: Fufluns, Etruscan Dionysus, Etruscan mirrors, Etruscan mythology, Dionysian cult in Etruria 

 

Introduction 

The subject of Etruscan religion, with a special focus on its pantheon of divinities and their 

respective cults, has provoked ever since the beginning of its discussion within the historiography 

a number of debates about particular aspects, one of the central points of interest being the relation 

between the autochthonous Etruscan roots of various gods and goddesses, alongside their 

respective cults, and the influences that they had received from the Greek world, especially 

considering the expansion of the apoikies established in Magna Graecia1 from the beginning of the 

 
1 Taking also into account the importance of the foundation of the colonies of Pithekoussai and Cumae in the first half 
of the 8th century B.C. in the geographical proximity of Etruria, the foundation of the latter also being attested by the 
written sources, such as Livy, VIII, 22. 
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8th century B.C. and the further development of important commercial and cultural contacts 

between the two worlds during the subsequent Orientalizing period.2 The newer research into the 

field has opened up a range between the two concepts of Etruscan originality and Greek influence 

to be applied to various individual divinities within the pantheon, each god or goddess carrying 

certain specificities in their image and in their cult practices. Such is the case of Fufluns, the 

Etruscan god of vegetation who throughout time would come to be assimilated with the Greek god 

Dionysus and who would also receive the name of Pacha, as will be discussed further. Despite the 

fact that the figure of the Etruscan god Fufluns would be assimilated with that of Dionysus under 

Greek influence, various local particularities and interesting autochthonic features can be seen in 

the development of his image, as it can be proven considering the main archaeological sources 

taken into account and in regards to his iconography and cultic characteristics. 

The main aim of this paper is to examine the representation of the god Fufluns-Dionysus 

by means of the archaeological category of Etruscan mirrors that provide various depictions of 

myths and, furthermore, seeing up to which degree it can be possible to extract information about 

the image of this god, about the possible elements of his cult, and about the particularities of the 

Etruscan Fufluns which are distinct from those of the Greek Dionysus, as it can be distinguished 

following a thorough analysis of these mirror engravings. As objective, the research concerning 

the representation of Fufluns-Dionysus in the context of the mythological depictions allows an in-

depth analysis of certain aspects relevant to this divinity in the context of his importance within 

the Etruscan pantheon and overall within the Etruscan world. 

 The paper aims to firstly provide a brief overview of the god of vegetation Fufluns 

throughout Etruria, as well of the elements pertaining to his cult, since this general archaeological 

evidence is relevant both in showing the significance of the god throughout the Etruscan world 

and in establishing a connection between the category of mirrors to other relevant archaeological 

sources. Secondly, the paper will offer an analysis based on the types of representations of the 

divinity as depicted on the engraved mirrors in order to establish the particularities brought forward 

 
2 With an estimated chronology of this period around 700- 570 B.C., according to Barker and Rasmussen 2001, 6. For 
the role of Etruscan cities within the larger commercial network throughout the Mediterranean area and the particularly 
influential contacts with the Greek (and Phoenician) cities, see Barker and Rasmussen 2001, Aigner-Foresti 2003.  
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by this category of archaeological evidence in what regards the image of the god in Etruria, both 

in terms of autochtonous elements and Greek characteristics. 

 

The Etruscan god Fufluns 

The divinity Fufluns of the Etruscan world appears to had already been assimilated with 

the god Dionysus in the second half of the 7th century B.C. at the earliest3 due to the similar 

attributes of the two gods of vegetation and nature and also possibly thanks to the expansion of the 

process of cultivation of wine in Etruria during the same century.4 The importance of this god in 

the Etruscan world can be seen in conformity with a large number of sources, which indeed seem 

to indicate the widespread presence of this divinity considering both the diffusion of Dionysiac 

motifs in Etruscan art and the existence of a cult dedicated to Fufluns throughout Etruria. 

Artistically, there are distinct categories of sources that help in creating a general image of 

the god in Etruria, with a vast catalogue of archaeological findings related to pottery imagery, 

indicating a powerful influence of the Greek artisanal world since, as mentioned prior, the 

commercial contacts between the two worlds have been intense, especially from the beginning of 

the Orientalising period and continuing up until the battle of Cumae (474 B.C.), when the Etruscan 

defeat at the hands of the Syracusan fleet seems to have interrupted the commerce between the two 

worlds for at least a quarter of a century,5 followed however by a further cultural and artistic 

renaissance during the 4th century B.C.6 Heavy imports of vases came from the Greek artisanal 

world, while the Etruscan aristocracy was the paying customer of these elements of luxury, and as 

a result it cannot be denied the fact the this elite left its mark upon the iconography displayed and 

requested to be displayed on these vases, having its own preference and desire in their artistic 

execution.7 The numerous examples of pottery that introduce the iconography of Dionysus and his 

retinue constitute an important argument as to the expansion and knowledge of Greek mythology 

throughout Etruria. Depictions of Dionysiac motifs are also widely spread from local workshops,8 

 
3 Bonfante 1993, 234 proposes the 5th century B.C. for such an identification, with a possible earlier date extended to 
the 7th century B.C. 
4 LIMC IV, 531. 
5 Torelli 1986, 55. 
6 Steingräber 2006, 185. 
7 See Izzet 2007, 212-213.  
8 See Ambrosini 2013 for a general overview over the organisation of pottery workshops in Etruria. For the mentioned 
workshops, see pages 954-956. 
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presenting Greek influence in decorations and themes, including the Ivy Leaf group from the 

second half of the 6th century B.C., La Tolfa group from the end of the 4th century B.C., the Silenos 

Painter from the second half of the 6th century B.C. or the workshop of the Micali painter, from 

which a famous hydria9 shows the mythical scene of Dionysus transforming the pirates into 

dolphins10 as punishment for kidnapping him. 

Mural paintings encountered in various tombs especially from the Monterozzi necropolis 

of Tarquinia, such as the so-called tomb of Dionysus and the Sileni or the tomb of the Bacchantes, 

both of which date from the end of the 6th century B.C., also present Dionysiac motifs and probably 

also allude to Dionysian practices,11 while other architectural and sculptural elements, such as 

antefixes with satyrs12 of the Dionysian retinue, show the popularity of these motifs in Etruscan 

art. If these types of sources are more strictly linked to a religious context, the popularity of 

depictions of the Dionysian thiasos can however be spotted also on rather mundane objects, with 

satyrs as decoration of bronze vase handles13 or candelabra.14 

Relevant votive contexts suggest a widespread cult dedicated to the Etruscan god Fufluns, 

further emphasized by the dedications to fufluns paχies15 written on various vases found within 

tombs discovered in Vulci, or by the inscription mi fuflunusra, to Fufluns, on a krater discovered 

in a deposit near altar lambda from the southern sanctuary of Pyrgi.16 One of the most important 

religious inscriptions for the study of the Etruscan pantheon, albeit of a later date at the end of the 

2nd century B.C., is the bronze Liver of Piacenza where the name of the divinity appears twice in 

different quarters of the celestial sphere, both times in the vicinity of the goddess Catha. The 

relevance of the god can also be highlighted by an advanced etymological theory17 that, according 

to numismatic sources, the written name of the city of Populonia as pupluna indicates a clue as to 

 
9 Black figure hydria from the Micali painter dated to 510-500 B.C. Referenced in CVA U.S.A. 20, vase number 
1001529. 
10 Homeric hymn to Dionysus, 7. 
11 Steingräber 2006, 68. 
12 For example the Caeretan terracotta antefix showing the head of a satyr and dated to the 4 th century B.C. Currently 
in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, inventory number 96.18.159.  
13 For example Haynes 1985, 109.   
14 For example Haynes 1985, 115.  
15 Krauskopf 2006, 77. 
16 Colonna 2006, 139. 
17 Bonfante 1993, 222; LIMC IV, 531. 
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the fact that the city has received its name in relation to this divinity, with a translation reading it 

as “the city of Fufluns”. 

Priesthoods of this god are also attested in the epigraphic record, one of the most important 

inscriptions being connected to the figure of Lars Pulenas. The 3rd century B.C. engravings on the 

scroll depicted by his sarcophagus mention the cursus honorum of this aristocratic figure that, 

besides obtaining diverse political functions during his life, he also held the position of a priest of 

the gods Catha and Pacha,18 with Fufluns and Pacha apparently merged as the same god from this 

century onwards. Other priesthoods of the god seem to be mentioned in epigraphic contexts, 

including a marunuχ cepen of Pacha and a maru of Pacha and Catha.19 A 3rd century B.C. 

sarcophagus of a woman, discovered in Tarquinia and currently found at the British Museum, has 

been interpreted as belonging to a priestess of the cult of Fufluns-Dionysos in Etruria20 as she is 

depicted with her head covered and holding a thyrsus in her left hand and a kantharos in her right 

hand, while a deer tries to reach it and drink from it.   

All these clues suggest the widespread image of an ancient divinity of vegetation in the 

Etruscan world, Fufluns and later Fufluns Pacha or Pacha, divinity that would also come to receive 

aspects of the god Dionysus of the Greek world. Through the Etruscans and the Greek world, the 

Romans would also develop the cult of Bacchus in Rome, a cult which would have a very important 

development during the 4th-3rd centuries B.C., but which in the year 186 B.C. would arise to an 

important conflict as the Roman Senate would oppose the continuation of this rite within the 

parameters of the ritual which was imposed until that date, introducing the senatus consultum de 

Bacchanalibus,21 which also permitted the arrest of the persons implicated in the cult. The 

institution of the Senate considered this cult dangerous since the various elements accumulated in 

the development of these rituals were now considered to have the intention of undermining the 

official religion of the Roman Republic. The importance of this god on Etruscan territory has 

actually managed to influence further cults on Roman soil. 

 

The phenomenon of Etruscan mirrors 

 
18 Thomson de Grummond 2006 (a), 34. 
19 Thomson de Grummond 2006 (a), 34. 
20 Bonfante 1993, 223. 
21 Livy XXXIX, 8-18. 
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Dating from the beginning of the 6th century B.C. until towards the end of the 2nd century 

B.C., a number of more than 3000 mirrors22 have been discovered throughout the Etruscan 

territory, half of which present mythological representations engraved on the reverse side. Within 

this high amount however, only around 300 mirrors23 have the names of the figures depicted in the 

scene inscribed upon them, leading therefore towards an easier process of identification of these 

mythological representations. The great number of discoveries concerning this category of 

archaeological items suggests that this was a widespread phenomenon, both chronologically and 

geographically, throughout the Etruscan world, whereas artistically, “the large corpus of extant 

mirrors further indicates a broad range of talent and styles, from highly detailed, naturalistic 

images of figures and landscapes to highly abstracted, stylized forms”.24 The phenomenon of 

(engraved) Etruscan mirrors seems to have reached its peak in what concerns its commercial and 

artistic development throughout the Late Archaic and Classical eras, also enabled by the existence 

of specialized workshops, although the earliest discovered bronze mirror is dated to the Villanovan 

period Ia, and so around 900 B.C., bronze mirror that has been found in Tarquinia and deposited 

within the tomb of a deceased male.25 During the Villanovan, Orientalising and early Archaic 

periods, only four mirrors seem to have been found in total.26 The engraved mirrors of the 6th to 

the 2nd centuries B.C. are mostly made out of bronze and are constituted of an obverse, reflective 

side and a reverse side frequently enriched by a series of decorations that seem to have been 

evolving in their artistic development from a simple border decoration27 framing the mirror to 

images depicting complex mythological scenes. 

The significance of these engraved objects is however more difficult to interpret given the 

circumstances of their discoveries. With the exception of one known mirror that seems to have 

been part of a votive deposit placed on the Marzabotto acropolis, and whose destined divinity is 

unknown,28 these mirrors have been predominantly found in the context of necropoleis where they 

were deposited within tombs as grave goods accompanying the deceased that was in these cases 

 
22 Van der Meer 1995, 5. 
23 Van der Meer 1995, 5.  
24 Carpino 2003, 4.  
25 Thomson de Grummond 1982, 166. 
26 Izzet 2007, 50. 
27 Izzet 2007, 44. 
28 van der Meer 1995, 26. 
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predominantly female, but there is also an important number of male burials29 that present 

(engraved) mirrors as grave goods, as it can be further confirmed by the epigraphic evidence 

present on the mirrors themselves that show the engraved male names30 of the owners of these 

objects. These mirrors were most probably used as mundane, luxury objects that were then 

transferred as grave goods within the funerary realm with the death of the owner or of a family 

member. This transition process is possible to have influenced the purchase of these luxury goods 

by an aristocratic elite who would have been able to afford these items and that would have also 

been interested in their value and significance as subsequent grave goods, whereas the workshops 

that produced these objects could have also been influenced by this aspect,31 concerning both style 

and choice of cultic and mythological representations. This elite would have been therefore 

familiar and seemingly knowledgeable in regards to the mythological scenes and the religious 

significance engraved upon them, with the further aid of the inscriptions engraved on them. The 

prestige of these items must also be reflected in the fact that a number of mirrors bear the 

inscription suthina engraved upon them, meaning ‘belonging to the grave’32 and therefore 

suggesting a strict funerary use and a purpose of differentiation between this function and the 

implied everyday aesthetic function of these objects. The presence of these objects within the 

funerary realm suggests perhaps apotropaic functions or further functions such as “aiding the 

deceased to achieve immortality, protecting her from evil, serving as a receptacle for her soul 

and/or helping her soul journey to the afterlife”.33  

Another important aspect is connected to the fact that the phenomenon of the engraved 

mirrors seems to be an authentic Etruscan one in its characteristics, with an external Greek 

influence manifested only on the ideological level of the content of the mythologically imbued 

scenes appearing on them. As opposed to the Etruscan mirrors deposited as prestige grave goods, 

the mirrors within the Greek world seem to represent votive objects deposited within sanctuaries.34 

Furthermore, only a few Etruscan mirrors have been found outside the geographical area of Etruria, 

 
29 Carpino 2008, 25; Van der Meer 1995, 22.  
30 For selected inscriptions, see Van der Meer 1995, 22-26.  
31 Izzet 2007, 46.  
32 Carpino 2003, 5. 
33 Carpino 2008, 1. 
34 Izzet 2007, 212.  
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suggesting therefore that these were not destined for commerce or export,35 as for example the 

bucchero type of pottery, reinforcing the statement that this was an internal phenomenon with clear 

value within the Etruscan society. 

 

Representations of the god Fufluns on Etruscan mirrors 

The preservation of these mirrors is therefore helpful in uncovering information about the 

popularity of different categories of mythological scenes appearing throughout Etruria and in the 

case of this paper, the specific iconography and the particularities that appear in the depiction of 

the vegetation god Fufluns- Dionysus. There are various types of mythological representations that 

involve the presence of Fufluns-Dionysus and the most representative engraved depictions have 

been selected in the following analysis. One mention must be made, namely that the number of 

mirrors with the actual depiction of the god is not very large, whereas there are many more 

representations formed solely by his retinue composed of satyrs, sileni and the maenads that still 

manage to infer however the importance of the god within Etruscan religion. Still, the existence of 

his depiction within specific mythological scenes does provide abundant information in regards to 

the transfer of Greek elements and the addition of autochthonous Etruscan characteristics in the 

creation of the iconography of Fufluns-Dionysus. In the following, different themes will be 

discussed in accordance to the appearance of the specific types of mythological episodes on the 

engraved mirrors. As a reading note, in the following analysis, the engraved mirrors will be 

numbered according to the Etruskische Spiegel corpus (from now on abbreviated as ES), as edited 

by Eduard Gerhard. Where possible, an additional identification will be provided in reference to 

the newer collection of Corpus Speculorum Etruscorum (from now on abbreviated as CSE).   

 

a. The birth of Fufluns-Dionysus 

One of the important themes reflected on the engraved mirrors surrounding the god 

Fufluns-Dionysus is the one surrounding his birth. The version followed by the engraved mirrors 

suggests that Dionysus was the son of Zeus (etr. Tinia) and Semele (etr. Semla), a pair whose 

representations can be found on two relevant mirrors ES I, LXXXI.1 and 2 [fig.1]. Semele, 

according to the ancient Greek tradition, was one of the four daughters of king Cadmus, along with 

 
35 Carpino 2003, 5. 
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Ino, Agave and Autonoe. Zeus falls in love with Semele and as a result of the union between a god 

and a mortal woman, Dionysus is born. The mortality of Semele is one of the main aspects of the 

Dionysian myth since the death of a pregnant Semele as a result of Hera’s scheming is what leads 

to baby being saved by Zeus and to the ‘second birth’ of Dionysus from the thigh of Zeus. The 

mortality of the mother and the immortality of the father are therefore essential elements within 

this version of the myth. On the first engraved mirror, the couple is presented in the nude with 

Semele depicted on the right side, having her chest covered with a cloth, whereas Zeus is placed 

on the left side and is depicted wearing a crown. The two of them can be seen sharing a kiss in the 

natural setting emphasized by the surrounding vines. Although the images do not include the 

presence of Dionysus himself, his relevance is inferred from the romantic nature of the 

representation of his parents. The second mirror portrays many similarities to the first one, with 

the nude couple depicted within a natural scene, this time however accompanied by a nude young 

boy that holds a flute in his hand, suggesting the addition of music to the scene. Zeus, this time 

appearing on the right side, is portrayed with a thunderbolt in his right hand and wearing the crown 

of vines once again. Semele, situated on the left, is this time represented with wings however, a 

particularity that allows at least two different interpretations, either that Semele with wings is part 

of an Etruscan myth that we are unaware of or that there existed an intent to assimilate Semele 

with a specific Etruscan goddess whose original identity remains unexplored. 

A unique representation of the god as an infant is provided by mirror ES I, LXXXII [fig.2], 

that presents inscriptions with the Etruscan names of the figures depicted in the scene. The infant 

Fufluns is born through the thigh of his father Tinia (gr. Zeus), seated on his throne and grasping 

the sceptre with the representation of the eagle on the upper side as a symbol of power, helped by 

a female deity that bears the name of Thalna, stretching her arms to receive the child. Another 

female character is present in the scene, named by the inscription as Mean,36 winged, and who is 

holding an alabastron in her left hand. The two female characters, Thalna and Mean, have been 

interpreted as nurses or midwives37. Apulu (gr. Apollo) appears as well in the scene on the far left. 

Two elements that can be interpreted as cult symbols appear in the scene, firstly the mask of a 

 
36 Mean is sometimes compared to the Greek Nike as she appears in many scenes crowning a hero, according to Simon 
2006, 59. 
37 Bonfante 1993, 225. 
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satyr ‘watching’ the scene from the upper side of the mirror and secondly the goat that can be seen 

near Apulu and that can symbolize the sacrifice necessary during certain rituals dedicated to 

Dionysus, the sacrifice constituting one of the three parts of the ceremony, alongside the pompa 

and the ludi.38 The uniqueness of the two female figures of Mean and Thalna, unparalleled in the 

Greek world, and that of the depiction of the ‘second birth’ of Fufluns- Dionysus, suggest a 

powerful Etruscan layer in the formation of this mythological episode.  

An episode that follows that of the birth of Dionysus is represented by his childhood, as he 

is being handed over by Hermes to the nymphs of Nysa at the request of Zeus. This image also 

appears engraved on one mirror CSE Italia 6.1, 36 [fig.3], where Turms (gr. Hermes) is the central 

figure, depicted as a nude, young man that holds a swaddled baby in his arms. A woman on the 

left side of the image is looking over to the man and is holding one hand raised, suggesting the 

desire to take over the child. A lion is also present in the scene besides Turms looking at the child, 

emphasizing the Dionysian atmosphere of the scene.  

 

b. Fufluns- Dionysus and Areatha- Ariadne 

The most frequently encountered type of representation depicting Fufluns-Dionysus on the 

engraved Etruscan mirrors is the one where he is depicted together with Ariadne (etr. Areatha), 

with at least nine representations39 of the couple being found in the ES. Ariadne, after being 

abandoned by Theseus on the isle of Naxos, is found by Dionysus and the two of them will 

eventually marry. Afterwards, Ariadne will end up becoming immortal next to her husband, a 

tradition that is already mentioned by Hesiod in the Theogony „And golden-haired Dionysus made 

brown-haired Ariadne, the daughter of Minos, his buxom wife: and the son of Cronos made her 

deathless and unageing for him”,40 a tradition continued, amongst others, by Diodorus Siculus41 

and Pausanias.42 On ES I, LXXXIV [fig.4], which is also one of the few mirrors that attests the 

inscription of the purely Etruscan name of the god, fufluns, presents the pair in an embrace. Fufluns 

holds the thyrsus in his right hand while he embraces Ariadne, holding her by her left shoulder, 

 
38 Paleothodoros 2007, 192. 
39 In numbering order, these are ES I, LXXXIV- LXXXVI; ES IV, CCCI- CCCIV; ES IV, CCCVII; ES V, 88. 2. ES 
IV, CCCV is problematic in the identification of Ariadne, as discussed in the paper. 
40 Hesiod, Theogony, 947-959. 
41 Diodorus Siculus, Library of History, 4. 61. 5. 
42 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 10. 29. 4. 
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both of them wearing crowns. The decoration is a typically Dionysian one, but other figures do 

appear in the imagery: on the right side, a nude Bacchant holds a himation in her left hand and a 

wine vase in her right hand. On the left side, a young man, fully clothed, holds in his hands a 

sceptre similar to a thyrsus. The main elements of these scene can also be found in other mirror 

engravings, such as ES I, LXXXV and ES I, LXXXVI, with the couple as the central element of 

the scene and being accompanied by secondary characters such as other maenads or an Eros.  

ES IV, CCCI [fig.5] also presents a depiction of the couple, with the pair sharing an 

embrace. Whereas the god is depicted in the nude and having long hair decorated with leaves of 

vine, Ariadne is presented fully clothed and carrying a torch in her left hand. The torch, a symbol 

connecting her to the chthonic world, can be a reference to the versions of the myth where Ariadne 

kills herself after being abandoned on the isle of Naxos by Theseus or where she is killed by 

Artemis,43 whereas other version suggest that she died after giving birth,44 with Dionysus rescuing 

her afterwards from the underworld. Her chthonic attributes are also visible throughout several of 

her representations on a number of sarcophagi and funerary aedicula as suggested for example by 

the nenfro relief45 found within the Cavalupo necropolis, Vulci, depicting the couple formed by 

Dionysus holding a thyrsus and a patera and Ariadne holding a torch. Behind them, there is an 

altar upon which a vase of great dimensions is placed. The Dionysian atmosphere is enriched by 

the presence of an Eros and of a griffin on the right side next to Ariadne, and of a panther and a 

wreath situated next to Dionysus. Two other mirrors show Ariadne carrying a torch, ES IV, CCCIII 

and ES IV, CCCIV [fig.6]. The latter presents a slightly different imagery through the presence of 

two registers within the reverse side of the mirror. In the upper register, Dionysus and Ariadne are 

present and they are both depicted nude, with the god holding the thyrsus and Ariadne holding a 

lighted torch in her left hand. Two maenads are in the scene near the couple, one of them is nude 

and seated, whereas the other is standing up and is wearing a peplos and a crown. She is also 

carrying a crown in her hands as in the act to crown the other seated maenad. On the other register 

there is a nude, young man lying down on the ground, grasping a cluster of grapes in his left hand 

and a pedum in his right hand. Wild animals appear in both registers, a panther on the lower right 

 
43 Homer, Odyssey, 11.321-324. 
44 Plutarch, Theseus, 20.1-3. 
45 LIMC IV, Fufluns 62.  
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side and the head of an ox can be recognized between the young man and the panther. Still in the 

lower register and above the four dogs or wolves depicted in the scene, two crescent moons appear 

as astral symbols.  

A curious scene is represented by the mirror ES IV, CCCV [fig.7] which introduces Fufluns 

alongside Menarva (lat. Minerva), Artames (gr. Artemis) and Esia, according to the engraved 

inscriptions. Fufluns, this time depicted as an older man, bearded, fully clothed and wearing an ivy 

crown, holds a kantharos in his hand. Next to him is Menarva, wearing the aegis and her helmet 

as specific attributes. On the other side, Artames, holding her bow and arrows in her left hand, is 

also holding a curious character in her arms, a small woman named Esia. On the ground, the head 

of Silenus appears, looking upwards towards the rest of the scene. The interpretation that has been 

brought forward to this scene is that Esia represents an Etruscan version of Ariadne who is depicted 

as a dead soul, a hinthial46, whereas the appearance of the head of Silenus suggests a prophetic 

revelation47. If Esia can be equated with Ariadne is still subjected to debate, however, the purely 

Etruscan element added to the scene through the introduction of the name48 and/or figure of Esia 

is highlighted. 

Another interesting and unique episode is portrayed by mirror ES V, 88.2 [fig.8], where 

the couple constituted by Fufluns and Ar(e)atha- Ariadne seems now to be part of an unusual 

mythological scene, given the appearance of Jason as a central figure. Fufluns is depicted in the 

centre of the mirror, nude, whereas Areatha is partially hiding behind him. Eiasun (gr. Iason), 

presented as a young man, is on the ground grasping the leg of Fufluns as in the act of asking for 

forgiveness. Castur (gr. Castor) also appears in the image on the left side of the mirror, whereas 

the winged figure identified by the inscription as Aminth is situated on the right side, holding a 

sacrificial patera. Attributing a clear meaning to this specific scene is difficult since it combines 

elements of the Argonaut cycle with religious aspects of the god Fufluns and with cultic elements, 

once again offerings a unique Etruscan interpretation, suggesting a mythical episode where 

Fufluns- Dionysus and Aminth- Eros assist Jason with Medea.49  

 

 
46 Bonfante 1993, 233.  
47 Thomson de Grummond 2006 (b), 121. 
48 According to van der Meer 1995, 54, the name Esia could be translated as ‘divine woman’. 
49 van der Meer 1995, 115-118. 
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c. Fufluns- Dionysus and Semla- Semele 

Another category of scenes relates to the appearance of the god Fufluns-Dionysus together 

with his mother, Semla- Semele, within the iconography of mirrors. According to versions of the 

myth, his mother had died before he was born a second time from the thigh of Zeus; therefore, the 

representation of him together with his mother can be deduced as taking place after his katabasis 

to the Underworld conducted in order to rescue her and take her to Olympus, where she would 

eventually become divinized according to several literary traditions that mention that „Liber 

received permission from his father to bring back his mother Semele from the Lower World, and 

in seeking a place of descent had come to the land of the Argives”.50 One mirror, ES I, LXXXIII 

[fig.9], focuses on a nude Fufluns-Dionysus who appears to be embracing his mother, whereas 

Semla- Semele is fully dressed and wearing a crown, and is also glancing back towards her son. 

The gesture of the embrace between the two has been interpreted in a romantic manner,51 however 

this seems to enable a contradiction when considering the fact that there are also several mirrors 

that will be discussed later on and that present the portraits of Fufluns-Dionysus, Areatha-Ariadne 

and Semla-Semele as belonging to the same mythological scene. The existence of a romantic 

relationship between Fufluns and Semla, when also taking into account the high number of mirrors 

focusing exclusively on the pair Fufluns-Areatha, seems therefore underdeveloped. A more 

plausible explanation suggests that the artist was most probably inspired by the motif of the couple, 

used elsewhere in the case of engravings showing Turan and Atunis together,52 for a scene between 

Fufluns and Semla. Fufluns is represented with his thyrsus in this image, and the aforementioned 

characters are accompanied by Aplu-Apollo, with whom Dionysus shares the oracle at Delphi. 

Moreover, the scene seems to be connected with the festival of Herois that took place at Delphi 

and that commemorated the myth concerning the rescue of Semele from the Underworld,53 also 

taking into consideration the chthonic attributes of Semele, as the mother of Dionysus was 

occasionally said to be Persephone herself.54 On another mirror, CSE U.S.A. 4 [fig.10], Dionysus 

appears with his mother once again. The god, depicted in the nude and holding the thyrsus, shares 

 
50 Hyginus, Astronomia, 2.5. 
51 Bonfante 1993, 231; Thomson de Grummond 2006 (b), 116.   
52 van der Meer 1995, 60. 
53 van der Meer 1995, 60. 
54 Pfiffig 1998[1975], 323. 
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an embrace with his mother who is fully clothed. On the left, another character, identified with 

Hermes,55 joins the scene. The interesting elements of this image are provided by the depiction of 

an altar and of a goat on the right side of the mirror, suggesting an implied sacrifice as part of a 

ritual dedicated to the god.  

As mentioned prior, there are representations that bring Fufluns, Areatha and Semla 

together within the same image. One of these examples is shown on mirror ES IV, CCXCIX 

[fig.11] where the god, recognisable also due to the inscriptions engraved on the mirror, is 

embraced and kissed by Areatha. Once again, he is depicted in the nude and is holding a lyre, 

whereas Areatha is fully dressed and wearing a crown. On the right side of the couple, Semele is 

depicted partially clothed, seated and glancing towards the pair. A nude satyr, identified through 

the inscription as Sime, also appears in the scene on the left side. Two additional mirrors, ES IV, 

CCC.1 and CCC.2, also reflect a conventional image of the presence of Fufluns, Semele and 

Ariadne together in the same scene, and the iconography of the two engraved mirrors is quite 

similar. In both cases, Fufluns, partially clothed and wearing the ivy leaf crown, is seated, whereas 

Semele, standing on his right, fully dressed, is once again represented with wings and embracing 

her son. In these representations, Ariadne appears next to Semele, in the nude but crowned, while 

other nude, male characters wearing ivy crowns accompany the scene. These representations do 

indicate an awareness of the Greek mythology concerning Dionysus, and specifically regarding 

the katabasis and the rescuing of Semele from the Underworld, as well as the matrimony of 

Dionysus and Ariadne. On the other hand, the presence of all three figures in the same scenes 

might point towards a common mythological episode reuniting these characters, perhaps of an 

Etruscan origin or reinterpretation of the known myths, one that is unknown to us from any of the 

other available sources.  

 

d. Fufluns- Dionysus and various divinities 

Besides the aforementioned categories, a noticeable element is the reduced number of 

images showing Dionysus being accompanied by other gods of the Greek or Etruscan pantheon, 

these representations being unique within the repertoire of mirror engravings. An example refers 

to Dionysus and Minerva, according to mirror ES I, LXXXVIII, where the pair is shown in the 

 
55 Bonfante 1993, 231.  
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foreground. The god, depicted partially clothed, is joined by Minerva who is fully clothed and 

grasping her shield, but also wearing a flower crown. Two women are depicted in contrast on each 

side of the mirror, one of them nude and the other fully dressed, most probably Bacchantes. 

Another engraved scene, ES I, XC [fig.12], shows the mythological episode of the return of 

Dionysus with Hephaestus on Olympus. The episode is described by Pausanias as follows: “There 

are paintings here- Dionysus bringing Hephaestus up to heaven. One of the Greek legends is that 

Hephaestus, when he was born, was thrown down by Hera. In revenge, he sent as a gift a golden 

chair with invisible fetters. When Hera sat down she was held fast, and Hephaestus refused to 

listen to any other of the gods save Dionysus – in him he reposed the fullest trust – and after making 

him drunk, Dionysus brought him to heaven”56. On this mirror, Dionysus helps support a drunken 

Sethlans-Hephaestus and bring back to Olympus, with the latter holding a mallet in his hand, 

emphasizing his role as the god of craftsmanship. The other two depicted characters are the gods 

Maris-Ares and Laran-Apollo who, according to the myth, were not able to convince Hephaestus 

to return to Olympus. In the background, an entrance to a temple is depicted, most likely a symbolic 

reference to the entrance to Mount Olympus.  

One very interesting scene is depicted by mirror ES V, 35 [fig.13], where the god Fufluns, 

once again in the nude and wearing a crown, is accompanied by an Etruscan goddess of 

vegetation57 who is fully dressed and wearing a crown with a crescent and who is identified as 

Vesuna, according to the inscription on the mirror. The abundant vegetal details in the scene seem 

to be emphasizing the attributes of the two divinities seen as god and goddess of vegetation and 

nature. A young winged man by the name of Svutaf appears on the right, whereas Ercle-Herakles, 

in an interesting appearance, is seated near Fufluns, depicted nude and holding the club as a 

recognisable attribute. Furthermore, he is also wearing the symbol of the crescent moon. The 

significance of this scene is quite unclear, but it can be connected with the act of prophecy, as 

Fufluns holds a patera and a pitcher of wine in his hands, so that either he or Vesuna could 

prophesise through the practice of lekanomanteia, using the reflection in the patera as a mirror for 

 
56 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.20.3. 
57 Bonfante 1993, 230. 
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obtaining a vision58. Otherwise, the gesture of Fufluns holding the pitcher in the left hand and the 

patera on the right might reinforce his chthonian attributes.59 

  

e. The triumph of Dionysus 

There are two engraved mirrors, CSE Italy 6.2, 83 and CSE Italy 6.2, 89 [fig.14] that show 

scenes concerning the triumph of Dionysus, where the young god appears at the reins of a chariot 

pulled by exotic animals, such as lions or panthers, with the divinity being, in both cases, crowned 

by the goddess Nike. Whereas in the first mirror, the identity of the god can be established based 

on the appearance of his thyrsus, the second mirror settles the identification of the characters 

through a series of inscriptions, in this case the god receiving the name of Hiaco, appearing in the 

scene with Menerva (gr. Atena) and Fortuna. Hiaco is found on the far left side of the mirror 

holding the reins of a chariot driven by a panther, a deer, a griffin and a lion. In the background, 

the winged figure of Victoria (gr. Nike) is depicted crowning the young man. The centre of the 

mirror depicts Menerva, recognised also by her peplos and by the aegis with the gorgoneion. She 

is holding a decorated shield in her left hand and is wearing her typical war helmet. To her right 

there is Fortuna wearing the chiton and the himation. Several interesting figures appear on the 

inferior level of the scene, where a naked man with a cape is shown throwing a rock against a 

snake, whereas on the handle, the depiction of a bearded man with the body of a triton appears. 

Hiaco seems to be therefore a transfer of the name of Iacchos, and allows therefore an 

identification based on the linguistic resemblance to the name of Bacchus, and therefore to 

Dionysus himself, that was one of the main divinities worshipped within the Eleusinian Mysteries. 

Mentions of this cult character can also be found within the written sources that suggest that the 

Greeks “give the name ‘Iacchus’ not only to Dionysus but also to the leader-in-chief of the 

mysteries, who is the genius of Demeter. And branch-bearing, choral dancing, and initiations are 

common elements in the worship of these gods”60 and that, furthermore, Iacchos had a cult statue 

within an Athenian temple dedicated to Demeter; his statue, where he was depicted holding a torch, 

along with that of Demetra and Kore, were supposed to be the work of Praxiteles.61 The depiction 

 
58 Thomson de Grummond 2006 (b), 118.  
59 van der Meer 1995, 198. 
60 Strabo, Geography, 10.3.10. 
61 Pausanias, Description of Greece, 1.2.4. 
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of a Greek cult scene on an Etruscan mirror would suggest a detailed knowledge of the Greek 

ceremonies. What is also interesting is the transformation of the name of Iacchos into an 

Etruscanised form, showing a deliberate adaptation of the Greek model. The scarcity of 

archaeological and literary sources does not provide however further evidence into the existence 

of a cult of Dionysus in his form as Iacchos as appearing in the Eleusinian Mysteries within the 

Etruscan world. 

 

Conclusions regarding the representation of Fufluns-Dionysus on Etruscan mirrors 

Despite the fact that the number of Etruscan mirrors which depict the image of the god of 

vegetation, Fufluns, is not very large, the representations that we do have offer us a very interesting 

portrait of the god and some very detailed information about his attributes. In almost all discussed 

examples, Fufluns-Dionysus appears depicted as a young man, mostly presented nude, and he can 

be easily identified based on a series of various symbols, especially the thyrsus, as a divine 

attribute, his vegetal crown, but also vases of wine such as the krater or the kantharos, or based 

on his entourage. An analysis of the most important attributes of the god Fufluns relate him to the 

two main spheres of the vegetal and the chthonic areas of worship. In what concerns the vegetal 

sphere, it can be observed that in most of the iconography the scenes depicting the god also present 

abundant vegetal motifs or a natural environment. A very interesting element that suggests a 

particularity of the cult of Fufluns in Etruria is offered by a representation that is unknown in the 

Greek world and that brings together Fufluns with Vesuna, an Italic goddess, highlighting therefore 

the mythological and cultic aspects of the two divinities.   

The chthonic nature of the god is also emphasised due to his association with Areatha-

Ariadne. The most popular type of representation, according to the statistically higher number of 

mirrors that present this myth, is the one concerning Fufluns-Dionysus and his wife, Areatha-

Ariadne, who is represented in some images as a possible goddess with chthonic attributes, as her 

gesture of carrying a torch suggests. This can also be connected with other theories, namely that 

Ariadne could be represented here in an Etruscan archetype or variant or that she ended up being 

assimilated with an Etruscan chthonic goddess. The chthonic nature of Dionysus and his own 

connections to the Underworld, visible also in cult, as he was the one to descend in order to rescue 
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his mother, and also his wife, according to certain variants of the myth, must have therefore also 

influenced the Etruscan perception not only of the god himself, but also of his companions.  

Other characteristic which appears to be unique to the Etruscan world is the presence of 

Semla-Semele in these images, and the curious element of her being depicted with wings in some 

representations, an element that also offers various interpretations. Knowing that Semla has wings, 

even though neither Semele nor Stimula, the Roman equivalent, have wings, it is possible that 

Semele has also received a local interpretation which had permitted the establishing of local 

attributes, or that an assimilation with the characteristics of some other divinity autochthonous of 

the Etruscan world took place. Moreover, the representation of the three characters together, 

Fufluns, Ariadne and Semele can indicate the existence of a possible mythological episode 

individual of the Etruscan world and of which we have no information up to this moment, an 

episode that was visibly different from the information gathered from Greek mythology, as no 

information regarding it has been transmitted. Also important in this regard are the mirrors that 

present unusual occurrences, such as the unknown mythological episode of Fufluns and Ariadne 

meeting with Jason and Castor, in one of the mirrors, and another episode that surrounds the 

mysterious figure of Esia, whose role in the mythological episode is difficult to determine. 

Some specific cult elements also seem to be suggested in connection to the worship of the 

god Fufluns. Besides a number of mirrors showing ritual scenes involving dancing maenads and 

satyrs, music is also an important aspect of these depictions, with musicians of the double flute in 

particular appearing in several of these mirror engravings. Further cult elements are represented 

by the depiction of altars and by the implication of sacrifices as suggested by the presence of 

animals in their vicinity, such as the aforementioned mirror engraving of Fufluns and his mother 

shows. Gestures of libations are further activities acknowledged throughout the depiction on these 

mirrors, possibly emphasizing once again specific ritual acts conducted in connection to a cult 

dedicated to the god. Satyr masks appear on several occasion within the discussed mirrors, and 

very curious are also the astronomic symbols that appear important to the ritual sphere of this god, 

particularly the symbol of the star and that of the crescent moon that appear in various depictions, 

with Vesuna and Herakles both wearing crowns with a crescent symbol, perhaps suggesting an 

emphasis on nocturnal rituals. What is also particularly interesting in this case is that the coins 

from Populonia are supposed to present on the reverse side also various astral motifs represented 
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by stars of by crescent moons, astral motifs that have been apparently used on these coins for a 

long period of time.62 All these elements offer a complex portrait over potential ritual ceremonies 

happening within the Etruscan world and addressed to the worship of the god Fufluns. All these 

different elements that can be deduced after the analysis of some of the most representative mirrors 

with relevant mythological iconographical scenes prove that the figure of Fufluns-Dionysus, such 

as it is represented on the mirrors, although it maintains a certain Greek basis of representation and 

typology of scenes, is also constructed rigorously having taken into consideration the Etruscan 

particularities of the participation of the local god Fufluns in myth and cult. This is particularly 

emphasized by the distinct characteristics between the Greek and the Etruscan mode of 

representation and also by the novelties of expression introduced in the images and reflected 

through the examination of this type of predominantly funerary archaeological object. Thus, the 

analysis of the mirrors has provided a correlation with the other categories of archaeological 

sources that have been discussed in the historiography, once more proving the importance of the 

local element in the development and in the diffusion of the image of the god Fufluns-Dionysus 

throughout the Etruscan world.  
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Images 

Fig. 1. Mirror engraving symbolically depicting the birth of 

Dionysus, end of the 4th century B.C. Identification: ES I, 

LXXXI.2. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Mirror engraving depicting the birth of Dionysus, mid 4th 

century B.C. Identification: ES I, LXXXII. 
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Fig. 3. Mirror engraving depicting Dionysus as a baby being 

handed over to the nymphs of Nisa, Praeneste, mid 4th century 

B.C. Identification: CSE Italia 6.1, 36. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus and 

Areatha-Ariadne, here accompanied by the inscription 

Helenaia, second half of the 3rd century B.C. Identification: 

ES I, LXXXIV. 
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Fig. 5. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus and 

Areatha-Ariadne, beginning of the 4th century B.C. 

Identification: ES IV, CCCI. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus 

and Areatha-Ariadne, Praeneste, beginning of the 4th 

century B.C. Identification: ES IV, CCCIV. 
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Fig. 7. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus, 

Menarva-Minerva, Artames-Artemis and Esia, 

possibly a representation of Areatha-Ariadne, 

Praeneste, first half of the 5th century B.C. 

Identification: ES IV, CCCV. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-

Dionysus, Aratha-Ariadne, Eiasun-Jason, Castur-

Castor and Aminth, Bolsena, first quarter of the 3rd 

century B.C. Identification: ES V, 88.2. 
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Fig. 9. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus, 

Semla-Semele and Apulu-Apollo, Vulci, end of the 5th 

century B.C. Identification: ES I, LXXXIII. 
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Fig. 10. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns- Dionysus 

and Semla- Semele, Vulci, end of the 4th century B.C. 

Identification: CSE U.S.A. 4, 31. 
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Fig. 11. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus, 

Areatha-Ariadne and Semla-Semele, Chiusi, second 

half of the 4th century B.C. Identification: ES IV, 

CCXCIX. 

 

 

 

Fig. 12. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus 

with Sethlans-Hephaestos, Chiusi, beginning of the 3rd 

century B.C. Identification: ES I, XC. 
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Fig. 13. Mirror engraving depicting Fufluns-Dionysus 

with Vesuna, Ercle-Herakles and Svutaf, Orvieto, 

second half 4th century B.C. Identification: ES V, 35. 

 

 

 

Fig. 14. Mirror engraving depicting the triumph of 

Dionysus, Praeneste, mid 4th century B.C. 

Identification: CSE Italy 6.2, 89. 
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CAELUM ET TERRA ARSERUNT — A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL AND 

POLITICAL ACCOUNT ON THE AD 192 FIRE 

 

Anca-Maria CONSTANTIN, 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: To analyse and to disentangle the broader context framing a historical event such as the AD 192 fire 

are key aspects of understanding how the same happening can bear multiple different connotations depending 

on the intentions of the narrator. Firstly, this paper focuses on discussing how and why the fire was interpreted 

as an omen announcing emperor Commodus’ impending end especially by the historian Dio Cassius. Later on, 

we will shift towards a post factum state of events and consider how the damages caused by the flames created 

the frame for Emperor Severus to implement his visual policies by the means of architectural restoration. The 

wider spectrum we will scrutinise throughout the article is that of fire as a signifier for both a decaying reign and 

the start of a new one.  

Key-words: fire, historiography, Dio Cassius, omen, building programme 

 

Commodus’ madness as a bad omen 

 In ascertaining how the AD 192 fire was perceived in historiography, Historia Romana 

plays a fundamental role, on the grounds that Dio Cassius’1 work provides us with the chance 

to subsume this particular sequence to a larger literary stratagem. But before we tackle this 

subject, it is suitable to briefly examine how the construction of Commodus as a historical 

figure is a nod to ancient preconceptions about good and bad emperors, all expressed through 

narration and literary devices. A large and growing body of literature has focused on charac-

ters in ancient historiography, most recently an entire series (Mneomosyne Supplements — 

Monographs on Greek and Roman Language and Literature) approaches this topic from var-

ious angles, whilst engaging different genres. Before that, among numerous others, there was 

the comprehensive study by Ronald Syme about Tacitus, where Tiberius’ literary portrayal is 

thoroughly articulated.2 Likewise, Fergus Millar wrote an extensive volume (A Study of Cas-

sius Dio) dedicated to Dio Cassius, his literary method and life background. Above all, it is 

important for this section of the paper to acknowledge the scholarly attention paid to our mat-

ter and to try a small-scale incursion into the thought-patterns that shape a historical anti-hero. 

 
*All abbreviations are in conformity with LSJ. 
2 The study is titled Tacitus (Oxford, 1958). 
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 In terms of constructing an antagonistic character, Dio’s standpoint takes cues from 

earlier historians, especially Livy, Tacitus, and Suetonius. Regardless the idiom, it is a com-

monplace for ancient writers to set up the narrative with an empirical classification of leaders. 

Usually, it takes into account the delineation between good and bad political rulers. Concern-

ing the composition, a medley of metonymical and metaphorical characterization techniques 

constitute the indirect literary devices generally employed in ancient historiography. A char-

acter could be described by various implicit means, such as elocution, individual deeds, phys-

iognomy and surroundings, i.e. metonymical characterization. On the other hand, metaphori-

cal characterization operates with different inputs and often exploits intertextual references 

and established paradigms that function strictly on the literary stratum.3 Notably, ancient writ-

ers scrutinize emperors from a fixed point of view and measure how they fit an embedded 

canon as men and statesmen. They do not attempt to understand and portray characters as a 

conflation of dissonant, contradicting and inherently human traits, or at least not in a way 

close to our modern psychological insight of personalities.4 

 When telling the story of his contemporaries Dio Cassius accommodates his writing 

technique and analytical methods to what he grasps as an age of moral and political decadence. 

His overall approach of the events he witnessed reveals itself to ancient and modern readers 

in the form of a both historical and personal miscellany authored by a quasi-senatorial persona 

intertwined with his propria persona.5 To understand Dio’s reasoning and implicitly the Sen-

ate stance on this matter one has to essentially comprehend the political system penned by 

author along the books of his opus. It is neither a de facto system, nor one entirely based upon 

a historical moment deemed as ideal, although Marcus Aurelius’ reign comes close, but what 

senator Dio believes to be the most fitting modus operandi for the Roman Empire.6  

 The narrative guiding Dio’s political judgement is grounded on the practice where the 

princeps is one of the most capable statesmen, id est a Senate member, making Rome chiefly 

a representative monarchy, focused on an educated leading elite who provides security across 

the empire.7 Considering both this optimal structure and the Principate system, Dio, in a sim-

ilar fashion to historians before him, is evaluating rulers through the lenses of a performative 

assignment that avows good emperors to bedazzle the audience, whilst bad emperors are con-

 
3 De Temmerman and van Emde Boas 2018, 20-22. 
4 Gill 1983, 473. 
5 Kemezis 2014, 92-4. 
6 Millar 1964, 75-6. 
7 Madsen 2016, 152-3. 
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demned to disgrace and oblivion. It is also worth mentioning that traditionally rebuffed em-

perors like Caligula, Nero or Domitian already have a paradigmatic representation in literature 

and collective memory. Thus, the unavoidable framework postulated by damnatio memoriae 

is a given pattern for historians, an external factor shaping the literary representation.8 

 As indicated previously, Dio made use of this customary historiographic tradition 

when he depicted Commodus, amongst other mischievous emperors. The web of biases bor-

rowed from predecessors or designed by himself leaves little space for character development, 

for his approach on self-shares much in common with the Middle Platonic thought-pattern. 

According to this, personality is a cluster of inborn and external factors, and once stabilised it 

is hard to alter.9 Of course, some emperors like Commodus and Tiberius10 afore him reveal 

ailment from a certain point in their lives, but this is not an inconsistency. An underlying κακία 

brings damned emperors to moral ruin and education hardly can make a difference.11 

 Conducting his philosophical considerations about human nature and the way it affects 

the course of history, Dio eludes complexities and nuances inherent to anthropological φύσις, 

in order to create a pattern that proves his logic and reinforces accepted morals. Hence Com-

modus – seen by default as a negative protagonist – serves as a suitable imperial character to 

validate Dio’s postulation that an immutable caesura has shattered the incoming prospects for 

the Roman Empire (περὶ οὗ ἤδη ῥητέον, ἀπὸ χρυσῆς τε βασιλείας ἐς σιδηρᾶν καὶ κατιωμένην 

τῶν τε πραγμάτων τοῖς τότε Ῥωμαίοις καὶ ἡμῖν νῦν καταπεσούσης τῆς ἱστορίας12). Inviting 

the readers to compare Marcus Aurelius’ reign to Commodus’, Dio seeks to highlight through 

a metaphorical literary device — based on epideictic oratory, or more fittingly said the praise-

and-blame rhetoric — the perversion brought by the dynastic system.13 Delving further into 

the text, we can notice that Dio previously used this technique of contrasting foils when he 

depicted Tiberius’ reign as becoming worse after Germanicus passed away and Sejanus as-

cended to power.14 If we take a look at Tacitus’ literary treatment of Tiberius, we can observe 

the author used comparatio as a literary technique too when drawing comparison with Augus-

tus’ reign.15    

 
8 Icks 2008, 477-8. 
9 Gill 2006, 413-414. 
10 Ann. 6.51. 
11 Gill 1983, 481. 
12 C. D. 72.36.4. 
13 Schulz 2020, 277. 
14 C. D. 57.19. 7; 57.19.8. 
15 Shuttleworth Klaus 2009, 106. 
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 Keeping this background in mind, we should consider how Dio commences to dis-

mantle Commodus’ personality into a series of bad traits, common in every bad emperor. 

Although he was an innocent child, Commodus is heavily influenced by a bad circle and his 

slack personality cannot oppose external forces, all in conjunction with Dio’s Thucydidean16 

ruminations that there is an evil atom in every human17: 

 

οὗτος πανοῦργος μὲν οὐκ ἔφυ, ἀλλ᾽ εἰ καί τις ἄλλος ἀνθρώπων ἄκακος, ὑπὸ 

δὲ δὴ τῆς πολλῆς ἁπλότητος καὶ προσέτι καὶ δειλίας ἐδούλευσε τοῖς 

συνοῦσι, καὶ ὑπ᾽ αὐτῶν ἀγνοίᾳ τὸ πρῶτον τοῦ κρείττονος ἁμαρτὼν ἐς ἔθος 

κἀκ τούτου καὶ ἐς φύσιν ἀσελγῆ καὶ μιαιφόνον προήχθη.18 

 

Thereby, Commodus enjoys a solid education throughout his formative years (lubrica aetas), 

ergo he complies with Dio’s standards that a leader shall appreciate παιδεία and educated men 

as well. It is safe to say that the emperor ostentatiously does not abide to these rules.19 The 

sophistic norms epitomised in the concept of περί βασιλείας run counter to Commodus’ king-

ship,20 on account of his transgressive behaviour that accepts consilium from a wicked κύκλος. 

As an additional proof to this, Dio uses the technique of embedded focalisation to represent 

Commodus’ overall obtuseness21: his own mother, Faustina Minor, decries the possibility of 

him rising to power, because he was young and simple-minded (νέου καὶ ἁπλουστέρου).22  

 Moving forward with writer’s canon of a bad emperor, there is the insurmountable 

problem of Commodus’ ὕβρις. The first signs against the virtue of modesty showed up when 

the princeps fashioned himself as a god in a provoking manner. This transgression translated 

into a rapture between the acceptable norms of human and divine spheres. The Roman public 

stands in awe as Commodus proceeds with his troubling μίμησις of Hercules, announcing a 

dreadful downfall for the mad emperor.23 Here, Dio purposely creates a disproportion between 

imperial misdeeds and social order that serves him to further outline Commodus’ character. 

This device consisting of magnifying (imperial) actions in order to highlight character’s inad-

equacy was heretofore used by Dio to describe the social inversion caused by Nero in many 

 
16 This is not the only instance when Dio is emulating Thucydides, if we consider that some linguistic particu-
larities employed in Historia Romana clearly follow the cultural trend of Atticism. 
17 Berdowski 2020, 32-3. 
18 C. D. 73.1.1. 
19 Jones 2020, 306-7. 
20 Madsen 2019, 71-3. 
21 Schulz 2019, 211-2. 
22 C. D. 72.22.3. 
23 C. D. 73.15.2; 73.15.3. 
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instances. The apogee is pictured during the so-called banquet of Tigellinus,24 followed by 

another significant episode, the Great Fire of Rome.  

 When Commodus feuds the innate order of the things nature responds through the 

language of omens. Dio makes use of the motif of antagonistic nature to support the judgement 

built up within his depiction, but we can recall another similar stance, this time when Tacitus 

denounced an imperial figure who lacked modesty. Tacitus’ Nero, analogous to Commodus, 

abounds in hubristic attributes and longs to defy his human limits: Nero tamen, ut erat incred-

ibilium cupitor.25 We can trace the arrogance in respects of mortal status as a frequent defining 

trait in bad emperors, such is the case with Domitian in Suetonius’ writing (dominus et deus 

noster hoc fieri iubet26). After all, someone’s self-aggrandisement (superbia) is another liter-

ary suggestive fault, among other loci communes assigned to a typical tyrant, that is crudelitas, 

avaritia, libido and vis.27   

 As one would have expected, Commodus’ transgressive behaviour received its pun-

ishment in the form of an extensively damaging fire which took place in 192 AD — the prel-

ude of a soon to arrive end. The fire ignited near Templum Pacis and rapidly expanded over 

the Egyptian and Arabian wares. It later burned down edifices along Via Sacra, among others 

Aedes Vestae, reaching the Palatine Hill and ravaging the state archives kept inside emperor’s 

residence:28 

 

πῦρ τε νύκτωρ ἀρθὲν ἐξ οἰκίας τινὸς καὶ ἐς τὸ Εἰρηναῖον ἐμπεσὸν τὰς 

ἀποθήκας τῶν τε Αἰγυπτίων καὶ τῶν Ἀραβίων φορτίων ἐπενείματο, ἔς τε τὸ 

παλάτιον μετεωρισθὲν ἐσῆλθε καὶ πολλὰ πάνυ αὐτοῦ κατέκαυσεν, ὥστε καὶ 

τὰ γράμματα τὰ τῇ ἀρχῇ προσήκοντα ὀλίγου δεῖν πάντα φθαρῆναι.29 

 

 A brief outline of the events is given to us by another historian — Herodian — who 

claims to present the episode from a civil point of view that should bestow him with authority 

and fairness.30 Regarding the fire, Herodian tells us that it lasted three days and only nature 

extinguished the flames with the aid of a godsend rain (ὅθεν καὶ τὸ πᾶν ἔργον ἐξεθειάσθη 

 
24 C.D. 62.15.1. 
25 Tac. Ann. 13.4. 
26 Suet. Dom. 13.2. 
27 Dunkle 1971, 16-7. 
28 Posner 2003, 191-2.  
29 C. D. 73.24.1; 73.24.2. 
30 Hidber 2004, 201-2. 
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πιστευόντων κατ’ ἐκεῖνο καιροῦ τῶν τότε ἀνθρώπων ὅτι γνώμῃ θεῶν καὶ δυνάμει ἤρξατό τε 

τὸ πῦρ καὶ ἐπαύσατο).31 Largely considered the last straw of his reign, the disaster is described 

by ancient authors as a divine sanction for Commodus’ madness, a tray exhibited before by 

other damned emperors like Nero and Domitian.32 What ancient authors fail to tell us is that 

an earlier fire, which occurred somewhere between AD 185 and 188, constrained Commodus 

to appoint a newly instituted curator aquarum et Minuciae.33 However, it is important to no-

tice that this tragedy came too soon to be interpreted as a sign of collapse, indicating that it 

wouldn’t have done a favour to narration and it was better to be omitted altogether.  

 As we have seen in Dio’s and Herodian’s writings, the fire is reckoned in roman his-

toriography as a symbolic event, a sign that requires to be translated into fate. Wondrous hap-

penings pass to modern readers rather as an established literary artifice, but we need to look 

closely to the larger body of the story and identify the role of the miracle in the roman collec-

tive consciousness.34 Evoking a large-scale damaging omen can clearly hint that an imperial 

figure is damned by gods only if the audience is prepared to understand and resonate with this 

logic. In this case, the fire, which actually happened according to multiple sources, provided 

historians with a much needed coronation for their portrayal of Commodus.  

 Even if the fire would not have happened, we dare to say historians would have pro-

jected a similar meaning on another strange occurrence, since it was a puzzle piece too edify-

ing to be excluded. In historiography, there are a few other scenes illustrating the tendency to 

mention a harbinger in response to imperial lapses. To name a couple, soon after Nero mocked 

his imperial status and presented himself in a histrionic manner on a stage in Neapolis the 

whole theatre collapsed and many believed it was a divine sanction.35 Omens were also rec-

ognised a few months before Domitian’s death: a raven uttered a strange prediction (ἔσται 

πάντα καλῶς).36 This last predicament is in a similar vein with the moment close to Commo-

dus’ death, when many eagles flew and screamed above the Capitol (ἀετοί τε γὰρ περὶ τὸ 

Καπιτώλιον πολλοὶ καὶ ἔξεδροι ἐπλανῶντο, προσεπιφθεγγόμενοι οὐδὲν εἰρηναῖον).37 Lastly, 

it is interesting to pay attention to the order of the events mentioned above. Both Dio and 

Suetonius ditch the chronological frame in favour to an associative account, where all similar 

 
31 Hdn. 1.16.4. 
32 SHA, Comm.16. 
33 Hekster 2002, 78-9. 
34 Papaioannou 2018, 108. 
35 Tac. Ann. 15.34. 
36 Suet. Dom. 23.2. 
37 C. D. 73.24.1. 
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actions are put together, in what it is called a thematic rubric.38 This way, it is easier for readers 

to form an idea about a topic, in this case all the ill portents announcing a bad emperor’s death.  

 

Septimius Severus and the renewal of Rome 

 In this last section, we will change the optic from which we fathom the events. The 

fire landed another opportunity for political fruition, namely the restoration and renewal of 

the damaged buildings undertaken by the emperor Septimius Severus. In the gap between 

Commodus’ assassination and Severus’ proclamation by his armies in Pannonia, the political 

turmoil did not allow an extensive reconstruction of the city. The context for Severus’ building 

programme has its roots in the struggle to present a consistent account on the legitimacy of 

his reign,39 a recurring difficulty for Severus and nevertheless a regular topos regarding new 

dynasties. Vast propagandistic policies were initiated throughout the Empire that culminated 

in the organisation of Ludi Saeculares, a historical celebration which granted the possibilities 

to broadcast a timeless glorification of the emperor and his family.40 

 The Ludi Saeculares were conceived to mark the official return to a Golden Age by 

the agency of religious ceremonies and games.41 Thus, peace and consensus were to be re-

stored inside a communitas torn apart by the deficiencies of Commodus’ reign and the pains 

of civil war. More importantly, it served as an occasion for the city of Rome to be refurbished 

for the first time after the blaze, all in the name of an almighty emperor that brought universal 

welfare to his subjects. The new dynasty had to express its presence and ideology within the 

physical fabric of the city and it did so by targeting some key places to recondition and adorn.  

 As indicated previously, Severus’ architectural project was the visual manifestation of 

a political strategy. Thereupon, translating emperor’s political agenda into a visual language 

inside consecrated areas such as Forum Romanum was a delicate affair. To ingeniously exploit 

all the possible associations whilst remaining pious to historical heritage left little space for 

new edifices, so the regime had to turn to restoring the existing ones.42  

 Set against a background of imperial celebrations, a few restored buildings may be 

considered in this paper, due to the fact that they are particularly interesting as they establish 

a correlation between the Severan dynasty and other Roman rulers. That was the case with 

Aedes Vestae, hitherto damaged by the aforementioned fire and probably rebuilt under the 

 
38 Schulz 2019, 224-5. 
39 Ando 2000, 184. 
40 Hölscher 2015, 37. 
41 Forsythe 2012, 72-3. 
42 Of course, the main exception is the triumphal arch erected by the Senate to celebrate Severus’ victories. 
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patronage of Julia Domna.43 The reconstruction was commemorated on coins, a medium 

where goddess Vesta is iconographically very well represented.44  The Severan apparatus 

looked forward to highlight its own contribution to a noteworthy temple and at the same time 

to draw parallels with the Augustan regime.45 The affiliations between Domna and Livia on 

one side and with Vestal Virgins on the other were meant to strengthen the maternal attributes 

that Domna’s public image and role conveyed. 

  Moving along the ceremonial route of the pompa saecularis, we need to mention an-

other spectacular complex that endured damages during the fire, namely Templum Pacis.46 

For the Severan establishment restoring the edifice had a double significance because it landed 

the possibility to connect the emperor’s message of universal, divine peace instituted by his 

rule with the cult of Pax and to expand this connection to the Flavian dynasty. Built by the 

emperor Vespasian, the Temple passed on a similar message of a long-awaited peace that has 

come with the inception of new reign. Severus saw himself in a perpetual contest to claim 

moral authority to his tenure, a position encountered by Vespasian, too. Near the main build-

ing of the temple, inside Bibliotheca Pacis, a marble plan was set to commemorate the urban 

renewal after the fire. In a similar fashion to Augustus and Vespasian, Forma Urbis displayed 

an official record of Severus’ endeavours to rebuild the city and it stood rather as an example 

of visual propaganda than a piece of avant la lettre cartography.47 

 Additional to this, the Palatine underwent some architectural restorations and decora-

tive changes as well. Partially damaged by fire, the entire complex was a traditional centre of 

imperial power that could not be neglected. The alterations made to the Flavian palace were 

most probably designed taking into account the overall dynastic message expressed by the 

new imperial family48. At the foot of the Palatine Hill, Severus built from scratch an impres-

sive bathing complex with a three-story high facade fountain, Septizodium. Meant to under-

score his dynastic lineage, the construction had an uncertain role, although it can be stated that 

it was a part of the monumental area consisting of Septizodium, Thermae Severianae and Via 

Nova that Severus tried to develop49. 

 

 
43 Gorrie 2004, 65-8. 
44 Rowan 2009, 255. 
45 Livia was consistently represented in Augustus’ visual programme with veil and patera — symbols of piety 
and religious rituals. 
46 Benario 1958, 714. 
47 Taub 1993, 15. 
48 Gorrie 1997, 361-2. 
49 Lusnia 2004, 538. 
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Conclusions 

 Therefore, it seems that the AD 192 fire had a different interpretation and meaning for 

emperors Commodus and Severus. Historians such as Dio Cassius and Herodian do not hesi-

tate to attribute prophetic implications to the catastrophe, although we have to observe the 

whole narration in order to fully understand the larger context. Commodus’ malignity is a 

literary leitmotif that suffocates the historiographic accounts and the fire is subsumed to this 

literary framework. Indeed, the eccentric — to say at least — behaviour displayed by Com-

modus is hardly leaving any room to impartially comprehend his personality, so without mak-

ing use of some common clichés. Dio especially explores the emperor’s shortcomings to pre-

sent his readers a mad character along with a version of events that suits his depiction. In this 

scheme, the fire is a signifier of a general disaster, amongst other bad omens, brought to the 

city by a damned emperor. 

 On the other hand, albeit the fact that Severus does not explicitly state his intentions 

to rebuild the city after the fire, his architectural programme certainly earns an advantage from 

the destruction. The celebration of Ludi Saeculares was the moment that clustered together 

all the efforts to refurbish the city. Considering that it took place during the most intense dy-

nastic phase of Severus’ reign, the renewal of city bears the signs of Severan visual propa-

ganda. Once again affirming the legitimacy of his rule, Severus restores the public buildings 

damaged by the fire and puts his mark at the same time on the city urban heritage. 
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Abstract: The archaeological excavations that took place between 1990 and 2007 in the Roman vicus from Acidava-

Enoșești revealed the existence of a pottery workshop here. The poorly published excavations suggested the existence 

of this workshop in the southern part of the Roman vicus without many details of its organisation. Careful readings of 

the archaeological documentation made possible further observations on the pottery workshop structures discovered 

in this area. The paper will outline the existence of a more complex artisanal activity within the area of pottery 

workshop and will draw attention to some elements ignored before. Along with a more complex illustration of the 

excavated areas and with a more refined chronology of the excavated pottery workshop structures within the military 

vicus. 

Key-words: Acidava-Enoșești, pottery workshop organisation, pottery kilns, ceramic production, military vicus 

 

I. Location of the settlement 

 At approximately 7 km West from the Slatina city, on the right bank of Olt riveris located 

the village Enoșești, nowadays part of the Piatra-Olt city.The Roman Fort Acidava is located in 

the outskirt of the village, and belongs to lower Olt limes, mentioned in mentioned on the Tabula 

Peutingeriana at 13000 feet north of Romula, on the Roman road that follows the right bank of the 

Olt River (Fig. 1). The Roman fort was largely destroyed in 1872, due to the construction of 

București-Pitești-Craiova-Vârciorova railroad.2 Today, only the military vicus and part of the 

south-western corner of the fort are preserved in the field, but these too were affected by modern 

works.3 The Acidava vicus was built by the soldiers of cohors I Flavia Commagenorum during 

 
1 The present text is part of a lecture communicated at CICSA National Session, 8th edition, held on-line between 11th 
and12th September 2020, with the title “Pe urmele focului. Despre localizarea atelierului ceramic in vicus-ul castrului 
de la Acidava-Enoșești” (On the trail of fire. About the location of the pottery workshop in the vicus of the fort from 
Acidava-Enoșești). 
2 Popilian and Ciucă 1992, 19. 
3 Tudor 1978, 258, fig. 79/3; Marcu 2009, 205. 
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Trajan’s or Hadrian’s reign4 on the same upper terrace of the Olt River as the Roman fort. The 

vicus occupied a rather large area, stretching over approximately 10-11 hectares.5 

 

II. History of research 

1. The previous excavations 

The first archaeological excavations were carried out by D. Butculescu in the year of 1881 

with the results still unpublished.6 Shortly after the railroad was built, Gr. Tocilescu and P. Polonic 

began research in the Roman fort area and made some observations on what was left of the fort 

and the better-preserved ruins of the civilian settlement.7 In 1975 during the rescue excavation, 

executed by I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu on the western side of the fort, it was noted that the earth-and-

timber fortification was extended further to the west than the brick one.8 Two years after, C. 

Vlădescu excavated the southern side of the fort, in the area that is still-preserved (Fig. 2).9 Starting 

with the year 1990, systematic archaeological excavations were carried out near the fort and 

military vicus of Acidava by a research team comprised of C. Preda, A. Grosu, and I. Ciucă.10  

 

2. The recent excavations and discoveries in the military vicus (1990-2007) 

In the Roman vicus of Acidava-Enoșești three areas of discoveries were identified that 

certify the existence of pottery workshops here. The first area in the point called “Culă” or 

“Cula/Conac Căletzeanu” (Fig. 2, no. 1) is the most important one so far, located on the eastern 

fringes of the military vicus. Here three pottery kilns were discovered, along with multiple pits 

(some of them waste pits), terra sigillata moulds, stamp dies and large quantities of pottery, most 

of them grouped around the pottery kilns.11 Besides the pottery workshops, there are clear 

 
4 Tudor 1978, 258, Grosu 2006, 65. 
5 Preda and Grosu 1993, 43; Grosu 2006, 65. 
6 Tudor 1978, 258. 
7 Tudor 1978, 258. 
8 Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 66-67. 
9 The south-western corner of the fort appears to have also been demolished by the construction of the above-
mentioned railroad; during these excavations only fragments of the wall’s foundation were discovered – Vlădescu and 
Poenaru-Bordea 1978, 138; Vlădescu 1986, 40-41. This information is contradicted by I. Bogdan-Cătăniciu, who 
argues that the excavations carried out by C. Vlădescu were wrongly located and did not section the southern wall of 
the fort but the wall of another building – Bogdan-Cătăniciu 1997, 67. Unfortunately during the excavations from 
1975 and 1977, no one published a coherent plan of the fort and the excavations undertaken here, so it is quite difficult 
to verify the information. 
10 Preda and Grosu 1993, 43. 
11 For a detailed description of the archaeological sections in this area, see Grosu 2013, 35-41. 
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indicators for other artisanal crafts that took place in this area, all of them consisting of an artisanal 

quarter which comprised the pottery production (workshop) and other similar crafts associated 

with the military environment. In the second area (Fig. 2, no. 2) in the point called “Moară”, a 

pottery kiln and some waste pits (?) were discovered, and in the third area (Fig. 2, no. 3) two 

pottery moulds were found in trench S.IIIc.  

The following pages will be presenting in detail the discoveries made within the three areas 

mentioned above.12 The first area, the point called “Culă” or “Cula/Conac Căletzeanu” will be 

furthermore divided into 4 different groups (A, B, C and D,) for a better understanding (Fig. 3).13 

In the excavated area two dwelling layers were identified,14 unfortunately, sometimes the 

description fails to mention the dwelling layer to which some elements belong. 

 

2. 1. Southern part of the military vicus – “Cula Căletzeanu” point 
A. Trenches S.II-III. The archaeological excavations of 1991 led to the discovery of the 

first pottery kiln (no. 1 – Fig. 4/3a-b) in this area, discovered in the eastern part of the trenches 

S.II-III, the kiln had a circular shape, with a diameter of 1.15 m, and a central pilaster.15 Within 

the trenches S.II-III, are mentioned multiple pits (Fig. 5/A), some of them most probably waste 

pits. A rectangular pit, no. 5 (over 6 m in length, 2 m wide and 1.50 m deep), is the most impressive 

by its content A large number of pottery sherds was recovered from within (terra sigillata, 

barbotine-decorated vessels, stamped pottery, common ware, and multiple lamps), fragments of 

burnt adobe, military equipment fragments, different parts of harness mount, styluses, bone and 

bronze pins, some iron knives and other objects made of bone and metal were discovered within 

multiple layers of ash and coal mixed with fragmentary building materials.16 Some of the bone and 

 
12 After several careful readings of the archaeological documentation, I came to the conclusion that some of the 
elements and discoveries were ignored or wrongfully interpreted as evidence of domestic habitation in the area, when 
there is more likely to belong to different pottery workshop structures or an artisanal quarter within the military vicus. 
13 All the elements marked in dotted lines presented on the detailed plans of the trenches were drawn on the plan based 
by the detailed descriptions of the excavation and thus might be subjected to slight errors of location. The question 
marks after names and depths mean that those elements are a bit uncertain due to some errors in the description or due 
to some confusing phrases. The detailed descriptions of the excavation were taking from – Grosu 2004, 32-53; also, a 
shorter version of the same description was more recently published – see Grosu 2013, 35-41. 
14 Preda and Grosu 1993, 44. 
15 Preda and Grosu 1993, 44; Popilian 1997, 16; for a more detailed description of the structure of the kilns and 
dimensions see Botiș et al. in print, 3-6. 
16 Preda and Grosu 1993, 44; Grosu 2004, 33; Grosu 2013, 36. 
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bronze artefacts that came out of pit no. 517 are similar in shape with some artefacts discovered in 

the pottery workshops at Holt in Britannia.18 V. Swan argues that all the tools around pottery 

workshops (such as styli, spatulas, knives, bone gouges, gravers, and other sharp and pointed tools) 

should be carefully analysed as they may be used in the ceramic manufacture.19 Near kiln no. 1, 

fragments from two terra sigillata moulds (Fig.6/1-2) were found.20 All the elements described so 

far belong to the first phase of the settlement (see below the chronological and stratigraphic 

considerations).  

Unfortunately, not many details are known about the structures discovered from the second 

dwelling layer. The only mention is about a yellowish clay floor found at 0.80 m depth with two 

clay hearths in proximity, and 3 pits from which large quantities of pottery came out,21 with no 

other details. 

B. Trenches S.VI-IX. In the western part of trench S.VI, a debris layer made of tegulae 

and imbrices (some of them bearing the stamp COH(ors) I (Flavia) COM(magenorum)) was 

uncovered at 0.50 m depth and was continuing in the S.VII, underneath an intense burnt layer nails 

and iron clamps were discovered.22 Also, a unique stamp die used for stamp decoration with 

decorative motifs of MERCATO23 (Fig. 6/3) was discovered underneath this structure (W1, Fig. 

5/B) in S.VII at 0.60 m a depth. In the proximity of this structure, a pit (no. 1′) containing a large 

number of pottery fragments, iron and bronze tools, styli, bone needles, antler knife handles in 

different states of processing, together with a sestertius Gordian III issued by the city of 

Viminacium, were discovered inside.24 Two clay hearths of 0.80 – 0.90 m in diameter (noted H1 

and H2) were also discovered in S.VI on the same level with pit no 1′ and the wooden (?) structure 

(W1). 

In the eastern part of trench S.VII a second pottery kiln (no. 2) similar typologically with 

kiln no. 1 was discovered along with 3 pits (probably waste pits) of which pit no. 3 (Fig. 5/B) was 

filled with a large variety of pottery (jar-like pots, plates, dishes similar to form Drag. 35 and bowls 

 
17 See Preda and Grosu 1993, pl. IX/9-13; Grosu 2004, 154-155, cat. no. 439,446, 448 etc., pl. XLVIII/g. 
18 Swan 1984, 52, pl. 15. 
19 Swan 1984, 50-52. 
20 Grosu 2013, 36. 
21 Grosu 2004, 33; Grosu 2013, 36. 
22 Grosu 2004, 34; Grosu 2013, 37. 
23 In this paper, only the pottery moulds discovered in situ are mentioned, see the whole discussion on the implements 
used for pottery decoration discovered at Acidava at Botiș et al., in print, 6-10. 
24 Grosu 2004, 34; Grosu 2013, 37. 
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most of all locally made25), the other two have no mention of their content nor their location within 

the trench. 

A similar structure (W2) with the one mentioned above (W1) was discovered in trench S. 

VIII at 0.50 m depth. Underneath the layer of debris consisting of roof tiles (tegulae and imbrices), 

the same thick burnt layer was discovered alongside with a fragment of terra sigillata from 

Rheinzabern with COBNERTVS26 stamp and a bronze coin from Septimius Severus.27 In the 

proximity of this wooden (?) structure two fragments from a terra sigillata mould were discovered 

(Fig. 6/4-5), and two small pits a and b (Fig.5/B) containing ash, bones, fragments of military 

equipment, small decorate bone plaques, decorated lamps, shallow bowls and many other ceramic 

fragments.28 

C. Trenches XI and XV. The details on the elements discovered within these two trenches 

are minimal. Within pit P (Fig. 7/C) some querns, burnt adobe with marks of braided withies were 

discovered along with a large number of ceramic vessels and building materials in different states 

of fragmentation.29 A pottery kiln is marked on a plan as a “double-kiln” (no. 5, Fig. 7/C) entering 

the southern profile of trench S.XV30 with no other details besides that between grids 7-10 at 0.70 

m depth numerous fragmentary ceramic materials (shallow bowls, deep bowls, pots, turibulae, 

mortaria) and querns were recovered.31 The existence of such a large number of querns within a 

pottery workshop should not be surprising, their prime use was to grind up temper to the requisite 

size or to reduce to powder all the ingredients used for slip-coating.32 The Roman level within 

trench S.XI was partly destroyed by medieval interventions. But as far as could been seen, the 

elements discovered in S.XV continued in S.XI without being descripted.  

D. Trenches XVI-XVII. During the archaeological campaign of 2002, a rectangular kiln 

(no. 4, Fig. 4/1 a-b) for firing building materials was discovered, measuring 4 m in length, 3.60 m 

in width. Within it, stoke-hole (pit k, Fig. 7/D) a large quantity of ash, coal, and pottery waste was 

discovered along with a large variety of ceramic materials (fine and coarse ware), fragments of 

 
25 See the whole discussion on the local pottery production from Acidava at Botiș et al., in print, 10-20. 
26 The activity of the potter COBNERTIVS IV at Rheinzabern is dated between AD 155-180 Hartley and Dickinson 
2008, 3: 67-68. 
27 Grosu 2004, 34; Grosu 2013, 37. 
28 Grosu 2004, 34; Grosu 2013, 37. 
29 Grosu 2004, 52-53; Grosu 2013, 50. 
30 Grosu 2004, pl. III. 
31Grosu 2004, 36; Grosu 2013, 38. 
32 Swan 1984, 50. 
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burnt adobe and fragmentary building materials.33 Inside pit K a terra sigillata mould for Drag. 39 

tray handles (Fig. 6/6) together with two stamp dies (Fig. 6/7-8) used for stamped pottery 

decoration were found. At 0.40 m depth two debris surfaces were identified, one in the eastern part 

of trench S.XVI between grids 4-5 and the other one in grid 15, were interpreted as parts of some 

dismantled structures (?) with no other details about their functionality.34 

 

2. 2. South-Western part of the military vicus – “Moară” point 
A. Trench S.VI M. In the point called “Moară a pottery kiln (no. 3, Fig. 4/2) was 

discovered with no other mention on the exact location, but after careful readings, I was able to 

place it in trench S.VI M.35 The kiln is the best-preserved circular kiln with a central pilaster 

discovered so far at Acidava. Its flue was 0.50 m width and 0.55 m long, oriented towards the 

north, continued with a stoke-hole measuring 1.70 m length, 1.60 m width and 1.05 m depth, the 

still-preserved height firing chamber is of 0.55 m slightly curved on the profile.36 To uncover it 

completely a lateral extension was needed, as it can be seen in Fig. 4/2. In the same trench at 

approximately 3.5 m north of the kiln is located a hearth (marked H, Fig. 8/A)with a diameter of 

0.80 m with a small pit (marked P on the plan) in its proximity containing multiple layers of ash 

and coal with bone fragments and pottery fragments. Between the hearth and the pottery kiln is 

mentioned the existence of a yellow clay floor at a depth of 0.70 m with no other details.37 

B. Trenches S.VIII M and S.XI M. At approximately 38 m east of S.VI M were excavated 

two other areas, S.VIII M and S.XI M. In these two trenches the only discovery recorded was a 

large pit (pit S, Fig. 8/B) of 7 m meters long, 1.20 m depth on the north-eastern end of the trench, 

filled with ash and pottery fragments (some of them wasters).38 From 1.20 meters the pit separates 

 
33 Grosu 2004 37; Grosu 2013, 39. 
34 Grosu 2004 37; Grosu 2013, 39. 
35 Due to a confusing description of the elements discovered here, the kiln was mentioned as a hearth (a confusion in 
the Romanian terminology) located in the proximity of a clay floor, with another hearth located approximately 3.5 m 
west of the kiln (marked H on the plan) with the floor being between the two – see Grosu 2004 47; Grosu 2013, 46; 
confronting this information with the detailed description of the kilns discovered here – Grosu 2011, 42-43, pl. II/1 – 
I realized that the first hearth is actually a pottery kiln also illustrated but with no description in the illustration list 
which was confused by many with kiln no.1 discovered in trench S.II. 
36 On the plan (Fig. 8/a) is marked in dotted line because from the description it was not clear if the orientation of the 
kiln is towards geographic north or to the northern profile of the trench. The location of the rest of the elements 
described is mentioned in relation to the northern profile of the trench. 
37Grosu 2004 47; Grosu 2013, 46. 
38 Grosu 2004 47-48; Grosu 2013, 46-47. 
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three deeper areas, noted as pits S1, S2, and S3 of approximately 1 m deep each. These 3 pits39 are 

mentioned, contained an extraordinarily rich ceramic material (especially pit S1) with a large 

variety of pottery types many of them restorable. The pit was dug in the yellow clayish soil and 

judging by its shape was most probably used for extracting clay and afterwards as a refuse pit. In 

trench S.VIII M three other large pits were discovered. These too containing a rich ceramic 

material, especially pit M, from which many of the pottery types that came out were restorable and 

some of them perfectly intact with small modelling flaws. 

 

2. 3. Central area – “Castru” point 
At approximately 80 m south of the south-western corner of the Roman fort in trench S. 

IIIc, two pottery moulds were discovered. One of them is a terra sigillata mould for Drag. 39 tray 

handles (Fig. 6/9a-b) and the other one is a lamp handle mould (Fig. 6/10), both with a realistic 

leaf decoration along with some other decorated vessels within or in the vicinity of a pit.40 In the 

same trench are mentioned two other pits with rich ceramic material and some debris layers and 

fragments of some foundation walls without being clear their connection with the debris layers 

mentioned beforehand.41 

 

III. Chronological and stratigraphic considerations 

As I mentioned above during the excavations undertook between 1990 and 2007 two 

dwelling layers were identified in almost all the excavated areas.42 The first dwelling level is dated 

starting with Trajan/Hadrian’s reign and goes until the end of the 2nd c. AD. To this level belongs 

the kiln no. 1 and the refuse pits around it (Fig.5/A) The (Dating) is offered by a sestertius issued 

by Trajan (AD 103-111), other two bronze issues, one of Hadrian (AD 119-138), the other of 

Faustina the Elder issued by the city of Pautalia43 and also by a strongly profiled brooch Cociș 

type 8a2b1 dated in the 3rd quarter of the 2nd c. AD,44 discovered nearby the kiln.45 In this area, the 

 
39 Grosu 2004 48; Grosu 2013, 47 
40 Grosu 2004, 43-44; Grosu 2013, 43-44. 
41 At this point the description is kind of confusing, probably because this area was very affected by the modern 
buildings in this area, nowadays demolished – Grosu 2004, 43-44; Grosu 2013, 43-44. 
42 Grosu 2004, 48-49; Grosu 2013, 47-48. 
43 Grosu 2004, 90-91. 
44 Cociș 2004, 49-51. 
45 Preda and Grosu 1993, pl. IX/2; Grosu 2004, 156, cat. no. 467, pl. XLIX/f. 
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second dwelling layer was documented as well (scarcely described) dated between the end of the 

2nd c. AD to the mid. 3rd c. AD. 

The dwelling layer from area 1.B (trenches S.VI-IX) is more difficult to be dated. All the 

datable elements two bronze coins from Antoninus Pius (dated AD 140-143 and 155-156,46 a 

strongly profiled brooch47 Cociș type 8a11b1, dated to mid. 2nd – 3rd quarter of the2nd c. AD,48 and 

a bronze coin of Gordian III (AD 242-243).49 It is difficult to assess if in this area the illustrated 

elements (Fig. 5/B) represent a single dwelling layer or if there was another one not mentioned in 

the description of the excavated area. 

Trench S.XV has no datable elements, based on the level described might belong to the 

first dwelling level (?) but this is just a supposition. 

The area 1.D, where the kiln no. 4 was discovered, might be ascribed to the first dwelling 

level in the area based on the discovery of two coin issues of Hadrian (AD119-121 and 119-138) 

at 0.70 m.50 The dismantled elements mentioned in Trench S. XVI at 0.40 m belong to the second 

phase, dated by a bronze coin of Philip the Arab issued by Deultum.51 

All the elements in the excavated trenches in the south-western part of the vicus seem to 

belong to the first dwelling level. A dupondius issue of Antoninus Pius (dated AD 140-143) was 

discovered in S.VIII M52. In trench S.VI M two fragments of Central-Gaulish terra sigillata53 and 

a T-shaped brooch Cociș type 39 were discovered, dated mainly in 3rd c.AD.54 The brooch is a 

particular subtype55 with no clear analogy among the brooches from Roman Dacia. 

 

IV. Discussion and final remarks 

The excavations in the vicus area revealed the existence of a large pottery workshop that 

makes a large variety of ceramic products.56 It is difficult to say for sure how the pottery production 

was organized within the pottery workshop. For certain at this moment is that at least two areas 

 
46 Grosu 2004, 91. 
47 Grosu 2004, 156, cat. no. 466, pl. XLIX/g. 
48 Cociș 2004, 59-60. 
49 Grosu 2004, 93. 
50 Grosu 2004, 90-91. 
51 Grosu 2004, 93. 
52 Grosu 2004, 92. 
53 Grosu 2004, 126, cat. nos. 87 and 90. 
54 Cociș 2004, 148-154. 
55 Grosu 2004, 156, cat. no. 465. 
56 See the entire discussion on pottery production in Botiș et al, in print. 
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where pottery production took place (in the points called “Culă” and “Moară”) and pottery kilns 

were discovered along with clay pits and waster pits (a total of 52 pits were identified in the 

excavated area of the workshops57). Acidava bares the advantage of being located on a large 

geological deposit clay coming from up the Romanian Plate geographical unit down to the Danube 

on the right bank of Olt river.58 This might explain the existence of so many pottery workshops 

along the Olt River in Roman time. 

With the existence of at least two areas of pottery production, one might conclude to the 

existence of a nucleated workshop production if not two individual workshops. The advantages of 

nucleated workshops are many, especially when the climate precludes the round-the-year 

production, every effort will be made to prolong the season.59 In this case, special drying spaces 

should be erected, especially for terra sigillata production. The lack of such structures at Acidava 

is explainable only by the state of the research. Although the existence of the hearths and some 

ovens around the pottery kilns might be an indicator that they might have been used for drying 

pottery as long as they were able to maintain a constant temperature to ensure the drying process, 

as was noticed before in some pottery workshops in Britain.60 But at the same time, they might 

have been used for domestic proposes or for firing pottery, as some recent evidence from Nova 

Nadezhda, Bulgaria suggests.61 

In neither one of the two areas no building structures were uncovered, except for W1 in 

S.VI-VII and W2 in S.VIII which might be some working space (?) or drying sheds if they are 

made entirely of wood. Also, W3 in S.VI M might be a part of a workshop building, the relation 

with the kiln and oven seems to indicate that, unfortunately in this case, the description is very 

confusing and short. Another element that might be worth mentioning is the yellowish clay floor 

discovered in S.II-III with hearths nearby and the fact that from that level a certain quantity of 

pottery fragments and wasters were recovered. 

The discovery of so many sewing needles and so many other sharped bone tools discovered 

within some pits surrounding the pottery kilns and the workshop area might make one think of a 

more complex artisanal area. The existence of a considerable amount of military equipment 

 
57 Grosu 2004, 51-53; Grosu 2013, 49-51 
58 Harta geologică 1984, 21. 
59 Fülle 2000, 14. 
60 Swan 1984, 48. 
61 Harizanov 2020, 112. 
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(especially small buckles, metal, and bone decorated appliques, and brooches) discovered in the 

areas with items related to clothing and leather working furthermore reinforces the existence of an 

artisanal quarter in the southern part of the Roman vicus from Acidava.  
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES IN ANCIENT COOKING VESSELS 

MANUFACTURE 

Iulia ILIESCU, 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: This paper represents an introductory study on the ancient cooking vessels production in which we 

present the close connection that links the pottery manufacture to its functionality. Based on the 

ethnoarchaeological and experimental studies recently made on this ceramic category, we highlighted the 

technological criteria to be followed in analysing a vessel in order to determine its function. After describing all 

the factors that influence the production process, a brief discussion regarding the properties of the cooking 

vessels, but also the markers which can indicate if they have been used according to their intended function will 

be made.  

Key words: cooking vessels, functionality, pottery technology, use wear traces, alimentation 

 

Introduction 

Right from the beginning, the production of pottery vessels was influenced by the 

basic principle of functionality: the vessels are made for certain purposes, either storing, 

transporting, cooking, or eating foodstuffs. Once the intended function was established, 

during the manufacture process of the vessels the potter must make the best technological 

choices suitable for their future use. For the ancient cooking vessels, their main function was 

food processing, during which they were exposed to a source of heat, represented by the fire. 

In assuring their efficiency during the repeatedly contact with fire, the vessels should benefit 

from special qualities that can only be obtained through an elaborate production process. This 

process starts by choosing the most appropriate types and amounts of raw materials, continues 

with the morphological phase, and ends by establishing the ideal firing conditions. All of 

these are essential factors with a strong influence on the properties necessary for a successful 

product. 

 

Fabric characteristics 

In the production process of the cooking vessels, both the types and amounts of raw 

materials used – clay, temper – are important. The use of certain types of materials depends 

on multiple factors, among which we mention the sources available near the pottery 

workshops, the existing traditions followed by the potters, or the changes the materials may 

suffer during the technological process.  
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Regarding the clays, numerous studies debate, which is the most appropriate type in 

producing the cooking vessels, either calcareous, non-calcareous,1 or kaolinitic. On the one 

hand, some studies have shown that the calcareous clays are not recommended because of 

their improper reaction at high temperatures; thus, the non-calcareous and kaolinitic materials 

are preferred because they are not too rigid in texture and are more efficient at high 

temperatures.2  

On the other hand, various studies on experimental archaeology pointed out that both 

calcareous and non-calcareous clays can be used in the production of these vessels, with the 

mention that special attention should be paid to the type of temper added and the firing 

temperatures, because they can influence one of the main properties required – the heating 

efficiency (see below the „Ideal properties” section).3 Finally, the kaolinitic clay is considered 

perfect for the cooking pots, as the vessels can remain very porous, despite they are fired at 

high temperatures (1000-1100°C).4  

To obtain or modify some characteristics of the clay, in order to make it suitable with 

the intended function of the vessels, but also to prevent excessive shrinkage of the ceramic 

body, the potter adds non-clay minerals, more frequently known as temper.5 For the cooking 

ware, the types and amount of temper are also essential, because not every material is suitable 

with these vessels, as they react differently during the firing process, and later during their use 

in contact with fire. In the cooking vessels production, a range of temper types have been 

used, depending on the available resources and the potters’ skills, among which the most 

frequent are the ones described in the following lines. 

Perhaps the most common tempering agent mixed with the clay is represented by 

quartz, as it is a widespread and very accessible mineral. It has a significant importance in 

pottery production, because of its characteristics – purity and hardness.6 It has multiple 

advantages, function of the amount used and the particles shape: a fabric containing 20-40% 

quartz temper benefits from remarkable crack stability;7 in angular particles, it increases 

substantially thermal conductivity;8 it remains unaltered in low-fired pottery and strengthens 

 
1 The distinction is made based on the amount of calcium oxide (CaO) in the raw materials; thus, the calcareous 
clay has a concentration of CaO greater than 5% weight, while the CaO concentration in non-calcareous clay 
does not surpass 5% weight – Montana 2017, 93.  
2 Vokaer 2010, 118.  
3 Tite et al. 2003, 320; Hein et al. 2009, 17-18. 
4 Daszkiewicz et al. 2010, 43.  
5 Shepard 1968, 24.  
6 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 65. 
7 Whitbread 2015, 29.  
8 Banducci 2015, 162.  
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the clay.9 However, because of the repeated cooking cycles, the volume change of quartz 

particles that occur during primary firing may generate a more readily breakage of the vessel, 

shortening its life cycle.10 

Among the most appropriate temper types are those of organic origin, which are 

divided into two main groups: of vegetal origin, represented mainly by plant remains (cereal 

chaff, roots); and of animal origin, among which the most common are shells and bones.11 

When the first are used, they tend to decompose during the firing process, this way being 

created the voids necessary to interrupt the propagation of cracks.12 The latter are 

recommended because of their platy shape, which is considered to be more effective at 

stopping crack propagation and having a higher thermal shock resistance than other materials 

(e.g. quartz).13  

Finally, a temper prepared and added intentionally by the potter is grog or chamotte, 

both terms defining the pottery fragments or wasters which were crushed and reused as raw 

materials. It is a useful material because it gives the vessel a strong structure, reduces the 

drying time and limits cracking; moreover, being a reused material, during firing it is not 

subject to expansion in volume or to shrinkage in cooling.14  

 

Morphology 

The main function of the cooking vessels – foodstuffs processing – and all its 

particular purposes, represented by the type of meals which were intended to be prepared and 

their mode of cooking, influence the manufacture of this category in a range of shapes, types 

and sizes. Generally, based on the openness of the profile, rim diameter and volume, they are 

divided into two main groups: closed vessels and open vessels.  

The former is represented exclusively by pots used in cooking meals with high liquid 

content (porridges, broths, stews).15 Thus, they should meet several characteristics: narrow 

mouth with lid groove on the inner side, globular body, thin walls, and rounded base. The 

narrow mouth impedes an easy access to the content, determining a more slowly evaporation 

of the liquids. The globular body is recommended for the homogenous heating of the content; 

one should avoid the angular shapes because those are the most susceptible to break during 

 
9 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 66.  
10 Montana 2017, 95. 
11 Mariotti Lippi and Pallecchi 2017, 568-572. 
12 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 77.  
13 Tite et al. 2003, 320.  
14 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 76.  
15 Villing and Spataro 2015, 6. 
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the contact with fire.16 The walls should be thin for the same reasons; however, if the pot 

contains a high quantity of temper, the walls should be thicker in order to be more resistant.17 

Finally, a rounded base is more suited to the homogenous and fast heating of the vessel’s 

content, as is shown by a simulation of heat transfer made on digital models of archaeological 

cooking vessels;18 its disadvantage consists in the lack of stability, but most likely it could 

have been solved by using some cooking stands, like tripods. However, in numerous cases 

vessels with flat base were also used, providing stability and the possibility to place them 

directly on the fire.19   

As for the open vessels, like casseroles, platters or trays, the main differences from the 

closed ones consist in the openness of the mouth and the vessels’ depth: these are wide-

mouthed, shallow vessels, which were more suited for dishes requiring a fast evaporation of 

the liquids.20 Except for these two, the open vessels would have had the same morphological 

characteristics (thin walls, globular body, rounded base) ensuring their efficiency.   

Surface treatments 

Both the fabric composition and the forming techniques leave marks on the vessels’ 

appearance and efficiency. Depending on the vessel’s final aspect after drying, in some cases 

it might have been necessary the application of a surface treatment before firing to improve 

certain qualities. Some of the cooking vessels, especially those used in preparing liquid meals, 

might have required this type of treatment, which consist of polishing, burnishing, or 

engobe/resin coating.21 For those vessels, the high porosity resulted either from the 

evaporation of the organic temper or the change in volume of the mineral materials would 

have led to a low permeability level, a totally opposite effect to the desired one. In this case, a 

surface treatment not only would have increased permeability by controlling the degree of 

water absorption but also the use-life of the vessel would have been extended by preventing 

the appearance of unwanted flavours.22 

 

Firing conditions 

Once the manufacture process is completed, the vessels were ready for firing. In this 

final phase the potter’s choices are once again influenced by the vessels’ function, as he must 
 

16 Withbread 2015, 28. 
17 Vokaer 2010, 118.  
18 Hein et al. 2015, 51.  
19 Viling and Spataro 2015, 6. 
20 Villing and Spataro 2015, 6.  
21 Skibo 2013, 48. 
22 Whitbread 2015, 30.  
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find the perfect firing conditions – temperature, duration and atmosphere – on which the 

success or failure of the entire ceramic load depends.23 For the cooking vessels, multiple 

experimental studies were performed on samples made of both calcareous and non-calcareous 

clays, untempered or tempered with various types of materials, in order to determine the most 

successful firing pattern. Thus, it was established that most likely the firing temperature did 

not exceed 850°C, since at higher temperatures the fabric starts to vitrify, some types of 

temper change their volume, and the vessels’ properties are affected.24 An exception is 

represented by the cooking vessels made of kaolinitic clay, which seems to have been fired at 

high temperatures, between 1000° and 1100°C, without any visible changes in the fabric or 

loss of porosity.25 

 

Ideal properties  

For the cooking vessels to resist during the contact with fire without breaking and 

losing the content, it was necessary to reach several fundamental properties which ensured 

their efficiency. The most important ones are thermal shock resistance and heating efficiency, 

in close connection with subsidiary properties like porosity or mechanical strength. However, 

some experiments performed on cooking vessels replicas highlighted that it was impossible 

for one vessel to have all these qualities, as the same technological characteristics would have 

had beneficial effects for one property and negative ones for another.26 Thus, the potter most 

likely had to choose those properties which corresponded better to his objectives.  

The first one is the thermal shock resistance, also known as thermal stress resistance, 

which is defined as the ability of a vessel to withstand repeated processes of heating and 

cooling without occurring any cracks or surface damages.27 This property is influenced by the 

vessel’s shape – the round-based globular pots have higher stress resistance than flat ones –, 

porosity and fabric composition – different mineral constituents of the clay body, but also the 

temper added tend to expand when the temperature increases, leading to cracking.28 Thus, by 

choosing the most appropriate tempering agents, the potter can prevent the possible damages 

and ensures that this quality is obtained.  

 
23 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 325. 
24 Kilikoglou et al. 1998, 264, 267 (for studies made on calcareous clays tempered with quartz grains); Müller et 
al. 2010, 2457-2465 (for fabrics tempered with granite and phyllite). 
25 Daszkiewicz et al. 2010, 42-43. 
26 Müller et al. 2009, 148. 
27 Vokaer 2010, 118.  
28 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 174.  
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In close connection with the thermal shock resistance is the vessel’s porosity, property 

through which the liquid contained in the pot was absorbed and evaporated, contributing this 

way to the continuous cooling of the wall temperature during the contact with fire.29 As it has 

been mentioned afore, a porous fabric gives greater resistance for cooking ware, since the 

pores have the great role in blocking the spread of cracks.  

The heating efficiency implies the homogenous heating of the content and the 

penetration of heat through the vessel’s walls. For that, it is necessary a good thermal 

conductivity, which can be provided first by adding the appropriate temper to the clay and 

later by forming the vessel in an ideal shape – rounded form, with thin walls.30  

Finally, mechanical strength is also a desired property, but not always achievable, 

which offers the vessel resistance to various physical stresses, like abrasion, penetration, 

impact, or breakage (e.g. when a vessel on a burning fire must also withstand blows caused by 

stirring tools)31. However, it could not always be obtained, because a vessel with mechanical 

strength requires a fine fabric, with no coarse temper, in which case the porosity is affected, 

and the vessel is no longer effective.32   

Use wear traces 

 A vessel made in accordance with the above-mentioned criteria was suitable for use in 

the cooking process; after repeated use, a piece of this kind preserves various markers on its 

surface that can offer multiple details regarding the cooking behaviour: the cooking mode, the 

foodstuffs prepared, the tools used, the heat temperature or the vessel’s placement in contact 

with fire. These markers are better known as “use wear traces” and can be observed both 

macro- and microscopically, and, under special circumstances, through chemical analyses. 

The use wear traces are classified into three different categories: sooting and carbonization, 

attrition, and residues traces.  

At a first sight, the most visible use traces on a cooking vessel are sooting and 

carbonization. These appear because of the repeated exposure to fire and are represented by 

the blackening of the vessel’s surface. They may occur in two forms, on the interior surface, 

as carbonization of food, and on the exterior one, as deposition of soot from the cooking 

fire.33 Multiple factors like the type of fuel used, the temperature of the ceramic surface, or the 

cooking mode – whether the food is being cooked with or without water –, influence the 

 
29 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 88.  
30 Vokaer 2010, 118.  
31 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 94, 175.  
32 Cuomo di Caprio 2017, 174.  
33 Skibo 2015, 191.  
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appearance of these traces on a vessel and the locations were they occur (e.g. on the base, at 

the rim level, in the upper part of the vessel, it its lower part etc.).34 The opacity of blackening 

is also taken into account, as it may suggest the intensity of a vessel’s use, the frequency or 

length of use.35  

A special attention has been paid to the use of water during the cooking process, as the 

ethnoarchaeological studies have shown that the different cooking modes (wet mode of 

cooking vs. dry mode of cooking) can influence the deposition of soot on the vessels’ exterior 

surface. For example, in the wet mode of cooking (e.g. during boiling), soot will be deposited 

in the lower part of the vessel, especially on the base, while in the dry mode (e.g. roasting, 

frying) no soot will be deposited.36 

Regarding the blackening of the vessels’ interior surface, carbonization is caused by 

the charring of food. It can either be preserved on the surface as encrustations or penetrate the 

ceramic wall. It has been discussed that the main factor controlling the deposition of internal 

carbonization is the temperature of the ceramic surface, in close connection with the cooking 

mode: in the wet mode of cooking, no traces will occur below the water line, as the 

temperature of the content will not exceed 100° C even if the fire temperature reaches 300-

400° C; yet, just above the water line, the temperatures will exceed 300° C, food particles and 

fats can adhere into the vessel wall, and carbonization will occur, leaving a so-called 

carbonization ring.37 On the other hand, in the dry cooking mode, the surface temperatures on 

the interior of the vessel will exceed 300° C and carbonization will occur on multiple 

surfaces.38  

 Attrition is defined as the removal or deformation of the ceramic vessel that occurs 

through either abrasive or non-abrasive processes during a vessel’s lifespan, indicating the 

activities in which it was involved.39 The abrasive wear is a mechanical alteration consisting 

in a sliding movement between two different surfaces, and it can result from various actions, 

like pot washing, tools use, or lid use.40 The non-abrasive wear, also known as corrosive wear, 

is a chemical alteration resulting from fermentation or vaporization of water.41  

Numerous attrition traces may be observed on a vessel surface, varying from 

striations, scratches and grooves (caused by abrasive actions) to spall detachments (small 
 

34 Skibo 2013, 63; Banducci 2014, 200-203, Fig. 7. 
35 Banducci 2014, 201. 
36 Skibo 2015, 191.  
37 Skibo 2015, 191. 
38 Skibo 2015, 191.  
39 Skibo 2013, 120.  
40 Banducci 2014, 191; Forte et al. 2018, 122. 
41 Forte et al. 2018, 122. 
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superficial cracks), cracks and fractures (caused by non-abrasive processes).42 Multiple 

alteration traces may appear on the same vessel, on both surfaces and in different places, their 

intensity and frequency being indicators of the repeated activities in which the vessel was 

involved. The vessel’s use cycle may be extended by increasing the abrasive resistance 

through various techniques: by raising the firing temperature or by applying some surface 

treatments.43 

 Residues traces. Along with the damages caused by the repeated process of heating 

and cooling, on the one hand, and various physical actions, on the other, the use-life of 

ceramic cooking vessels is shortened even more by the absorption of food residues, thus not 

surpassing one or two years.44 Macroscopically, these use wear traces are an indicator of the 

actual volume of the vessel, being linked to the carbonization ring that occurs on its inner side 

during cooking. Subsequently, the residues traces can be analysed through numerous chemical 

techniques45 in order to determine the vessel’s content (the foodstuffs stored or cooked), but 

also aspects related to pottery technology (the resins applied), or cooking mode (boiling, 

roasting).46 Recently, it was discussed that the analyses on the absorbed organic residues 

preserved in ceramic vessels are more efficient than those preserved on the surface, because 

they come from the original contents of the vessels, either from a single use or from an 

accumulation of cooking processes.47  

 

Conclusions 

As it has been highlighted throughout this paper, functionality played a dominant role 

in the pottery production, with a strong influence on all steps in the manufacture process. The 

decisions regarding technology were a difficult task for a potter, as he had to be very careful 

at every stage, one suitable choice ensuring the quality of the final product. Moreover, a 

special attention had to be paid to the possible damages that might arise during the production 

process and it was essential to identify to the best ways to avoid them. The most appropriate 

decisions ensured a successful product which came to be used in accordance with its original 

purpose. For the cooking ware, one can determine whether a vessel was used in the cooking 

process by analysing both the technological aspects (fabric characteristics, form, size, surface 

 
42 Forte et al. 2018, 127-129.  
43 Skibo 2013, 119. 
44 Villing and Spataro 2015, 8. 
45 For an exhaustive discussion on the most efficient analysing methods of the organic residues, see Heron and 
Evershed 1993, 260-266.  
46 Roffet-Salque et al. 2017, 629-631.  
47 Roffet-Salque et al. 2017, 627.  
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treatment) and the use wear traces (deposition of soot, indicating its use in contact with fire; 

attrition, to determine if any tools were used; residue traces, to determine the content and 

volume). All of these are important factors that one should consider when analysing the 

cooking vessels, as each one contributes to the creation of a complete image regarding this 

ceramic category. 
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STAMPED MATERIAL FROM THE SĂRĂTURĂ SECTOR IN 

ISTROS/HISTRIA (ROMANIA) 

 

Alexandra-Victorina LIȚU, University of Bucharest; 

 Alexandra BIVOLARU, Aix-Marseille Université, France;  

Valentin-Victor BOTTEZ, University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: The present paper analyzes three Greek stamps on ceramic objects (a roof tile and two amphora handles) 

from Istros/Histria, discovered in the Sărătură Sector and dated mainly to the 4th c. BC. A short context of the 

discovery is also provided. 

Keywords: Greek stamps, roof tile, amphora handles, Istros/Histria, Hellenistic period 

  

The material presented in this paper was discovered during the excavations in the sector 

conventionally called Sărătură (abbreviated SAR), in Istros/Histria (Constanța County, 

Romania); the research was made possible by the Doc2AMU COFUND programme, financed 

through the European Commission, the AMIDEX foundation and Région Sud, and the Labex 

OT-MED. One of this research project’s objectives was to identify the emplacement of the 

Istrian harbour(s), and it was undertaken by a team from Aix-Marseille Université (Alexandra 

Bivolaru, Christophe Morhange) and the University of Bucharest (Valentin Bottez, Adrian 

Vladu); Andrei Asăndulesei (“Alexandru Ioan Cuza” University of Iași) collaborated by doing a 

geophysics survey (magnetometry and GPR) and the material resulting from the excavation is 

being analyzed by specialists. 

The research had a triple approach – a geoarchaeological coring expedition in 2017, 

which continued a short coring campaign in 2015; the geophysics survey (2017) east and west of 

the excavation proper, and the archaeological excavation (2017 and 2018), which resulted in 

three excavation units (S001-003). The surveyed sector was conventionally named Sărătură 

because of its vicinity with the natural depression located in the middle of the site. The three 

trenches are located on the ridge between the northern margin of the Sărătură depression and the 

northwestern marshy shore of Lake Sinoe (fig. 1). 

The chronology, function and evolution of the structures discovered in this excavation 

and their surrounding area will constitute the subject of a future article. 
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However, several details must be given for S001, the trench where the stamped material 

presented by this paper was discovered. The trench is oriented NNE–SSW (perpendicular on the 

ridge), is 17m long, 2m wide and was excavated down to a depth of 1.8m (figs. 2 and 3), where 

we reached the groundwater table – and we therefore stopped the excavation. 

As we can see from the profiles, the stratigraphic succession is complex, with 22 

stratigraphic units associated with successive phases (building, abandonment and levelling) of 

occupation of the area. We discovered (fig. 2) three archaeological structures at different vertical 

levels (ST 1-3), all three with a general NW–SE orientation and a semi-circular structure (ST4). 

The northernmost structure (ST5) is small, rectangular, oriented NNW–SSE, which we 

preliminarily interpreted as a pilaster base, associated with the second Late Hellenistic structure 

immediately to its south. All discovered structures are built of stones (mostly unfashioned, with 

rare spolia; green schist and rare limestone), bound with yellow clay. Given the amount of 

construction material discovered, it is difficult to envisage tall stone structures, and no clear 

traces of mud bricks or adobe were found. Most of the material was found around the above-

mentioned structures. Among the discovered material there are three stamped ceramic fragments. 

 

No. 1. Tile fragment (fig. 4). Sinope. Rectangular stamp on flat tile. Inferior left corner of 

the stamp missing. Discovered in 2017, in S001, context 1010 (fig. 3), inv. 290. The inscription 

has three lines:  

 

Μίκου                      cluster of grapes ← 

ἀστυνόμου 

Γλαυκία                    [ear of grain] 

 

Astynome Mikos I Pyrrhidou – Conovici:1 group IId (last quarter of the 4th c. – first 

decade of the 3rd c. BC); Garlan:2 297 BC, group IIID (300-295 BC);3 device – cluster of grapes. 

 
1 Conovici 1998, 25, 31, 33. 
2 Garlan 2004, 134, cat. 119-121. 
3 LGPN 2010, 318, su Μῖκος, no. 6. 
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Fabricant Glaukias II Kallistratou, device ear of grain. Conovici:4 the fabricant’s activity 

stretches from astynomes of the second group (IIc) to the beginning of the fourth group. Garlan:5 

Glaukias is the fabricant F9.  

Conovici 1998, 166, no. 665 = Canarache 1957, 167, no. 448, tile stamp (found in 1954, 

during survey at the place called  “Pescărie”; drawing provided by both Conovici on plate XLVII 

and Canarache; the ear of grain stands beside Glaukias’ name) is a precise analogy for our stamp. 

The letter lambda in Glaukias’ name is engraved on both stamps as if it were an alpha. 

Same astynome, different fabricant, is attested in Conovici 1998, 166-167, no. 666, plate 

XLVII = Canarache 1957, 167, no. 449 (Istros, tile stamp);6 Pridik 1917, 83, no. 439-443 (plate 

XI, no. 2). 

Stoyanova7 registers Mikos I on one tile stamp in Olbia and two tile stamps in Istros (the 

two stamps registered by Canarache and Conovici) among the Sinopean tile imports in the 

western Black Sea area, imports which largely belong to the 4th c. BC.8 

 

No. 2. Handle fragment (fig. 5). Chersonesus.  The stamp is broken on its right side and 

slightly worn on its left side. The engraving is faulty. Discovered in 2017, in S001, context 1020 

(fig. 3), inv.  241. The inscription has two lines. 

On the first line where one should expect the astynome’s name only the inferior part of 

the letters was engraved; the opposite was done on the second line. However, the traces on the 

first line (the inferior part of the first three letters) allow us to restore without a doubt the 

astynome’s name.  

 

 Σωτ[άδα] 

 ἀστ[υνόμου] 

 

 Type 1 Kac. The astynome Sotadas belongs to Kac’s group 1A, ca. 325-315 BC (ca. 330-

322 BC according to Stolba).9 Sotadas would be the last astynome of the first series (ca. 315/322 

BC). 

 
4 Conovici 1998, 34-35, 166. 
5 Garlan 2004, 49-50. 
6 Avram et al. 1990, 123, table 1, at no. 44 count one stamp for Mikos I at Istros and nothing else in Dobroudja.  
7 Stoyanova 2010, 445, table I. 
8 See Stoyanova 2010, 442, 446, and table I, 443-445 on Histria. 
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 Canarache 1957, 213, no. 496 (Sotadas without office at no. 497) and Lițu, Angelescu 2018, 

48, no. 15, both from Istros, would seem to be precise analogies. However, the stamp published in 

2018 (photo on page 50), whose right side was preserved (only the left side of our stamp and of 

Canarache’s stamp were preserved), shows that there wasn’t enough space for the last two letters 

of ἀστυνόμου to be engraved; accordingly, the restoration ἀστ[υνόμ(ου)] remains possible. 

Following several previous examples, Canarache restored ἀστ[υνόμου]. 

 

No. 3. Handle fragment (fig. 6). Thasos. Rectangular stamp, broken on its right side. 

Ethnonym on the short side. Discovered in 2017 in S001, context 1018 (fig. 3), inv. 152. The 

inscription has two lines: 

 

Θασί[ω]ν 

volute krater ↑ 

[Ἡρόδοτος] ? 

 

The placement of the ethnonym on top of the device, as well as the reading of the letters 

from left to right, seem to narrow down the possibilities of restoration. There is no trace of letters 

on the long side of the krater down the first letter of the ethnonym, which precludes us from 

going for a restoration implying the names of the fabricant and the official on the long sides as in 

Bon&Bon 1957, 105, no. 202 [= Avram 1996, 105, no. 167 (Istros), Garlan 1999, 268, no. 845, 

Tzochev 2016, 128, no. 127]. Bon&Bon 1957, 215, no. 741 with the name of the official 

Herodotos on the short lower side of the stamp could be a match for our stamp (Herodotos - 5th 

period, ca. 300 BC, Tzochev 2016, table 2; ca. 298 BC Avram 1996, 59, table III). The 

positioning of the ethnonym is a better match, but the detailed shape of the vase, also a krater, is 

not. The comparison with Buzoianu, Cheluță-Georgescu 1998, 66, no. 49 (drawing on 82, plate 

II) is inconclusive since the upper part of the stamp in Callatis is broken. The restitution we 

propose must be taken with a (big) grain of salt as variation in Herodotos’ stamps, in terms of 

device-lettering arrangement, shows (see Tzochev 2016, 146-147, no. 215-217). Herodotos is 

already attested at Istros with another device (Avram 1996, 126, no. 328, plate XXV). 

 
9 Stolba 2006, fig. 1, 154 and table 2, 168.  
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Fig. 1. Location of the Sărătură sector in Histria 



Stamped material from the Sărătură sector in Istros/Histria (Romania) 
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Fig. 2. Location of the Sărătură sector in Histria 
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Fig. 3. Stratigraphy of S001 

 

Fig. 4. Stamp no. 1, from Sinope 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Stamp no. 2, from Chersonesus. 
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Fig. 6. Stamp no. 3, from Thasos 
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SECONDARY GLASS KILNS AND LOCAL GLASS PRODUCTION IN 

TOMIS DURING ROMAN TIMES 

 

Laurențiu CLIANTE, Museum of National History and  

Archaeology from Constanța, Romania; 

Alexandra ȚÂRLEA,University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present a series of finds from Tomis (Constanţa County, Romania) indicating the 

existence of secondary glass production in this city during the Roman period, most probably covering a chronological 

framework between the 2nd and 4th centuries CE. Using as a starting point the yet unpublished find of the remains of a 

secondary glass kiln on Ecaterina Varga Street, the article reviews all the similar instances known so far from Tomis, 

both published and unpublished. This situation is discussed in connection to another category of archaeological finds 

susceptible of bringing new information on the glass production in Tomis, several vessels belonging to Bucovală type 

XXV with undetached moils, feature which could serve as an argument in favour of their local production. 

Key-words: secondary glass kilns, local production, Tomis, Roman period 

 

The decision of publishing a secondary glass kiln found several years ago, during 

archaeological rescue excavations in the modern city of Constanţa, offers the opportunity of 

reviewing the existing information and arguments in favour of secondary glass production in ancient 

Tomis during Roman times. Similar finds, identified as glass kilns, remains from such structures and 

even leftovers of vitreous material, brought to light during older and more recent excavations (Fig. 

1) are discussed, together with a small batch of glass vessels considered as possible representatives 

of a local secondary production 

The archaeological research conducted in 2006 at no. 20 Ecaterina Varga Street consisted in 

the excavation of 4 sections (SI-IV), aligned E-W (perpendicularly on the long axis of the street), 

each with a length of 13 m and a width of 3 m, with a 1m-wide baulk left in-between them. The 

sections were divided in squares of 3×3 m.  

In SI, at a depth of -1.17 m from the present-day pavement of the street, an ancient wall was 

found, preserved on a distance of 5.87 m (Z1). The wall was well built, compact, it consisted of 

stones bound with white mortar, was preserved on a height of 0.12-0.18 m and had a width of 0.64 

m. The wall cut the section SI diagonally, starting from its western corner. The wall was affected by 
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the construction of a glass kiln (Fig. 2), which seems to have been quite large. Unfortunately, the 

kiln could not be properly investigated, as only some remains were still in situ in SI; the rest of the 

kiln, in its turn affected by ulterior interventions, was identified in the southern baulk of the section, 

in the immediate vicinity of a modern building. Given this situation, a new square of 2×1.5 m was 

opened, in order to further investigate this find. 

At the time when the glass kiln was built, the wall identified in SI had been dismantled in the 

perimeter where the kiln was to be put in use. The wall was affected on a length of 1.76 m, then 

continued on a length of 1.79 m. The eastern end of the wall, preserved on a length of 1.19 m, is 

superposed by the rests of a modern wall, which intersects it at an angle close to 90°. The modern 

wall is a mixture of ancient stones, pottery shards and modern bricks, its remains preserved only on 

1.7 m. 

The entire area which was subject to archaeological research presents a slope, most probably 

natural, which led to the adaptation of all the ancient constructions to the terrain conditions. The 

slope descends from the nearby Ecaterina Varga Street towards the eastern limit of the excavated 

sections, at an angle of 30°-35°. From a stratigraphical perspective, two archaeological layers were 

identified there, the result of artificial levelling of the terrain in antiquity, which could be noticed in 

all four sections. In all the cases the archaeological layers follow the inclination of the natural slope. 

In SI, in the southern archaeological profile, the layers present strong traces of burning, most 

probably connected to the activity of the glass kiln. We also noticed the fact that in the proximity of 

the kiln, in the southern profile of SI, a large number of ancient stones from dismantled nearby 

constructions are also present, most probably from the wall Z1 in SI.   

It seems that the glass kiln was destroyed during antiquity, the only preserved vestiges 

consisting of burnt orange-red wattle fragments and rests of yellow-greenish wattle with traces of 

burning. The yellow-greenish wattle, in combination with stones and pottery shards, was used in the 

building of the kiln. Also, during the research of the archaeological complex, several rectangular 

bricks of 0.25×0.12×0.03 m were recovered, but unfortunately their very small number is not 

undoubtedly indicative of their original use as part of the kiln’s walls, in a manner similar to what 

happens in Tomis in the case of pottery kilns.1 

 
1 Rădulescu 1966, 6 and sq; 1969, 333 – 351. 
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Taking into consideration the rests of burnt wattle in the kiln’s destruction level and their 

spread in the western part of the southern profile of SI on a distance of 3 m, it can be considered that 

this installation had a rather strong air circulation and was in use over a longer period of time. 

Also, large and compact remains of green vitrified glass were recovered from several spots in 

the area, including an important quantity found in situ, inside the destroyed kiln (Fig. 3). 

All the preserved elements, including a fragment of the kiln’s wall, indicate that the kiln was 

built directly in the ground without any additional preparations. Given the fact that the kiln found on 

the Ecaterina Varga Street was almost completely destroyed, it was very difficult to determine its 

original shape or size, although the already mentioned rest of its wall still preserved seems to 

indicate a circular shape and reduced dimensions. Also, the bricks identified in the kiln’s debris and 

the other vestiges seem to point towards a circular kiln with walls built with bricks bound with clay 

and covered with wattle.2 The shape, dimensions and building characteristics seem to be quite 

similar to those of secondary glass kilns found in different parts of the Roman world, as for example 

the installations from Thessaloniki.3 

The secondary glass kiln on Ecaterina Varga Street has to be added to a small number of 

similar installations discovered during time in Tomis, both inside the city and on its outskirts.  

For the peninsular part of the ancient city similar situations were reported, but in all the cases 

the information is scarce, due on one hand to the advanced degree of deterioration of the kilns, a 

result of later interventions in those areas both during antiquity and modern times, and on the other 

hand to the difficulties raised by conducting archaeological excavations below the modern city. 

The remains of two such kilns are reported to have been found close to the Poşta Veche 

building (present-day Museum of Folk Art) in 1964 which, unfortunately, consisted only of several 

vitreous lumps4 (Fig. 4.1-3). The find(s) were registered with the inventory number 4166 

(23.11.1965) as “melted glass”, “resulted during glass-vessels production, provenance: the kiln from 

Poşta Veche”, and dated to the 1st – 4th centuries CE.    

A newer find in the vicinity of the same building, at a small distance from Biserica Greacă, 

was made in 1989, with only vitreous lumps testifying to the activity of another glass kiln in the 

area.5 

 
2 Benea 2004, 172. 
3 Antonaras, Chrysostomou 2015, 298 and sq.; Antonaras 2017, 33-36, fig. 46. 
4 Bucovală 1968a, 154-155, Fig. XII, a-c; Belc, Irimia 2004, 86-87; Chiriac, Boţan 2013, 304. 
5 Chiriac, Boţan 2013, 304-305. 
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Another, better preserved, find is represented by a part of a kiln, which was found much 

further south, in the vicinity of the old Museum of History (present-day Tomis Archbishopric Palace 

– Palatul Arhiepiscopiei), on the Arhiepiscopiei Street. The archaeological research in the area was 

impeded by the fact that a modern building superposes the ancient find.6  

The remains of another kiln, with vitreous material still preserved inside, were found during 

archaeological excavations conducted at nos. 1-3 Marc Aureliu Street.7 Unfortunately, like in the 

previously-mentioned case, the find which appeared in the stratigraphical profile as a cross-section 

of a glass kiln could not be thoroughly investigated, as the construction itself was situated under the 

pavement of the street (Fig. 5). As a result, the archaeological team had only the possibility of 

recording the installation and recovering several vitreous lumps. The information preserved in the 

research report describes as “a not very spectacular but important find” the remains of a glass kiln 

from which a very small part of the firing chamber was preserved. At that moment the recovery of 

several wall fragments, massively vitrified, was considered as possibly serving as an argument that 

the kiln served for primary glass production. The excavation of the earliest archaeological layer 

brought to light two Hellenistic cremation graves dated to the 3rd century BCE. To a later phase can 

be assigned a debris/filling layer, 1.2-1.4 m thick, characterised by materials, specifically pottery, of 

which the latest are dated to the 1st – 2nd centuries CE and maybe also to the beginning of the 3rd 

century CE. A second debris layer corresponds to a habitation level consisting of habitation 

structures erected in this area most probably during the 3rd – 4th centuries CE. The presence of the 

first debris layer proves that starting with the first centuries of the Roman period this area ceased to 

be used as a necropolis, its level was elevated and it was used as a production area. From the 

chronological perspective, the kiln must be placed into a timeframe predating the buildings 

mentioned above as functioning during the 3rd – 4th centuries CE.8 

A possibly similar find of remains of a glass kiln still preserving inside vitreous material 

should be mentioned, from archaeological rescue excavations conducted on Smârdan Street, in the 

northern part of the city, close to the seashore, unfortunately without any further details.9 

 
6 Gramatopol 1982, 150. 
7 Archaeological excavation conducted during 2003-2004 by T. Cliante, L. Cliante and L. Lungu (MINAC). 
8 Research report No. 45/07.01.2005 (January 7th 2005); archaeological team leader dr. Gh. Papuc; document issued by 
Muzeul de Istorie Naţională, Arheologie, Artă şi Tradiţii Constanţa; preventive archaeological excavation at no. 1-3 
Marc Aureliu Street, Constanţa; archaeological site Tomis. 
9 The authors would like to express their thanks to their colleague, dr. Constantin Chera from MINAC, for offering this 
information.  
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Taking into consideration these finds from the perspective of their location (Fig. 1), it can be 

noticed that some of the kilns were identified in the same area in the northern part of the city: the 

distance between the Poşta Veche building and Ecaterina Varga Street is no more than 

approximately 70-80 m; the newest find from this area, which took place in 1988, is only 50 m away 

from the location of the kiln found on Ecaterina Varga Street. Also, the distance between the other 

two kilns, the one in the center of Peninsula (on Marc Aureliu Street) and the other in the southern 

part of the Peninsula (Palatul Arhiepiscopiei), is approximately 270-290 m. Thus, the existence of 

specialised workshops areas, with several glass kilns simultaneously in use, could be tentatively 

advanced as a possibility, although the dating difficulties surrounding such finds and the scattered 

and incomplete character of both archaeological research and resulting information make impossible 

any higher degree of confidence regarding this particular aspect.  

After attesting the existence of secondary glass kilns with a certain degree of confidence in 

the case of Tomis, despite all the already mentioned drawbacks caused by various factors, the next 

step should be an attempt to identify possible representatives of this local production among the 

various categories and types of glass vessels found so far in the city, an enterprise fraught with its 

own set of difficulties. 

The fact that the city of Tomis offers for the most part of the Roman period a large array of 

glass finds was already being emphasised more than half century ago by M. Bucovală in his book, 

Vase antice de sticlă la Tomis. The substantial number of finds taken into consideration in this work 

cover the first four centuries CE, with the 4th century CE being the less represented; a normal 

situation given the fact that the author concentrates only on complete items from funerary contexts, 

and the increasing adoption of Christian values was already producing a change in the treatment and 

the very presence of grave goods inside tombs in this part of the Roman world, too. Although the 

absence of several types of glass items well-known in other areas of the empire, such as some 

variants of unguentaria, as well as bowls, plates, lids and glass urns, is noted, the types which do 

occur in graves of Roman times emphasise the orientation and stability of the commercial 

connections between Tomis and both the western (Italy) and eastern (Syria and Egypt) parts of the 

empire. Although the local production of glass vessels is considered as being a natural economic 

development for the city, all the more in the context of finds proving the intense activity in other 
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fields of production, such as pottery production, the author advances this opinion only with the title 

of hypothesis, due to the absence of more clear archaeological record in this respect.10 

This overall picture sketched on this subject by M. Bucovală in his work is still valid today, 

being in general confirmed by subsequent archaeological researches. The majority of glass finds 

from Tomis are dated to the 1st – 4th centuries CE.11 The most numerous finds are part of grave 

goods belonging to burials dated to the 1st and 2nd centuries CE; their frequency decreases during the 

following centuries, but a small number of glass vessels can still be found even in Christian tombs.12 

The glass finds dated to the 5th – 6th centuries CE are much rarer and in a poorer state of preservation 

as the majority of the items published so far come from habitation areas and not from funerary 

contexts. 

The local production of various representatives of this category of finds was postulated in 

several occasions, in older publications, usually in a very prudent manner and without any clear 

arguments brought forward during discussions concerning such items. For instance, vessels 

belonging to the so-called modiolus type, conical or hemispherical cups dated mainly to the 1st 

century CE and especially to the second half of this century, are sometimes tentatively considered as 

either western imports or local products based on western originals, even from workshops based in 

Tomis or Callatis.13 Also in the case of some unguentarium type vessels, dated to the 1st – 2nd 

centuries CE, the idea of their local production is advanced, again without any supplementary 

considerations.14  

There are also opinions that such a local production would have started at earliest during the 

second half of the 2nd century CE, and was destined to obtain common widespread shapes, without 

any pretensions to technical or artistic refinements; the possibility of the presence of local branches 

belonging to large Syro-Palestinian or Asia Minor workshops, starting with the 2nd – 3rd centuries 

 
10 Bucovală 1968a, 154. 
11 Belc, Irimia 2004, 85-86; Chera-Mărgineanu 1979, 248-249; Lungu, Chera-Mărgineanu 1982, 189-190; Lungu, Chera-
Mărgineanu 1983, 223; Chera, Lungu 1985, 207; Lungu, Chera 1985, 226; Bucovală, Paşca 1992, 269. 
12 It should be emphasized that the dating of glass finds, as well as that of other categories of grave goods, is liable to be 
open to errors, as an important percentage of the funerary contexts consists of collective tombs, in use during larger 
timespans; the fact that older funerary depositions are usually disturbed by newer ones and that the grave goods are as a 
rule displaced from their original position and mixed is often mentioned in these archaeological publications. Thus, it is 
not impossible at least in some cases that glass finds are dated based on their association with the most recent items from 
the grave, although in reality they are older (see also below). 
13 Iconomu 1968, 260; Bucovală 1968b, 275. 
14 Chera-Mărgineanu 1979, 248. 
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CE, was also taken into consideration, on a background of growing demand on the local markets for 

such products.15 

From this perspective, a number of three glass vessels belonging to the collections of the 

Museum of National History and Archaeology Constanţa were taken into consideration as possible 

representatives of a local production of glass vessels, based on a specific characteristic involving the 

state of their rim (see Catalogue; Figs. 6.1-2; 7.1-2; 8.1-2). The feature which mainly attracted our 

attention on these three items and made us consider their local production a strong possibility is that 

in all three cases the rim still preserves the moil (Figs. 9.1-3), which normally would have been 

detached, either leaving the rim unfinished or as preparation for its finishing as a fire-rounded rim. 

This situation seems to suggest the fact that these vessels were produced locally and for unclear 

reasons were placed as grave goods without their going through the final stage of their preparation 

for use, rather than representing products which travelled from another production centre in this 

unfinished form. Similar finds are known from Thessaloniki, where it was noticed that vessels with 

the same shape, which could be included in Isings form 104b, were in the same situation; the 

presence of the moil was considered as indicative for their local production.16 

All these vessels, despite small variances, belong to the same type, Bucovală type XXV. This 

type was included by the creator of this typology in a larger group of “vessels of various shapes”, 

quite well represented in the funerary contexts in Tomis and Callatis, and considered either all-

purpose vessels or toilet bottles (in the case of smaller items). This group includes types XXIII to 

XXVIII, which share several traits, such as the long neck and the prominent body, either bulbous (as 

in the case of type XXIII), conical (type XXIV), globular (types XXV-XXVI) or spherical (types 

XXVII-XVIII). According to the author, they spread in the first four centuries CE, some of them 

shortly lived, such as types XXIII-XXIV, which seem to be restricted to the 1st century CE, while 

others seem to have had longer careers, being loosely dated to the 1st – 4th centuries CE or 2nd – 4th 

centuries CE.17 

The type XXV is represented by vessels with globular body, short cylindrical neck flaring at 

the rim, and, while some finds are dated to the 2nd – 3rd centuries CE, it is also considered typical for 

the 4th century CE and to survive even in the 5th century CE.18  

 
15 Chiriac, Boţan 2013, 305, fig. 10. 
16 Antonaras 2017, Cat. No. 338. 
17 Bucovală 1968a, 140-141. 
18 Bucovală 1968a, 141, nos. 69-71. 
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The vessels discussed here are complete items presumably coming from funerary contexts, 

and are very similar, with cylindrical necks and flaring mouths, spherical bodies and concave bases. 

Only small variations are present in their dimensions, as they have heights between 18.2 and 18.6 cm 

and maximum diameters of their spherical body between 9.4 and 10.5 cm. One of the vessels is 

transparent and colourless, while the other two are transparent with a bluish tinge.  

Unfortunately, the consultation of the museum’s registers did not offer many details 

regarding their find conditions or other useful information. In the case of our Cat. No.1 (MINAC 

Inv. No. 37217), the information introduced in the registration book on November 21st 1989 

indicates that the item was a glass vessel, free blown, with height of 18.4 cm and maximum diameter 

of 9.8 cm (so quite close to the re-measured dimensions presented in the catalogue). A little more 

informative is the old label preserved on the item’s base, reading “Constanţa 88 K1 MINH”, thereby 

indicating that the find took place in 1988 during excavations for the foundations of the block of 

flats K1 and the vessel was part of the grave goods belonging to an inhumation grave. In the case of 

Cat. No. 2 (MINAC Inv. No. 39976) the registration book informs us that a glass vessel with height 

of 17.2 cm and maximum diameter of 10.7 cm (possibly a transcription error, as the vessel has a 

height of 18.2 cm), in a good state of preservation, was registered on July 16th 1998. This 

information at least offers the certainty that the find pre-dates the middle of July 1998. In the case of 

Cat. No. 3 (MINAC Inv. No. 40899) no other information is available outside the said inventory 

number; given the fact that the next entrances on the same page were dated April 1st 1999, it can be 

relatively safely presumed that our find pre-dates this moment. 

It is almost certain that the first item in our little catalogue (MINAC Inv. No. 37217) is one 

of those mentioned in an article concerning a series of Roman and Early Byzantine tombs excavated 

in Constanţa during 1987-1988, as part of the modernising process taking place all over town. The 

excavated area covered the south-eastern part of the city, between the seashore and Traian Street, 

and also between the Republicii Boulevard and Ştefan cel Mare Street.19 Two items described as 

globular vessels with funnel-shaped mouth and unfinished rim, one intact and one broken under soil 

pressure, were found, seemingly together, in a grave, associated with other grave goods. The 

dimensions given for the complete item are as follows: height 18 cm and maximum diameter 9.5 cm. 

Other information offered for this vessel are the concave base, the thin walls, the transparent glass 

 
19 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 123. 
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with a greenish tinge and a large amount of small bubbles in composition.20 The fact that the 

dimensions do not match perfectly any of the vessels in discussion (both in the registration book and 

those re-measured for the present publication), as well as the fact that the glass is described as 

displaying a greenish tinge are not necessarily ruling out the identification of our vessel with this 

item, as it was often noticed when reconsidering old finds that both measurements and determination 

of tinges vary slightly in comparison with the original results. The available photo of the complete 

item21 points in the same direction, as the general shape and the details present a very good 

resemblance with our item. The authors emphasise the fact that the two items (seemingly both the 

complete and the broken one) are different only in that they present the irregular rim, described in 

the text as a “technical artifice treated negligently”,22 and, interestingly, more clearly in the 

explanation of the photo as “unfinished rim”.23 Although dating the vessels to the second half of the 

4th century CE based on context, the items are discussed in analogy with previous similar finds from 

Tomis dated to the 3rd century CE. It was a little difficult to establish to which funerary context 

belonged these glass vessels, as their description was not present in the case of any of the 106 graves 

presented in the text, but only separately in the second half of the paper, where the categories of 

finds were subject to discussion. The authors consider that the two glass vessels should be dated to 

the second half of the 4th century CE based on their context, especially their association with an 

incomplete gilded bronze brooch belonging to the Zwiebelknopffibel type, variant 4B, usually dated 

during this time span.24 Consulting the list of graves, the only possible match seems to be M105, but 

the description of the funerary structure and content indicates that a certain amount of prudence is 

necessary when taking into consideration the proposed chronological framework for the glass items. 

The grave is presented as a multiple grave, with a large pit in its eastern end and with one 

undisturbed adult skeleton placed in a niche, in its western end; the upper part of the pit was full with 

human bones belonging to adults and children, their degree of disturbance indicating in the authors’ 

opinion the re-inhumation of a large number of individuals, as 40 skulls were recovered among the 

mismatched bones, together with various objects25. In these conditions, despite the presence of the 

already mentioned brooch and also of a bronze coin issued during the reign of Constantius II (335-

 
20 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 154. 
21 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 135, plate 5b. 
22 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 154. 
23 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 135, plate 5b. 
24 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 154, note 27; the brooch described at page 155, a drawing available on plate 10b. 
25 Bucovală, Paşca 1988-1989, 141-142.  
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360 CE), it is extremely probable that the grave functioned during a longer period of time and there 

is nothing to suggest that the glass vessels should be associated with the latest interments. Thus, it 

would be more prudent for the question of the period of production and use of the glass vessels to be 

left open for now. 

In conclusion, the secondary glass kiln identified on the Ecaterina Varga Street during 

archaeological rescue excavations was briefly discussed in the context of the presence of a small 

number of similar installations in Tomis. For the present it can be stated that this situation, in 

combination with the very large amount of glass vessels found in various contexts belonging to the 

Roman period in Tomis, and a certain degree of stereotypy in their making,26 makes more and more 

probable the existence of local secondary glass production in this city.  

 

Catalogue 

 

1. Glass vessel (Fig. 6.1-2) 

- 4rd century CE / Tomis 

- Transparent, bluish tinge / Blown 

- H 18.6 cm; D mouth 4.9 cm; D max 9.8 cm; D base 4.9 cm; D moil 1.3 cm (on the interior); Th. 

moil 0.4 cm; H neck 6.9 cm (from the constriction to the mouth); D constriction 2.3 cm27 

MINAC 37217 

- Flaring mouth, unfinished, with moil still preserved. Cylindrical neck, spherical body and concave 

base. Blowing spirals. Tooling marks on the lower part of the neck and small amount of bubbles. 

- Bucovală and Paşca 1988-1989, 154, 7, pl. 5b; similar to Antonaras 2017, cat. no. 338; Bucovală 1968a, type XXV   

 

2. Glass vessel (Fig. 7.1-2) 

- 4rd century CE / Tomis 

- Transparent, colourless / Blown 

- H 18.2 cm; D mouth 5 cm; D max 10.5 cm; D base 5.1 cm; D moil 1.6 cm (on the interior); Th. 

moil 0.3 cm; H neck 6.9 cm (from the constriction to the mouth); D constriction 2.4 cm 

MINAC 39976 

 
26 Belc, Irimia 2004, 87. 
27 H = height; D = diameter; Th. = thickness. 
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- Flaring mouth, unfinished, with moil still preserved. Cylindrical neck, spherical body and concave 

base. Blowing spirals. Tooling marks on the lower part of the neck and small amount of bubbles.  

- Similar to Bucovală and Paşca 1988-1989, 154, 7, pl. 5b; Antonaras 2017, cat. no. 338; Bucovală 1968a, type XXV  

 

3. Glass vessel (Fig. 8.1-2) 

- 4rd century CE / Tomis 

- Transparent, bluish tinge / Blown 

- H 18.4 cm; D mouth 4 cm; D max 9.4 cm; D base 3.8 cm; D moil 1.8 cm (on the interior); Th. moil 

0.3 cm; H neck 6.3 cm (from the constriction to the mouth); D constriction 1.3 cm 

MINAC 40899 

- Flaring mouth, unfinished, with moil still preserved. Cylindrical neck, spherical body and concave 

base. Blowing spirals. Tooling marks on the neck and on the lower part of the body and base. Small 

amounts of bubbles on the body, and large, elongated bubbles on the neck. Iridescence and 

weathering patches. 

- Similar to Bucovală and Paşca 1988-1989, 154, 7, pl. 5b; Antonaras 2017, cat. no. 338; Bucovală 1968a, type XXV 
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Fig. 1. Plan showing the locations of the secondary glass kilns in Tomis: 1. nos. 1-3 Marc Aureliu Street; 2. Poşta Veche; 

3. Ecaterina Varga Street no. 20; 4. Palatul Arhiepiscopiei 

Fig. 2. The secondary glass kiln found on Ecaterina Varga Street 

Fig. 3. Remains from the secondary glass kiln found on Ecaterina Varga Street, present as a mixture of wattle and 

vitreous material deposited during the technological process 

Fig. 4. Remains from one of the secondary glass kilns found near Poşta Veche: 1-2. rests of the interior wall present as a 

mixture of wattle and vitreous material deposited during the technological process; 3. Fragment from a vitreous lump 

recovered among the rests of the wall  

Fig. 5. Photo showing work in progress at the secondary glass kiln on Marc Aureliu Street 

Fig. 6. 1-2. Cat. No. 1 – glass vessel with undetached moil (drawing by Bogdan Boeru) 

Fig. 7. 1-2. Cat. No. 2 – glass vessel with undetached moil (drawing by Bogdan Boeru) 

Fig. 8. 1-2. Cat. No. 3 – glass vessel with undetached moil (drawing by Bogdan Boeru) 

Fig. 9. Detail of the rim showing the undetached moil: 1. Cat. No. 1 (MINAC Inv. No. 37217); 2. Cat. No. 2 (MINAC 

Inv. No. 39976); 3. Cat. No. 3 (MINAC Inv. No. 40899). 
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Cartea de față, publicată la editura Universității Cambridge, se adresează specialiștilor din 

domeniul arheologiei, dar și pasionaților sau studenților interesați de această direcție de cercetare, 

oferind cititorilor o serie de studii care aduc în discuție rolul pe care tehnologia ceramică l-a avut 

în cadrul populațiilor preistorice de vânători-culegători din zona circumpolară de nord. 

Lucrarea beneficiază de contribuțiile mai multor cercetători, fiind structurată pe 11 capitole 

în conținutul cărora subiectul central al acestui demers științific este tratat din perspective regionale 

și cronologice diferite.  

Așadar, acest studiu își concentrează atenția asupra influenței pe care produsele ceramice 

le-au avut asupra modului de viață al comunităților umane timpurii care au evoluat în cadrul 

condițiilor pedo-climatice dificile ale arealului circumpolar. În ceea ce privește tipologia și 

întrebuințarea vaselor ceramice, pe lângă diferențele identificate la nivel de tradiții, sunt foarte 

bine evidențiate și elementele de gândire comună prezente în cadrul unor grupuri diferite din punct 

de vedere spațial și temporal.  

În loc de introducere, în cadrul primului capitol, cei doi editori ai volumului conturează o 

imagine de ansamblu asupra încadrării spațiale și cronologice a comunităților care fac subiectul 

studiilor de caz prezentate în această carte. De asemenea, luând în considerare aspecte precum 

expansiunea demografică sau tipurile și cantitățile de resurse pe care ecosistemele costiere și 

maritime din arealul circumpolar le pot oferi, autorii își propun să sublinieze o serie de ipoteze 

despre cum și de ce s-a dezvoltat tehnologia ceramică în cadrul acestor comunități de vânători-

culegători. Astfel, prin expunerea acestor informații generale, indispensabile în cazul unei cărți 

care are la bază mai multe studii de caz, cititorului i se facilitează posibilitatea de a înțelege 
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fenomenul studiat, factor care face ca această lucrare să fie potrivită nu numai pentru specialiști ci 

și pentru amatorii de istorie și arheologie.       

Pe un palier cronologic care cuprinde Pleistocenul târziu, Holocenul timpuriu și Holocenul 

mijlociu, următoarele nouă capitole analizează dezvoltarea tradițiilor legate de tehnologia 

ceramică, analizând aspectele specifice mai multor zone din nordul Eurasiei (Japonia, Siberia, 

Insulele Kurile și regiunea baltică) și cel al Americii de Nord (Alaska, Insulele Aleutine și Canada 

Centrală împreună cu zonele ei sub-arctice și provinciile maritime).  

Investigarea elementelor care pot releva noi date în legătură cu funcționalitatea unor 

categorii de vase ceramice reprezintă un proces științific complex și imposibil de realizat doar prin 

intermediul arheologiei tradiționale, element care îi determină pe arheologi să apeleze la o serie de 

analize interdisciplinare menite să identifice aspectele invizibile din spatele acestor materiale. 

Plecând de la datele culese în teren, de la rezultatele datărilor radiocarbon efectuate în trecut pe 

materialele provenite din siturile arheologice avute în vedere și prin studierea tipologico-stilistică, 

etnografică și de laborator, autorii acestei cărți încearcă să contureze o imagine mai clară asupra 

dezvoltării tehnologiei ceramice în rândul populațiilor de vânători-culegători. Totodată, 

interpretarea rezultatelor acestor analize este menită să lărgească spectrul informațional cu privire 

la contextul în care a apărut ceramica în acest cadru crono-geografic, modul în care manufacturarea 

și utilizarea acesteia erau asociate cu anumite obiceiuri sezoniere, ce anume i-a determinat pe acești 

indivizi să investească atâta efort și timp pentru confecționarea acestui produs într-un mediu atât 

de ostil, ce impact socio-cultural a avut producția și utilizarea recipientelor ceramice pe termen 

lung și cum s-au schimbat tradițiile tehnologice în timp.  

Pe fondul aspectelor mai sus menționate, în ultimul capitol al cărții sunt descrise, pe scurt 

și într-o notă generală, ideile esențiale ale studiillor de caz, la acestea adăugându-se și punctul de 

vedere al autorului despre posibilele explicații privind dezvoltarea independentă a tehnologiei 

ceramice în aceste regiuni circumpolare de nord.  

Cu toate că studiul în discuție este unul preliminar, prin intermediul lui au fost semnalate 

unele caracteristici comune pe care aceste comunități, indiferent de timp și spațiu, le aveau între 

ele. Probabil cea mai importantă însușire specifică predominantă în rândul acestor populații este 

legată de asocierea vaselor ceramice cu procesarea resurselor acvatice, acțiune care, pe lângă 

caracterul de subzistență, poate avea și alte implicații socio-culturale (inițiativă comercială în 
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cadrul rețelelor de schimb regionale, găzduirea unor evenimente sau ritualuri, etc.) după cum 

menționează autorii capitolelor.    

De asemenea, rezultatele prezentate în cele nouă capitole aduc în discuție ipoteza general 

acceptată conform căreia numai populațiile sedentare, sau care prezintă anumite caracteristici ale 

sedentarismului, ar fi dezvoltat tehnologia ceramică.  

Luând în considerare datele prezentate în capitolele acestei lucrări, putem conchide că 

autorii au scos în evidență, cu succes, noi date referitoare la dezvoltarea și utilizarea timpurie a 

ceramicii în cadrul acestor comunități preistorice de vânători-culegători, factor care în același timp 

conturează noi direcții de cercetare și diferite perspective în legătură cu momentul și locul adoptării 

ceramicii utilitare la nivel global.  
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Trecutul, fascinant și ascuns, se reconstruiește greu din fărâmele care au învins mileniile. 

Este un imens puzzle, asamblat cu minuțiozitate de arheologi, istorici și experți în artă, dar și de 

medici, lingviști și alți oameni de știință. Replicând acest proces laborios la o altă scară, reputatul 

profesor Ronald T. Ridley de la Universitatea din Melbourne, realizează în noua sa monografie, 

“Akhenaten: A Historian's View”, o trecere în revistă completă a celor mai importante ipoteze și 

teorii legate de epoca amarniană și de enigmaticul faraon care a inițiat-o, Akhenaton.  

Lucrarea a fost editată în anul 2019 la Universitatea Americană din Cairo și este dedicată 

unor nume de referință din domeniul egiptologiei, ca Norman de Garis Davies, Cyril Aldred, 

William Murnane și John Albert Wilson. Cu atât mai mult, profesorul Ridley se apleacă atent 

asupra subiectului, documentându-și afirmațiile dintr-o varietate de surse epigrafice, arheologice, 

artistice sau literare, susținute prin 121 de ilustrații monochrome și un număr important de referințe 

(1188 note de subsol).  

Într-o avalanșă de informații și idei, autorul ne propune un exercițiu util: să discernem 

calitatea proiecțiilor pe baza datelor certe și, în mai mică măsură, să ne exersăm imaginația alături 

de savanți pe marginea întâmplărilor încă nedeslușite. Astfel, Nefertiti și Akhenaton sunt „aparent 

atât de aproape de noi, ei reprezintă imaginea cuplului ideal, înduioșători în adversitatea lor, 

luptând împotriva puterii consacrate a unei societăți tradiționaliste și încercând să instituie o religie 

a iubirii într-o lume singură”. Iată ideea modernă de ”Love Story” pe care o construiesc involuntar 

după standardele actuale, dar cât de aproape sunt de adevăr? Răspunzând parcă temerii mele, 

autorul găsește o explicație logică: încercăm să găsim în trecut „reflecția speranțelor și idealurilor” 

noastre. Este și motivul pentru care cele două mari figuri ale istoriei egiptene exercită o astfel de 

fascinație, astfel încât acum fac parte din mitologia culturală occidentală.                           

Ideea centrală a cărți este necesitatea abordării subiectului din perspectiva disciplinei 

istoriei (bazată pe dovezi și fapte reale), urmărind imaginea de ansamblu în defavoarea 

https://www.google.ro/search?hl=ro&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Ronald+T.+Ridley%22
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construcțiilor imaginare. Aducând laolaltă atâtea informații, profesorul Ridley reușește, în opinia 

mea, elaborarea unui veritabil „atlas” al epocii, prin detaliile căruia încearcă să atenueze unele 

decalaje din literatura de specialitate. Cele opt capitole sunt dedicate anilor din Teba, cultului lui 

Aton și întemeierii noii capitale, cu accent pe viețile principalilor actori, co-regență sau decăderea 

„imperiului”. Nu lipsesc discuțiile despre mormântul regal de la Amarna, mormântul KV 55 și 

misterioșii lor ocupanți.  

Analiza lui Ronald Ridley nu este partizană cu un curent sau altul, deși, inevitabil, are 

observații despre unele teorii fanteziste sau hilare. Încă din primul capitol al volumului, intitulat 

„Akhenaton: modă, fantezie și fapt”, autorul menționează reacțiile extreme de fascinanție sau 

respingere exercitate de faraon, nu numai din cauza imaginii ieșite din tipare, dar mai ales din 

perspectiva religioasă. Potrivit lui Ridley, avem astăzi reacții care au fost „predefinite de 

contemporanii săi”, în special de cei care au încercat să-l elimine din istorie. Era fanatic, nebun 

sau simplu eunuc? Sfânt, monstru sau nimic din toate acestea? Ipotezele diverșilor savanți din 

ultimul secol și jumătate variază de la „mare idealist”, așa cum a propus Flinders Petrie acum mai 

bine de un secol, până la imaginea unui dictator sau criminal. Totuși, multe dintre dovezile care 

susțineau astfel de idei s-au diluat sau pur și simplu au dispărut, la o inspecție mai atentă.                                                                                                             

Un punct valid de pornire ar putea fi observația istoricului Alexandre Moret: „dacă domnia 

lui Akhenaton contează prea puțin în istoria Egiptului, contează definitiv în istoria umanității”. 

Mai departe, însă, pozițiile cercetătorilor sunt antagonice: V.Helck susține că domnia lui 

Akhenaton a fost „o încercare de a face un pas către o perspectivă „modernă” despre lume”, pe 

când Cyril Aldred a apreciat că monoteismul său „a dezorganizat mecanismul guvernării”. Peste 

toate, opinia lui Jan Assmann, principalul istoric al atonismului, este că pentru majoritatea 

egiptenilor „epoca Amarna a fost una de distrugere și reprimare”.                                                    

R. Ridley consideră că se cunosc foarte puține despre personalitatea și caracterul faraonului 

și motivele schimbărilor pe care le-a determinat, ca și despre starea sa fizică, moartea sau locul 

unde a fost îngropat. De fapt, soarta tuturor actorilor principali ai atonismului rămâne învăluită în 

mister. Autorul notează că deși ne lipsesc suficiente dovezi, există totuși, în cazul Amarna, destule 

materiale: rezultatele campaniilor arheologice, scrisorile amarniene, ilustrații detaliate ale 

mormintelor și contribuțiile celor mai respectate jurnale egiptologice din lume. Cu toate acestea, 

cercetătorul susține că s-a publicat multă fantezie despre Egipt, iar personalitățile perioadei 

analizate au fost tratate de foarte multe ori „după moda romanelor istorice”. În aceste condiții, 
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apare firesc apelul autorului pentru aplicarea standardelor profesionale, cu surse supuse controlului 

critic, istoriografia fiind o metodă validă de a clarifica sensul oricărei dezbateri.                                                                                                                             

Cel de-al doilea capitol tratează anii din Teba, premergători perioadei amarniene. Cu 

excepția faptului că a fost educat, studiind istoria, literatura și deprinzând abilitățile de bază ale 

unui rege, în rest nu se cunoaște mai nimic despre această etapă a vieții lui Akhenaton. R. Ridley 

amintește o încercare amuzantă a lui Arthur Weigall de a umple golul, descriindu-l pe tânărul prinț 

ca pe un „băiat liniștit, studios, ale cărui gânduri rătăceau, în căutarea acelei fericiri pe care starea 

lui fizică i-o refuzase. Natura lui era blândă; inima îi era plină de dragoste”. O sugestie mai realistă 

vine de la cercetătorii care cred că a început să conducă încă din vremea lui Amenhotep III, 

suprapunerea variind de la cinci la doisprezece ani. În secolul XXI cei mai mulți egiptologi au 

respins, însă, teoria coregenței, în favoarea ideii unei succesiuni simple, directe. Niciuna dintre 

aceste teorii a fost susținută de probe.  

Un punct de maximum interes a fost, permanent, „patologia” lui Akhenaton, interpretabilă 

din portretizarea sa androgină, cu forme ale corpului îngroșate excesiv, diferind net de 

reprezentarea tradițională a unui faraon. Începând cu secolul al XIX-lea, cei care „înțelegeau mai 

puțin arta”, afirmă autorul, au fost siguri că trebuie stabilit un diagnostic medical, sindromul 

Fröhlich sau Marfan fiind numai câteva dintre variantele propuse. Aceasta în ciuda faptului că 

izvoarele nu menționau vreo afecțiune și niciunul dintre frați nu avea vreo deformare. Pe de altă 

parte, în reprezentări, ananatomia „exagerată” era împărtășită nu numai de familia sa, ci și de 

membrii anturajului, deci, consideră autorul, acestea pot fi exemple de distorsiune artistică sau 

chiar de moda epocii.                                                                                     

În cronologia evenimentelor, fondarea Akhet-Aton, Tell el-Amarna de astăzi, pare a fi unul 

dintre cele mai bine documentate evenimente din domnia lui Akhenaton - o analiză în acest sens 

regăsindu-se în capitolul la treilea, Akhet-Aton: „Orizontul lui Aton”. Alegerea unui „loc al 

evenimentului primordial”, a fost făcută după ce faraonul, singurul cu care divinitatea comunica, 

a anunțat că Aton își dorește acest lucru. În noul oraș, ridicat rapid, casele nu erau separate în 

funcție de statutul social, dar familia regală domina totul. Observația lui J.A.Tyldesley a fost că 

„Akhenaton părea să fi rezistat tentației de a reglementa viața privată a cetățenilor săi.” Prin 

urmare, distincția de la Amarna nu se făcea între bogați și săraci, ci între familia regală și restul iar 

cadrul era perfect : noua capitală nu era contaminată de alte influențe religioase sau politice 

nedorite.                                                                                                                                                                       
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Capitolul cu cea mai mare greutate din cartea lui Ronald Ridley, cred, este cel intitulat 

„Cultul lui Aton”, în care scoate în evidență caracterul și deficiențele noii religii. „Marele imn” al 

lui Aton - titlu modern dat unui text găsit în mormântul lui Ay, îl descrie pe noul zeu Aton ca sursă 

a vieții, autor fiind considerat chiar Akhenaton. Faptul că au fost descoperite mai multe versiuni 

ale textului de bază, uneori personalizate, vine în sprijinul ideii de libertate religioasă și intelectuală 

instituite sub domnia sa. În cele mai multe dintre vestigiile amarniene, Aton domină, se face simțit 

prin căldura sa dar rămâne inaccesibil. Singurul intermediar era faraonul însuși, deopotrivă preot 

și profet. Celebra triadă a zeilor Amun, Mut și Khons, a fost înlocuită acum, conform lui C. Aldred, 

de Akhenaton, Nefertiti și fiica Meryetaten, iar Davies a văzut în cea formată din Aton, Akhenaton 

și Nefertiti, „o anticipare ciudată a cultului creștin trinitar” de mai târziu. Acest lucru le-a 

demonstrat altor istorici importanța vieții de familie în atonism. Și în ce privește caracterului 

universal al noului cult au existat mai multe controverse iar unii l-au respins direct. A. Gardiner a 

declarat că textele nu susțin ideea vreunei dorințe a lui Akhenaton dea întemeia o religie universală, 

dimpotrivă, interesele sale erau „aproape parohiale”. Cei mai mulți consideră că atonismul își avea 

rădăcinile adânci în „credința egipteană veche”, iar o contribuție, în acest sens e adusă de Sayed 

Tawffk, care a sugerat că Aton era doar Re cu un alt nume, în condițiile în care preoții vechiului 

cult deveniseră prea puternici.  

Vechiul și noul erau puse în balanță: toate formele zeităților cunoscute au fost alungate, iar 

noul zeu era reprezentat doar de discul solar. Reprezentarea antropomorfă a zeităților și   

simbolurile erau importante pentru vechii egipteni, în plus, noua zeitate era mută, deci nu mai 

puteau exista conversații cu ea. Și atunci a fost posibilă o religie, fără o legătură personală între 

divinitate și om, se întreabă Ridley? Nu exista o mitologie asociată lui Aton, iar imaginea sa a fost, 

se pare, elementul cel mai neliniștitor și mai lipsit de simpatie. Șocul noii religii regale trebuie să 

fi fost de nedescris, ea nu a fost asumată popular și, de aceea, conform celor mai mulți analiști, a 

fost un eșec. 

Motivele revoluției religioase a lui Akhenaton continuă să preocupe oamenii de știință. S-

a sugerat că atonismul a fost o încercare de-a elimina puterea exclusivă a cultului lui Amun sau că 

Akhenaton a încercat să-și consolideze propria poziție prin relația cu Aton. În antiteză, o serie de 

istorici cred că, odată cu fondarea noii capitale, religii și a unei noi forme de artă, „Akhenaton s-a 

distanțat din ce în ce mai mult de ceea ce era cu adevărat egiptean”. Această lipsă de popularitate 

a reprezentat „stânca de care trebuia să se spargă întreaga operă”.  
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R. Ridley subliniază, importanța revoluției pe care Atonismul a reprezentat-o pentru Egipt: 

politeismul a devenit brusc monoteism, natura divinității s-a schimbat și ea, dar totul s-a oprit 

brusc. Poate cea mai grăitoare este observația lui Davies, care crede că „ eșecul atonismului de a 

nu promite nicio speranță vie și detaliată pentru viața viitoare ar putea să fi fost cauza principală a 

eșecului final”. 

Capitolul al cincilea, intitulat „Două regine”, intră în culisele vieții la curte a exponentelor 

sale feminine, reginele Nefertiti și Kiya. Originile lor s-au pierdut în abisul timpului, cu excepția 

faptului că niciuna nu avea sânge regal. Seria ipotezelor legate de Nefertiti nu exclude, totuși, ca 

ea să fi fost chiar fiica lui Amenhotep III și a Tiyei, o prințesa străină Tadu-Kheba, membră a 

haremului lui Amenhotep III, sau chiar o simplă femeie egipteană. Fără a dezvolta aici 

multitudinea de idei legate de viața ei, mi se pare elocvent să îl amintesc pe Arthur Weigall, care 

a identificat cheia statutului ei: „în opoziție cu tradiția, regina este arătată la aceeași scară de 

mărime și importanță cu soțul ei.” În rest, soarta lui Nefertiti rămâne în umbră, și de aici 

nenumăratele scenarii care s-au dezvoltat, de la dizgrație la crimă, de la alungare la dezgustul față 

de noua religie sau invers, ajungându-se chiar la ideea că Akhenaten și Nefertiti au murit împreună, 

uciși. Harris și Samson au propus o teorie uluitoare: regina Neferneferuaten-Nefertiti a devenit 

regele Ankhkheperure Neferneferuaten, care a devenit regele Ankhkheperure Smenkhkare. Astfel, 

misterul dispariției ei a fost, aparent, rezolvat: și-a asumat un nou nume și un statut nou”. Potrivit 

lui Samson, la moartea lui (Akhenaton), până la succesiunea lui Tutankhamon, ea ar fi fost o 

conducătoare regală și divină in interregnum.  

„Cine a pierdut «imperiul» egiptean?” – al șaselea capitol tratează situația în plan extern, 

războaiele și amenințările vasalilor. Scrisorile de la Amarna par să descrie o prăbușire a imperiului 

în timpul domniilor lui Amenhotep III și Akhenaton, deși multe păreri creditau ideea că Akhenaton 

ar fi fost singurul responsabil. De altfel, evaluarea sa modernă, în calitate de conducător al unui 

imperiu ce depășea granițele Egiptului, a fost considerată negativă aproape universal. James 

Breasted, de exemplu, a declarat că „nu era în stare să facă față unei situații care să ceară un om 

agresiv de afaceri și un lider militar calificat.” Influența evenimentelor contemporane, au făcut ca 

unii să apere ideea că Akhenaton a lăsat imperiul nu din indolență, ci, aparent, datorită unei 

conștiințe pacificatoare. Norman de Garis Davies l-a creditat pe Akhenaten afirmând că nu a urmat 

politica costisitoare și periculoasă a invaziei militare, preferând diplomația. Alții susțin că mai 
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degrabă trupele îi erau necesare în scopul „susținerii unui regim din ce în ce mai nepopular la nivel 

local”.  

În capitolul al șaptelea, profesorul Ridley reia problema ultimilor cinci ani ai domniei lui 

Akhenaton, învăluiți în controverse și incertitudini. În acest context, identitatea lui Smenkhkare, 

posibilul coregent trece prin toate registrele, de la fiu, frate, amant, până la Nefertiti travestită. 

Profesorul Ridley admite că, respectând convențiile stricte ale istoriei, chiar și după un secol de 

dezbateri neîntrerupte, detaliile ultimilor cinci ani ai lui Akhenaten sunt necunoscute.  Totuși, a 

prins teren teoria facțiunilor, plecând de la ideea amplificării nemulțumirii din rândurile preoților 

lui Amon sau a puterii militare, însă nici în acest caz ideile despre regrupările de forte nu concordă 

între grupurile de specialiști.  

  „Două morminte regale. Mormântul regal de la Amarna” – ultimul capitol dezbate starea 

precară a rămășițelor și obiectelor din Mormântul Regal, fapt care a îngreunat refacerea 

sarcofagului din granit atribuit lui Akhenaton și aproape imposibilă o identificare a ocupantului. 

Vandalizarea a fost teribilă, niciunul dintre fragmente nu depășește câțiva centimetri. În ce privește 

al doilea mormânt analizat, KV 55 din Valea Regilor, și acesta a fost atribuit de unii cercetători lui 

Akhenaton dar și lui Smenkhkare. O examinare a scheletului întreprinsă în anul 2000 de specialiști 

în anatomie a relevat asemănări ale craniului mumiei descoperite acolo cu cel al lui Tutankhamon, 

fără dovezi de patologie. Eliminarea cartușelor a sugerat că ultimul ocupant a fost Akhenaton, deși 

fusese inițial destinat unei femei. Cea mai recentă analiză, realizată în 2010 de Zahi Hawass și o 

echipă numeroasă, identifică corpul din KV 55 ca fiind al lui Akhenaton, tatăl biologic al lui 

Tutankhamon, a cărui mamă nu era Nefertiti sau Kiya, ci o soră a faraonului.  Cea mai examinată 

mumie din Egipt nu a dat răspunsuri ferme: după declarații preliminare că a fost femeie, a fost 

considerată apoi bărbat, chiar dacă postura era feminină. Analizele recente ale ADN-ului și 

examinările anatomice asociate au încercat să reînvie ideea că ar fi Akhenaton.  

Există puține lucruri care se pot afirma cu siguranță sau chiar cu un anumit grad de 

probabilitate cu privire la Akhenaton și familia sa, dar ce se știe sigur este că familia amarniană a 

marcat definitiv istoria Egiptului. În ciuda încercărilor repetate de a le șterge urmele, istoricul știe 

cât de puțin probabil este ca o eliminare completă să reușească: din secolul trecut rămășițele 

Amarnei au început să fie descoperite, devenind cel mai dezbătut site din Egipt. Și este evident că 

istoria nu se oprește aici. Cred că noile indicii derivând din avansul tehnologic și cercetările 
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întreprinse în domenii conexe sau cele din perspective mai puțin folosite, pot aglutina, în timp, 

imaginea care ne lipsește.  
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 Istoria Egiptului antic este una fascinantă și des abordată în mediul academic și totuși, 

ținându-se cont de faptul că din 1842 până în prezent s-au publicat foarte multe lucrări în 

acest domeniu, volumul „Book of the Dead: Becoming God in Ancient Egypt” se poate 

considera ultima sinteză în domeniu. Cei care au fost invitați să elaboreze anumite voci din 

această lucrare-catalog sunt personalități care și-au dedicat aproape în exclusivitate cercetarea 

asupra investigației cărților Lumii de Apoi și mai ales asupra Cărții Morților. Prin urmare, pe 

de o parte lucrarea este alcătuită din 14 eseuri referitoare la aspectele esențiale privind Cartea 

Morților, la care se adaugă un catalog care cuprinde 373 de ilustrații. De aici informația 

absolut necesară ce trebuie inclusă: în anul 2017 a fost organizată o expoziție cu numele 

„Book of the Dead: Becoming God in Ancient Egypt”, care s-a bazat pe diverse obiecte din 

cadrul colecției egiptene a Institutului Oriental și pe unele obiecte împrumutate de la Muzeul 

de Istorie Naturală din Chicago. Catalogul acestei expoziții are, potrivit standardelor 

americane, alura unei lucrări științifice de anvergură, nefiind un simplu catalog, ci o ultimă 

sinteză în privința studiului Cărții Morților și o prezentare a exponatelor manifestării. 

Valoarea științifică constă în informațiile sintetizate și fotografiile color (în marea lor 

majoritate) ale obiectelor expuse în cadrul expoziției. 

 Un loc important în întreg ansamblul lucrării îl ocupă papirusurile. În lucrare sunt 

prezente papirusurile Ryerson și Milbank, două dintre cele mai importante și mai lungi 

papirusuri ale Colecției Egiptene a Institutului Oriental. Papirusul Ryerson este un papirus 

hieratic (scriere dezvoltată din cea hieroglifică, fiind o scriere „preoțească”) din perioada 

Ptolemaică (332 î. Hr.), iar papirusul Milbank este un papirus hieroglific din aceeași 

perioadă. 

 Încă din primele pagini ne sunt prezentate explicații cu privire la expoziție și la scopul 

său cât și mulțumirile aduse membrilor echipei, de către Christopher Woods – directorul 

Institutului Oriental (p. 7) și Jean Evans – directorul adjunct (pp. 9-10). Obiectivele 

principale ale expoziției și catalogului sunt acelea de a prezenta artefactele și pasajele din 

sursele literare primare atât experților cât și publicului larg care, deși nefamiliarizat cu 
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diverse practici și concepte egiptene antice, dorește să afle mai multe despre acest subiect ce 

este parte componentă a rețelelor de credințe din ultimii 3.000-4.000 de ani. 

 În continuarea acestora, Foy Scalf prezintă introducerea, cu scurte mențiuni asupra 

vieții de dincolo de moarte și etapele necesare în scopul dobândirii vieții veșnice, explicând 

ce este de fapt Cartea Morților, ce a reprezentat ea pentru societatea egipteană antică, cum a 

evoluat și ce loc a ocupat în cadrul întregului ansamblu de texte funerare egiptene antice.  

 Lucrarea cuprinde cinci mari capitole structurate astfel: „Nașterea Cărții Morților”, 

„Producerea și utilizarea”, „Magia și teologia”, „Moartea și redescoperirea” și „Catalogul”. 

Primele două capitole sunt structurate în câte patru subcapitole, următoarele două cuprind 

câte trei subcapitole – subcapitolele fiind cele 14 eseuri menționate anterior. 

 Primul capitol (pp. 21-63) cuprinde informații despre Cartea Morților, una din cele 

mai cunoscute și importante călăuze în Lumea de Apoi în Egiptul antic, aceasta fiind în fapt o 

colecție de compoziții narative cunoscute drept „vrăji”, „descântece”, „rugăciuni”, care aveau 

un scop bine stabilit în mentalitatea egipteană antică (asigurarea existenței în Lumea de Apoi) 

și cu instrucțiuni clare de utilizare. În general, ținând cont de faptul că scrierea era împărțită 

în două mari categorii – scriere hieroglifică și hieratică, alegerea folosirii unui anume tip a 

fost influențată de tipul textului, loc, perioadă, preferințele scribului etc., dar în cazul Cărții 

Morților s-au folosit ambele categorii iar datorită popularității și trăiniciei corpusului, în timp 

a înglobat diverse elemente distinctive, cum ar fi vignetele. Acestea transmit practic 

conținutul textului adiacent într-o formă vizuală și magică, nefiind considerate simple 

elemente decorative. Este prezentat parcursul evolutiv al acestui corpus și în fapt semnificația 

sa și a vignetelor, toate aceste informații provenind de la Foy Scalf, Peter F. Dorman,         

Emily Cole și Irmtrat Munro. 

 În al doilea capitol (pp. 67-106) sunt expuse de către Holger Kockelmann și 

Yekaterina Barbash modalitățile și tehnicile de producere a manuscriselor alături de 

ulterioara lor utilizare. Important de menționat este faptul că nu erau respectate canoane 

stricte, de obicei îndemânarea și priceperea unui scrib și/sau artist surclasând „regulile” de 

producere a manuscriselor. Cel mai indicat era ca în acest proces să fie implicat și un scrib – 

ce se ocupa de partea scrisă, și un artist – ce se ocupa de partea artistică/vizuală. Apoi,                         

Malcolm Mosher Jr. oferă o bună prezentare asupra distribuirii, folosirii și modificării Cărții 

Morților în timpul perioadei Saite și Ptolemaice mai ales din punctul de vedere al tradițiilor 

textuale, oferind chiar și un grafic al tradițiilor dominante și modul de transmitere în diferite 

perioade de timp. Capitolul se încheie cu studiul lui Isabelle Régen prin care oferă de 
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asemenea o explicație tehnică foarte bună asupra modului de distribuire a vrăjilor – pe papiri, 

figurine, amulete etc., cât și a modului de interpretare și citire a acestora. 

 Capitolul al III-lea (pp. 109-136), format din eseurile cercetătorilor Robert K. Ritner,                

Andrea Kucharek și Rita Lucarelli prezintă, în ordine, date despre statutul decedatului, modul 

de obținere a puterii prin identificarea cu diferiți zei (cum ar fi Osiris), originile, misterele, 

miturile și ritualurile zeului menționat anterior, demonii și diversele spirite prezente în Cartea 

Morților. Capitolul se construiește în jurul lui Osiris deoarece este zeul cu cel mai mare 

impact asupra societății egiptene antice. 

 Capitolul al IV-lea (pp. 139-170), ultimul bazat pe eseuri, le cuprinde pe cele ale lui            

Foy Scalf, Barbara Lüscher și Steve Vinson, abordând destinul Cărții Morților, 

redescoperirea acesteia și poveștile apărute, care au învăluit treptat corpusul de mister. Se 

oferă răspunsul la întrebarea „Ce s-a întâmplat cu Cartea Morților?”. Acesta poate fi unul 

simplu dacă se acceptă ideea că schimbările sunt date sau influențate de evoluțiile sociale, 

politice și culturale, dar explicații mai complete și complexe sunt oferite de Scalf. Apoi, 

Barbara Lüscher abordează subiectul redescoperirii Cărții Morților oferind o explicație 

complexă a fenomenului, completată de exemple concrete și ilustrații. Autoarea s-a 

concentrat pe identificarea și analizarea diferitelor persoane și diferitelor acțiuni întreprinse 

de-a lungul timpului, începând cu J. F. Champollion care a pus bazele egiptologiei ca știință, 

continuând cu Athanasius Kircher, cel ce a realizat primele studii asupra hieroglifelor, 

ajungând la adevărate „expoziții” cunoscute drept „cabinete de curiozități”, acțiuni ce au dus 

în timp la crearea colecțiilor private și a muzeelor. Capitolul se încheie cu studiul lui S. 

Vinson care se bazează pe povestea britanicului Aleister Crowley și soției acestuia, cuplu ce a 

creat o imagine ocultă în jurul Cărții Morților. Pornind de la acest lucru, Vinson explică cum 

această acțiune de mistificare a avut și un efect pozitiv, sporind interesul cercetătorilor asupra 

corpusului, treptat devenind chiar un subiect de filme. 

Catalogul (pp. 173-355), de o mare valoare și calitate, este structurat pe diverse 

criterii de interes, cum ar fi resturi osteologice umane, sarcofage, papiri, figurine funerare, 

stelae, statuete și multe altele, și cuprinde elementele obișnuite unei inventarieri riguroase: 

tipul obiectului și categoria în care se încadrează, locul descoperirii, datarea, dimensiunile, 

numărul de înregistrare. 

 În concluzie, volumul prezentat în rândurile de mai sus reprezintă o publicație bine 

venită, cu o bibliografie amplă, necesară specialiștilor și în același timp importantă și 

interesantă și pentru cei fascinați de acest subiect. Este concretizarea muncii pline de pasiune 

a unor cercetători de seamă ai lumii științifice egiptologice, fiind o realizare excepțională ce 
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oferă sanșa investigării Cărții Morților din toate punctele de vedere – religios, istoric, social, 

economic. Pe lângă cele prezentate, un alt punct forte al volumului îl reprezintă 

accesibilitatea sa, fiind disponibil on-line, în variantă PDF, pe site-ul Institutului Oriental al 

Universității din Chicago, instituție care chiar înainte de problema generată de virusul SARS-

CoV-2 punea la dispoziție cărți în variantă on-line. Prin urmare, Institutul Oriental al 

Universității din Chicago a fost și este în continuare printre puținele instituții din lume care 

au oferit și oferă o șansă egală investigației prin intermediul publicațiilor sale în mediul on-

line, pentru mulți bugetul destinat achiziționării cărților în variantă fizică fiind limitat și 

reprezentând deci un obstacol în procesul științific.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Judecata de Apoi; descântecul 125; P.Ryerson. 
(Sursă foto: site-ul Institutului Oriental al Universității din Chicago; OIM E9787F; D.28919. 

https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/460a51df-f3c0-4007-84de-ac39f1994c8a) 
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This unpretentiously and clearly written book might be the beginning of a long-needed 

re-evaluation of the history of ancient Egypt, mostly perceived until now as a “progressive … 

development towards the ‘climax’ of the New Kingdom” and “an inevitable decline thereafter”, 

as Campbell Price, curator of Egypt and Sudan at Manchester Museum, inspiredly shows in his 

foreword (p. xi). Roger Forshaw, a retired dental surgeon holding a PhD in Egyptology at 

Manchester University, succeeds with this book to bring to light the Saite period of Egypt, a 

century and a half of history when this land flourished politically, militarily, as well as 

culturally, in ways reminiscent in scale of the New Kingdom period. The Saite pharaohs reached 

the Euphrates and the upper cataracts of the Nile, stubbornly resisted to the great empires of 

Asia, traded intensively with the Aegean, the Levant and the east coast of Africa and patronized 

over a cultural Renaissance no less spectacular than the more illustrious homonymous 

phenomenon which took place much later in Europe. With this concise, yet comprehensive 

monograph, Forshaw fills an awkward gap in the Egyptological literature. 

The book starts with two large, almost disproportionate chapters (51 pages of 188), 

which introduce the readers to the complex and difficult situation of Egypt at the end of the 

Third Intermediate Period, characterised by political fragmentation and submission to the 

competing foreign invaders of Kush and Assyria.  

It goes on with two chapters dedicated to Psamtek (Psammetichos) I, the first ruler of 

the Kingdom of the West, with its capital of Sais, to deservedly and successfully claim the title 

of pharaoh, as he was able during his long reign of more than half a century (664-610 BC) to 

unify Egypt, to repel the foreign involvement and to set the institutional fundaments of the state 

which was to be ruled for another century by his successors of the 26th dynasty. Forshaw already 

inaugurates the use of a standardized and efficient narrative structure to deal with the reigns of 

the Saite kings: firstly, the discussion is centred on their attested family members, then on their 

political and military achievements, finally, on their administrative measures and their building 
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and cultural activities, a last section that sometimes offers the author the opportunity to deal at 

greater length with general issues of the Saite society.   

In the case of Psamtek I, his first nine years on the throne, when he completed the 

foundational act of reuniting Egypt, are granted the third chapter in its quasi-entirety, while the 

rest of his reign is dealt with in the fourth chapter, which comprises also overviews of the 

administration (p. 92-94) and the funeral practices common particularly during the early Saite 

Period (p. 104-117), as well as a short discussion on the perceived archaism of Saite art (p. 94-

99) and a concise topography of Sais (p. 99-100).  

Much less space is allotted to Psamtek’s immediate heirs, Nekau (Necho) II (610-595 

BC) and Psamtek II (595-589 BC), whose reigns are dealt with in the fifth chapter (p. 124-145). 

Besides their families, foreign policy and building activities, this chapter encompasses also 

larger discussions on the Saite navy (p. 129-132), the ‘beautiful names’ of the Saite officials (p. 

135) and the (apparently unfounded) assumption of the damnatio memoriae against Nekau II 

(p. 140-141).  

Another not very long chapter (p. 146-171) is devoted to the reigns of Haaibra (Apries) 

(589-570 BC) and Ahmose (Amasis) II (570-526 BC), which, besides the usual issues regarding 

family, foreign policy and building activities for each pharaoh, deals at length with the civil 

war between the two leaders (p. 148-151) and the administration, the judiciary and the 

landowning system of late Saite Egypt (p. 157-165). Scarce space is left for the issues of 

demotic and abnormal hieratic languages, as well as technologies and crafts like faience 

making, bronze casting and stone working (p. 165-167).  

The book ends with a brief chapter (p. 172-181) on the Persian conquest of Egypt and 

the death of Psamtek III (526-525 BC), followed by brief conclusions (p. 182-188), where the 

author states that he aimed to “reveal the dynamic nature, the astuteness of the Saite rulers and 

their considerable achievements in the political, economic, administrative and cultural spheres” 

(p. 182). Noting “the undoubted successes of the Saite era”, Forshaw tries however to find 

objective reasons too for the mostly unjust modern perception of it “as a last gasp of a once 

great culture” (p. 188): the fundamental one might be “Egypt’s realignment in the 

Mediterranean world, heralding the Hellenistic age”, the fact that starting from this time 

onwards Egypt loses its peculiarity and becomes just another region integrated into the Classical 

system of the Mediterranean.  

The strength of this book is represented neither by the detail of the narrative, nor by the 

audacity of the new hypotheses it might have potentially advanced. On the contrary, it is 

praiseworthy through its concision and simplicity, especially when controversial events are 
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reconstructed using balanced evaluations of the main contending modern perspectives. 

Moreover, all the most important debates regarding the Saite period in general and some of the 

Saite reigns in particular, are interwoven with much skill into the narrative in different places, 

avoiding thus the common, albeit unattractive, manner of arranging topics in monographs of 

this kind in separate chapters: historical overview, institutions and administration, economy, 

society, religion, culture. Similarly, the most significant monuments and artefacts of the Saite 

period, statues, stelae, vases, are conveniently illustrated and are introduced into the narrative 

not as batches of historical sources of the same type, but as useful testimonies in the most 

appropriate places. Even the notes placed at the end of each chapter share the same concision 

as the rest of the text, which in the light of the rich and updated bibliographical list at the end 

of the book, reveals the author’s great ability to synthesize.  

Thus, this work is valuable because it appealingly tackles a long underrated period of 

ancient Egyptian history and it contributes, along with other important books as Kienitz’s Die 

politische Geschichte Ägyptens vom 7. bis zum 4. Jahrhundert vor der Zeitwende (1953), 

Kitchen’s The Third intermediate period in Egypt (1100 - 650 B.C.) (1973) and Dodson’s 

Afterglow of Empire: Egypt from the fall of the New Kingdom to the Saite Renaissance (2012) 

to a better understanding of Egypt’s development in the first half of the first millennium BC. It 

is useful not only to Egyptologists interested in the Saite period or in diachronically studying 

certain aspects of the Egyptian society and culture, but also to all scholars who have understood 

by now that the old habit of studying the ancient cultures of the Mediterranean in isolation has 

become wholly inadequate and inefficient. Without better knowledge of Egypt of the Saite 

pharaohs, the history of archaic Greece or the last decades of pre-exilic Judah, for example, 

cannot be properly understood. A small, but still relevant clue in this vein is provided by the 

numerous references throughout the book to the Greeks of Egypt and those in the Aegean and 

their contacts with the kings of Sais.  

Fortunately, Roger Forshaw’s volume will be acknowledged in time as the beginning, 

rather timid, but still crucial, of a renewed academic interest in the last centuries of existence 

of independent ancient Egypt and the reassessment of this period’s place in the development of 

ancient Egyptian culture.          
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           Cartea pe care o prezentăm aici este o sinteză care aduce laolaltă cele mai importante 

monumente ale arhitecturii romane clasice din diferite colțuri ale Imperiului. Într-adevăr, după 

cum este normal atunci când este oferită o imagine generală asupra arhitecturii romane, accentul 

este pus pe monumentele aflate la Roma și în peninsula italică, însă un loc important îl ocupă și 

monumentele din afara spațiului italic ce au fost construite pe întreaga suprafață a imperiului 

roman. În acest sens, consider că această carte se înscrie pe linia trasată de William L. MacDonald 

prin cele două volume ale sale The Architecture of the Roman Empire I: An Introductory Study 

(1965) și The Architecture of the Roman Empire II: An Urban Appraisal (1986), și de Pierre Gros 

cu primul volum din L’architecture romaine (1996). 

       Deși în ultima perioadă se încearcă aprofundarea unui singur monument roman sau a unui 

singur complex, cartea de față este de o complexitate deosebită prin scopul pe care și l-a propus și 

prin modul în care este alcătuită. După cum este menționat în Prefață, lucrarea se adresează în 

primul rând studenților care sunt interesați de acest domeniu pentru a-și pune bazele și a înțelege 

arhitectura romană. Dar acest studiu nu înseamnă doar o trecere în revistă a marilor monumente 

romane, ci este un fel de manual actualizat, care răspunde noilor cerințe a societății academice 

actuale. Cartea ajută la înțelegerea arhitecturii romane și prin reconstituirile 3D puse alături de 

reconstituirile axonometrice și cele de perspectivă făcute clădirilor, prin planurile și fotografiile 

asociate acestora, precum și prin imaginile antice care ni s-au păstrat și care au fost atașate în 

contextul potrivit. De asemenea, sunt atașate planurile orașelor antice romane, interpretări digitale 

și desene concepute pentru a ajuta la înțelegerea evoluției tehnologiei romane. Având în vedere 

această imagine globală a arhitecturii, a orașelor și a urbanismului prezentate evolutiv de la 

începutul Republicii romane până în perioada Imperiului lui Constantin cel Mare, cu punerea în 

contextul istoric, social, politic, cultural și artistic, cartea de față se adresează, de asemenea, 
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arhitecților care doresc să își lărgească percepția asupra perspectivelor arhitecturale, arheologilor 

aflați la început de drum, istoricilor, comunității academice, în general, dar bineînțeles este o carte 

accesibilă și publicului larg. 

        Obiectivul urmărit de autori este redarea tuturor fațetelor arhitecturii romane: context istoric, 

politic, geografic și temporal, evoluție, experimente, spațiu, ordine, artă, structură, tehnologie, 

arheologie pentru a concentra și a prezenta cât mai eficient o panoramă a ceea ce înseamnă 

arhitectura romană. Acest obiectiv a determinat structurarea cărții în douăsprezece capitole, o 

Prefață în care autorii punctează cu acuratețe scopul și obiectivele lucrării, apoi șapte hărți care 

prezintă la scară mare toate provinciile care au făcut parte din Imperiul Roman, iar la scară mică 

prezintă detaliat orașele principale din spațiile geografice prezentate în carte: Italia, Nordul Africii, 

Grecia, Asia Mică, spațiul occidental. Urmează o Introducere al cărei titlu The question of 

romanization – to be or not to be (roman)? este contestat și ocolit arătând că scopul lucrării nu 

este de a arăta superioritatea unei civilizații, beneficiile sau pierderile pe care civilizațiile aflate 

sub stăpânirea romană le-au avut sau o discuție în acest sens, ci se dorește a prezenta, în mod 

obiectiv și științific, felul în care a fost influențată arhitectura romană, de către cine și care este 

meritul ei. De asemenea, înfățișează revoluțiile și evoluțiile sale arhitecturale, influența pe care o 

poartă cu sine în diferitele spații geografice sau adaptarea sa la mediu rezultând o anumită sinteză 

arhitecturală.  

După Introducere, sunt dezvoltate capitolele propriu-zise. Primele șase capitole sunt 

dedicate diferitelor aspecte ale arhitecturii romane prezente la Roma, dar și în orașele și zonele 

italice apropiate cu care a avut cele mai strânse legături, cum sunt Ostia, Tivoli, Veii, Cosa, 

Pompeii, Herculaneum, Capri, Baiae și multe altele. Lucrarea se desfășoară evolutiv pentru ca 

cititorul să înțeleagă de ce romanii au folosit anumite materiale de construcție, cum au ajuns să 

adopte anumite structuri pentru clădiri, ce funcție aveau aceste clădiri, de ce au primit denumirile 

respective, prin ce diferă gândirea noastră de gândirea lor etc. Următoarele cinci capitole sunt 

destinate arhitecturii provinciilor aflate sub stăpânire romană. Așadar, capitolul șapte este 

consacrat provinciilor romane din Occident, în timp ce capitolul următor prezintă arhitectura și 

planimetria din nordul Africii. Greciei îi este rezervat un capitol aparte, în care sunt comentate 

caracteristicile arhitecturii regionale în epocă romană. Capitolul zece înfățișează arhitectura 

romană în Asia Mică, în timp ce capitolul unsprezece descrie Orientul Apropiat roman. Ultimul 

capitol se concentrează asupra arhitecturii Imperiului Roman târziu, trasând contururile arhitecturii 
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din perioada Severilor până la Constantin cel Mare. La finalul cărții, sunt reluate imaginile incluse 

pe parcursul lucrării, dar sub forma planșelor color, care permit o mai bună înțelegere a impactului 

vizual al ansamblurilor arhitecturale. 

        Cartea a fost concepută astfel încât orice cititor să înțeleagă arhitectura romană; modul facil 

de exprimare oglindește acest scop, precum și felul în care termenii arhitecturali sunt traduși. 

Anumite structuri și clădiri arhitecturale standard sunt explicate încă de la început, iar lectura nu 

devine obositoare deoarece fenomenele tehnologice prezentate sunt fixate într-o narațiune facilă 

care te poartă către vremurile trecute asemenea unei ficțiuni sau mitologii. Când este cazul, 

termenii tehnici sau foarte circumscriși cultural sunt explicați, iar planșele sunt fixate în cadrul 

narațiunii pentru a fi ușor de urmărit descrierea printr-o confruntare cu imaginea. De asemenea, 

cartea cuprinde foarte multe exemple atât istorice, cât și vizuale sau comparative pentru a explica 

arhitectura și tehnologia romană. Un lucru esențial este faptul că lectura face trimitere la 

numeroase surse literare antice, ceea ce permite familiarizarea cititorului cu spiritul timpului. Fiind 

o carte recentă, autorul încearcă să actualizeze informația în acord cu noile descoperiri și cercetări, 

demontând anumite mituri care în prezent nu își mai au locul, prin explicații și confruntări cu noile 

teorii. Pentru un cititor nefamiliarizat cu problematica arhitecturii romane sugerăm o lectură atentă, 

începând cu primele capitole, pun bazele unei bune înțelegeri a acestui tip de arhitectură.  

             Astfel, primul capitol Urban Design and Architecture in Rome and Italy during the 

Republic and the Early Empire ne introduce în perioada de început a dezvoltării civilizației romane 

și, implicit, a dezvoltării arhitecturii. Capitolul încearcă să îndrepte privirea cititorului dincolo de 

mituri, către dovezile arheologice coroborate cu sursele istorice, dar și cu noua tehnologie care 

oferă un grad mai ridicat de înțelegere și interpretare. Textul arată că, în ciuda începutului istoriei 

orașului roman destul de nebulos, prezentat în sursele romane ca fiind fondat de Romulus la data 

de 21 aprilie 753 î.Hr., pe Palatin s-au descoperit urme ale așezărilor încă din Epoca Fierului. 

Colibele din această epocă sunt alcătuite dintr-un schelet făcut din pari de lemn și nuiele îmbrăcate 

cu lut. Se susține faptul că începutul nu este promițător și, de asemenea, că nici așezarea Romei nu 

este foarte avantajoasă în comparație cu orașele care o înconjoară. Dezvoltarea orașului roman 

pare să se fi datorat numai caracterului războinic al romanilor, care, treptat, încep să cucerească 

întreaga peninsulă italică. Cele două culturi menționate, care își spun cuvântul asupra arhitecturii 

și artei romane sunt, bineînțeles, cea etruscă și greacă. Capitolul caută să arate până unde a mers 

influența celor două culturi asupra arhitecturii romane, dar și care este specificul arhitecturii 
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romanilor. Se argumentează faptul că romanii nu au preluat totul, ci au fost selectivi, observându-

se acest lucru în rezultatul unei arhitecturi sintetizate. Evolutiv, se prezintă structurile importante 

care fac obiectul arhitecturii romane: basilica, comitia, curia, forumul etc. precum și elemente de 

bază din cadrul arhitecturii romane, modelele preluate ca atare sau convertite conform nevoilor 

romanilor, evoluția în timp a aspectului arhitectural. De asemenea, autorii ne introduc în 

arhitectura zidurilor de apărare, a primelor canalizări și apeducte, a planurilor romane care ne-au 

mai rămas, făcându-se și o trecere în revistă a primilor regi și consuli care au contribuit la 

dezvoltarea orașului, având un rol civilizator. Primul capitol trece rapid prin perioada Republicană, 

aducând în prim plan elementele importante de arhitectură romană și familiarinzându-ne cu ele, 

pentru ca în capitolele următoare să le reia, să le dezvolte și să le pună în contextul potrivit. La 

finalul capitolului, sunt descrise și alte orașe din apropierea Romei, evocând pentru acestea, istoria, 

topografia, dezvoltarea orașului, construcții, dezvoltarea tehnologică, etc. 

             Cel de-al doilea capitol, Temple Architecture of Republican Rome and Italy, dezbate un 

aspect important al vieții romane, activitatea religioasă. Aceasta se exprimă, înainte de toate, prin 

arhitectura publică a templelor, ridicată de numeroși magistrați între care există o aprigă 

competiție. Capitolul prezintă elementele principale ale arhitecturii templelor și sanctuarelor 

republicane romane, structurile pe care acestea le au în comun cu templele grecești și etrusce, dar 

și configurațiile exclusiv romane. Se descriu cele mai importante temple din această perioadă, atât 

cele de la Roma, cât și cele din orașele vecine, amplasările lor, rolurile pe care le joacă în societate, 

împrejurările prin care au fost construite, precum și materialele folosite și tehnicile de construcție. 

               Capitolul al treilea, Technology of Building, abordează problema tehnică a construcțiilor. 

Pornind de la tratatul lui Vitruvius, De arhitectura, se face o trecere în revistă a programelor 

arhitecturale, a proiectelor de inginerie și tehnică, precum și principalii arhitecți-ingineri care au 

mai rămas cunoscuți. Vitruvius este dezbătut pe larg, pentru o înțelegere a lucrării lui, cât și pentru 

a face o critică acestei cărți. Este un moment bun pentru a familiariza cititorul cu instrumentele 

cunoscute utilizate de romani, cum erau folosite și în ce activități. Sunt prezentate câteva fresce 

antice care îi înfățișează pe constructorii romani în plină activitate. Bucăți din planul antic de 

marmură, Forma Urbis Romae, ne introduce în cartografia romană. Un loc important îl ocupă 

descrierea amănunțită a materialelor folosite, secolul în care s-a început utilizarea lor, unde au fost 

întrebuințate pe scară largă și la ce construcții, de unde provin acestea și care sunt carierele 

importante. În continuare, sunt explicate pe larg tipurile de zidărie folosite de romani (opus 
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caementicium, opus reticulatum, opus incertum, etc.), deosebirile existente între ele, clădirile care 

poartă amprenta lor și perioadele în care acestea s-au folosit mai des. Pentru că bolțile și arcele au 

un rol important în arhitectura romană se trasează principalele tehnici utilizate în construirea 

acestora, iar la final, se înregistrează evolutiv prezența drumurilor, a tunelelor, a podurilor, a 

apeductelor, viaductelor, a teraselor, a substructurilor și porturilor plasate în diverse spații și 

timpuri.  

            Cel de-al patrulea capitol, Julio-Claudian Architecture in Rome, descrie construcțiile 

importante ridicate de împărații din dinastia iulio-claudiană, de la Augustus până la arhitectura lui 

Nero, cea mai expresivă și revoluționară arhitectură. Se pune, în special, accentul pe activitatea 

fecundă a arhitecturii din perioada augustană și pe rolul pe care l-a jucat Domus Aurea, reședința 

lui Nero, în dezvoltarea tehnologiei arhitecturale ulterioare.  

              Capitolul al cincilea, Residential Architecture, zăbovește asupra locuinței urbane pentru 

a sublinia modul în care s-a dezvoltat, principalele structuri ale unei locuințe urbane, evoluția 

acesteia care începe cu coliba arhaică și se metamorfozează într-o casă republicană caracterizată 

prin luxul specific spațiului grecesc. Dacă locuința urbană rămâne influențată de începuturile ei 

modeste prin organizarea spațiului, locuința rurală influențează la rândul ei villa, care, la origine, 

este o fermă la țară ce preia fastul locuinței urbane în timp. Capitolul evidențiază modul în care 

locuința urbană și cea rurală se influențează reciproc. Prin exemplificarea anumitor case urbane 

din diferite spații, cum sunt cele de la Pompeii, Herculaneum, Campania, autorii subliniază că 

locuințele urbane evoluează diferit, prin urmare, nu pot fi incluse în niște tipare, chiar dacă se 

încearcă o schemă unică a acestora pentru o înțelegere didactică. Tot aici se dezbat și palate 

imperiale.  

Capitolul al șaselea, Imperial Architecture in Rome from the Flavians through the 

Antonines, urmează linia evolutivă al celui de-al patrulea capitol și continuă prezentarea 

construcțiilor arhitecturale de sub împăratul Vespasian până la construcțiile ridicate de împăratul 

Marcus Aurelius. Accentul este pus pe marea activitate arhitecturală a lui Traian și pe Panteonul 

și Villa Hadriana a împăratului Hadrian. 

Următoarele capitole sunt destinate arhitecturii romane din afara spațiului italic, pentru ca 

ultimul să prezinte arhitectura Imperiului târziu, culminând cu basilica Hagia Sophia. 

            În ansamblu său, cartea constituie o temelie solidă pentru persoanele care vor să se 

familiarizeze și să aprofundeze istoria arhitecturii romane. Ea oferă o istorie cuprinzătoare și o 
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investigare detaliată a clădirilor romane, propunând și o imagine de ansamblu a proiectării și 

planificării orașului urban roman și a peisajului. Prin evoluția arhitecturii romane prezentată în 

această carte, se poate urmări evoluția istorică a orașului roman și modul în care s-au diseminat 

ideile și influențele arhitecturale. 
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Un principiu de reținut pentru cei care studiază istoria eclesiastică este faptul că toate 

gândirile teologice au fost concepute într-un anumit context sociopolitic, care reclamă o 

atenție deosebită. Cartea lui Jennifer Barry oferă o perspectivă de contextualizare celor care 

studiază Biserica Creștină din Antichitatea Târzie, precum patrologii și istorici ecleziastici. 

Secolele al IV-lea și al V-lea au constituit o perioadă de tranziție în care Creștinismul a 

evoluat de la o religie ilegală la o religie tolerată și, la sfârșit, ajungând religia oficială a 

Imperiului Roman. Cu siguranță, aceasta tranziție a produs schimbări majore pe planul 

structurii ecleziastice, iar acestea trebuiau susținute de o nouă retorică a puterii despre 

autoritatea clericală, deoarece retorica unei comunități persecutate și marginalizate nu poate 

fi aceeași cu cea a unei comunități favorizate, a cărei conducere este integrată în elita 

societății, iar credința se răspândește la nivel comunitar. Trebuie să ținem cont și de o 

caracteristică specifică creștinismului, și anume importanța sfintei tradiții, datorită căreia, 

noua retorică a puterii despre autoritatea clericală nu putea fi complet desprinsă de cea 

anterioară, între ele trebuia stabilită o conexiune „justificativă”. O relație similară observăm 

și în istoria dogmaticii creștine, în care bazele unei noi evoluții dogmatice trebuie mereu 

întemeiate pe ceea ce a fost semper et ubique, cum este în Biserica Catolică. 

Antichitatea Târzie nu a fost singura perioadă de mare tranziție în istoria Bisericii 

Creștine, însă, aspectul ei tranzitoriu este, probabil, cel mai puțin cercetat. Sunt bine-

cunoscute Contra-Reforma Catolică de după Conciliul de la Trento și Aggiornamento de 

după Conciliul Vatican al II-lea. Însă, din cauză distanței temporale și a poziției privilegiate 

ale patristicii1 în întemeierea teologiei creștine, uneori teologii și istoricii sunt tentați să 

 

1 Atât pentru catolicii, cât și pentru ortodocșii, consensus patrum este un important criteriu al credinței. 
Un astfel de consens, fie că este dogmatic, moral, sau chiar liturgic și organizațional, constituie mereu 
un argument de sine stătător într-o dezbatere teologică.  
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mitologizeze perioada patristică sau să o confunde cu perioada Bisericii Primare. Cartea lui 

Barry încearcă să elucideze acest aspect tranzitoriu, ea ne expune procesul prin care „exilul”, 

fie acesta voluntar sau involuntar, al episcopilor se transforma de la un act de lașitate, dacă 

nu apostazie, cum susținea Tertulian, la o dovadă sau chiar un criteriu de Ortodoxie unit cu 

teologia încarnării lui Cristos, așa cum au dezvoltat-o Atanasie din Alexandria și Ioan 

Hrisostom. 

Cartea lui Barry este bine structurată. După o introducere și un rezumat despre 

conținutul cărții, atorul își începe primul capitol cu exilul lui Atanasie din Alexandria, 

vorbind despre modul în care acesta din urmă și-a schimbat ideea despre „pustie” și a 

construit retorica unui oraș creștin ideal din pustie. Al doilea capitol prezintă argumentarea 

favorabilă a lui Grigorie din Nazianz pentru exilul lui Vasile cel Mare și al lui Atanasie din 

Alexandria, cum transformă teologul Grigorie un act privit cel puțin cu suspiciune de către 

comunitatea creștină de atunci într-un act eroic de sacrificiu pentru credință. Cel de-al treilea 

capitol compară similitudinile și diferențele dintre exilul lui Ioan Hrisostom și Atanasie din 

Alexandria, cum primul a încercat să-și construiască o retorică pentru a transfera Ortodoxia 

niceeană de la Alexandria la Constantinopol. Capitolul al patrulea prezintă exilul lui Ioan 

Hrisostom potrivit celor doi hagiografi pro-niceeni, cum aceștia au încercat să  construiască 

imaginea unui episcop sfânt și a un oraș sfânt, și cum au justificat moartea lui Hrisostom în 

exil, care în aceea vreme era o dovadă a vinovăției sale. Al cincilea capitol este despre alte 

două modele eșuate ale episcopilor refugiați, influențarea discursului ecleziastic oficial și 

scriiturii hagiografice de faptul că unul a fost arian declarat, iar celălalt a avut un trecut arian 

dubios. Ultimul capitol este dedicat memoriei exilului acestor episcopi în secolul al V-lea. 

 

Capitolul I – Fuga lui Atanasie din Alexandria în pustie 

 

Acest prim capitol este dedicat analizei a trei texte fundamentale pentru înțelegerea 

gândirii lui Atanasie: Apologia în fața lui Constanțiu, Apologia Fugii și Viața Sf. Antonie. 

Așa cum ne indică titlurile, primele două texte sunt texte laudative și răspunsuri ale lui 

Atanasie la adresa unor acuzații.  
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Primul text este o reflecție a lui Atanasie despre rolul spațiului comunitar în credința 

creștină. Oare creștinul trebuie să fie membru a unei civitas și să participe la politeia, sau 

este suficient ca acesta să fie un purtător al ortodoxiei? Concluzia lui Atanasie este că pustia 

este mai sigură (pentru salvarea sufletului) decât un oraș supus unui împărat „corupt” sau 

unor eretici. În al doilea text, Atanasie construiește o teologie ascetică în jurul conceptului 

de pustie, în sensul geografic al acestui termen, încercând să demonstreze că fuga nu este un 

semn de lipsă de responsabilitate, cum îl acuzau adversarii, ci este o practică ascetică. 

Rezultatul reflecțiilor lui Atanasie este al treilea text, în care pustia este descrisă ca fiind 

un spațiu sfânt, lipsit de orice corupție și de erezie, iar absența cunoștințelor seculare este 

considerată drept irelevantă. Din punctul nostru de vedere, „Viața Sfântului Antonie” a fost 

o încercare a lui Atanasie pentru a scăpa de slăbirea propriei autorități din cauza absenței 

sale din fruntea scaunului episcopal. De aceea Atanasie a idealizat pustia drept un „oraș” 

perfect, în contrast cu Alexandria „coruptă” și îi acuza pe adversarii lui din oraș de erezie și 

imoralitate. 

Deși în spațiul românesc credința creștină este mereu asociată cu mediul rural, cu stilul 

de viață și obiceiurile țăranilor și ale păstorilor, asocierea această nu este de regăsit în 

creștinismul timpuriu. De fapt, termenul de „păgân (paganus)” însemna țăran; epistolele din 

Noul Testament sunt adresate comunităților evreieșt din mările orașe ale Imperiului Roman; 

însăși structura ierarhică a Bisericii Creștine a fost bazată pe structura administrativă a 

Imperiului Roman. Liderii comunităților mărilor orașe strategice au devenit mitropoliții și 

arhiepiscopii, care în principalele orașe ale Imperiului (Roma, Alexandria, Antiohia) au fost 

ridicați în rangul patriarhal. Horepiscopul sau episcopul de la țara este cel mai mic rang al 

episcopilor, acesta neputând să hirotonească preoți și diaconi. 

Comunitatea creștină timpurie a fost compusă în principal din categoriile umile din 

spațiul urban al Imperiului Roman, care migrau de la un oraș la altul. Faptul că limba 

liturgică a Bisericii din Roma a fost greaca până la secolul al VI-lea este o dovadă a acestei 

realități. Pentru acești locuitorii ai orașelor, pustia era un spațiu nesigur, periculos și barbar, 

este exact opusul stilului de viața cu care erau obișnuiți. Din aceasta perspectivă, fuga în 

pustiu nu poate fi privită drept o practică acceptabilă, cel puțin nu pentru majoritatea 
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creștinilor din epoca respectivă. 

Dat fiind caracterul urban al creștinismului menționat mai sus și datorită importanței 

orașului Alexandria, atât în plan laic, cât și ecleziastic, Atanasie n-a fost de la început un 

susținător al pustiei, Barry citează din „Apologia în fața lui Constanțiu”2 (p. 38): 

 

„Pustia nu are uși, oricine care dorește poate să treacă prin ea, dar casa Domnului este încercuită de 

ziduri și uși, și aduce la lumina diferențele dintre cei pioși și cei profani......” 

 

Acest pasaj din prima parte a apologiei demonstrează clar că cel puțin în opinia lui și în 

momentul în care a scris-o, pustia încă nu era un loc propriu cultului divin, care este un 

element indispensabil în viața creștinilor. Însă, în a doua parte a apologiei, poziția lui 

Atanasie începe să se schimbe, deoarece această parte a fost scrisă după elaborarea celor 

două scrisori ale lui Constanțiu, una adresată alexandrienilor și cealaltă adresată 

conducătorului din Axum, în care Atanasie a fost descris ca având un caracter deplorabil. 

Barry consideră că defăimarea lui Atanasie este similară cu cea a lui Oedip (p. 42): 

 

„Odiseu este un arhetip tipic al rătăcirii lăudabile, Oedip este un anti-model al acestuia... Odiseu este 

înțelept și atent și a câștigat cunoștințe prin călătoriile sale. Iar Oedip, fiind extrem de scârbos, nu doar 

este rătăcit și rătăcește fără cunoștințe... Așa cum este Oedip, vinovăția lui Atanasie este confirmată prin 

dezrădăcinarea lui...” 

 

Pentru a contraataca aceste defăimări, Atanasie folosește retorica persecutării, încercând 

să devină din Oedip un Odiseu, care este înțelept și poartă cu sine adevărul, învinuind pe 

arienii din Alexandria de haosul creat în oraș. În acest proces, pustia a devenit, după Atanasie, 

locul de refugiu al credincioșilor persecutați de împărat și de ereticii. La sfârșitul acestei 

apologii, Atanasie decide că zidurile și ușile nu îi fac bine, iar pustia îi va oferi siguranța de 

care are nevoie (p. 43). 

Spre deosebire de primul text analizat de către Barry, „Apologia de Fuga” are un caracter 
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mai accentuat de contraatacare a acuzațiilor de lașitate la adresa lui Atanasie. În același timp, 

dacă în primul text Atanasie încerca să se dovedească nevinovat în față împăratului și își 

justifica fuga prin supunerea la ordinele imperiale, în acest al doilea text, Atanasie devine 

anti-imperial, îi etichetează pe arienii ca defăimători ai memoriei martirilor, deoarece aceștia 

au invocat intervenția imperială în afacerile bisericești. Însă, cu toți cunoaștem că însuși 

Atanasie folosește intervenția imperială în favoarea facțiunii sale. În „Apologia de Fuga” 

Atanasie a construit un model de fugă exemplară, citând autoritatea biblică precum pasajul 

din Noul Testament în care Pavel fugea din Damasc sau pasajul din Vechiul Testament în care 

Moise fugea din frica faraonului și alte pasaje din Vechiul Testament. Pentru Atanasie, fuga 

acestor sfinți i-au făcut superiori celor care au ales să moară ca martiri, iar autoritatea lui 

Atanasie a fost bazată, evident, pe aceste exemple și în detrimentul autorității morale a 

martirilor. 

În ciuda retoricii anti-imperiale a acestui al doilea text, Atanasie nu a ezitat să invoce 

aceeași autoritate imperială la fel precum arienii, dacă nu cumva încercând chiar să adune în 

propria sa persoană conducerea laică și cea ecleziastică. Aceasta a fost o pretenție mai mare 

decât cea a arienilor. Barry comentează a două apologie a lui Atanasie cu următoarele cuvinte 

(p. 49): 

 

„Noua identitate de autoritate civilă și ecleziastică pe care Atanasie capitalizează este într-una dintre 

figurile cele mai improbabile: un monah din pustie. Antonie servește pentru Atanasie ca un conducător 

spiritual splendid pentru noul oraș, aceea politeia exilată a pustiei. Acest eroi improbabil a creat o viziune 

heterotopică a noului oraș în pustie, în care adevărul este prezent. În viața lui (Antonie) Atanasie se 

reconfigurează pe sine în peisajul pustiei sub pretextul unui alt sfânt care s-a retras.” 

 

Capitolul II – Întoarcere de la exil 

 

Barry analizează retorica care justifică întoarcerea și reabilitarea a episcopilor refugiați, 

voluntar sau involuntar, folosind două texte ale lui Grigorie din Nazianz: „În onoarea lui 

Vasile cel Mare” și „În onoarea lui Atanasie”.  
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Prin aceste texte, Grigorie își construiește o retorică în favoarea episcopilor întorși din 

exil, încercând să demonstreze că exilul nu doar nu este un semn de lașitate, ci a servit ca o 

asceză exemplară pentru toți creștinii ortodocși. Iar întoarcerea episcopilor exilați este o 

confirmare a autorității lor asupra scaunelor în care au fost numiți. 

Grigorie din Nazianz a primit o desăvârșită educație clasică în Caesarea, Caesarea 

Maritimă, Alexandria și Atena, unde și-a exercitat cariera de retor și intelectual. Barry 

descrie pe Grigorie ca fiind „un om al orașului și toate marile opere ale sale au fost scrise și 

influențate de tot ce orașul putea oferi”(p. 57). În ceea ce privește relația lui Grigorie cu 

Vasile cel Mare și cu Atanasie din Alexandria, Grigorie a fost un prieten intim cu primul, și 

un ferm pro-niceean, având aceeași poziție ierarhică cu Atanasie. 

Înainte să fie numit în Scaunul Constantinopolitan, Grigorie a fost mai întâi numit la 

episcopia de Sasima, pe care niciodată nu a ocupat-o de fapt. Însă, Grigorie a călătorit la 

Seleucia pentru trei ani. Candidatura lui pentru Scaunul Constantinopolitan a fost susținută 

atât de Împăratul Teodosie, cât și de antiohienii pro-niceeni. Având în vedere faptul că în 

Constantinopol, noua capitala imperială, concurența dintre niceenii și arienii pentru scaunul 

episcopal al acestui oraș nu putea fi decât acerbă, patriarhatul lui Grigorie în Constantinopol 

a fost bântuit de tensiuni și sciziuni, iar imaginea pe care o avem astăzi conform căreia 

patriarhatul lui a fost un succes este o construcție a hagiografilor niceeni de după moartea 

lui Grigorie. 

Pentru Barry, în memoria pro-niceeană, Grigorie din Nazianz a fost unul dintre primii 

care au configurat povestea exilului lui Atanasie din Alexandria ca o dovadă a ortodoxiei 

creștine. Teoria pustiei a lui Atanasie și a discursului extins despre exil a fost reluată și 

modificată în textul „În onoarea lui Atanasie” al lui Grigorie, care mai târziu a devenit un 

model pentru alți teologi și hagiografi pro-niceeni (p. 63). Atât în acest text, cât și în textul 

„În onoarea lui Vasile lui Mare” Grigorie a încercat să stabilească o conexiune dintre tradiția 

creștină a exilului și spațiile heterotopice ale pustiei.  

Barry explorează conexiunea dintre practica ascetică a exiluluiși responsabilitățile 

episcopale, pe care Grigorie a încercat să le reconcilieze. Grigorie el însuși a fost nevoit să 

împarte cele două dimensiuni ale vieții creștine: pe de o parte, de la începutul carierei sale 
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ecleziastice, Grigorie era cunoscut drept un om călător, pe de alta parte, educația sa clasică 

îl îndemna să-și îndeplinească responsabilitățile seculare de cetățean, membru al comunității. 

Grigorie folosește fuga prietenului său intim Vasile cel Mare pentru a accentua virtuțile 

acestuia și a căutat să construiască reputația lui Vasile mai întâi prin legăturile acestuia cu 

creștinii care s-au refugiat în timpul persecuțiilor imperiale și concluzionează că modelul 

acestor creștini a fost exilul lui Vasile cel Mare (p. 65-66). 

Distincția dintre fuga creștină și exilarea imperială este clară în operele lui Grigorie. 

Prima este voluntară, iar a două este impusă. O fuga creștină, pentru Grigorie, este o acțiune 

voluntară prin care episcopul trece prin asceză, în vederea pregătirii pentru o mai bună 

asumare a rolului unui conducător creștin – episcopul  respectiv ar fi fugit indiferent dacă 

există vreun ordin imperial de exilare. În privința exilărilor imperiale, Grigorie susține 

aceeași poziție ca și Atanasie, adică aceasta este semn ale persecutării, prin care autoritatea 

imperială dorește să-i constrângă pe episcopii ortodocși să accepte anumite compromisuri. 

Trebuie să luăm în considerare faptul că aceasta argumentare este bazată pe percepția 

subiectivă a episcopilor exilați. De exemplu Grigorie susține în „În onoarea lui Vasile cel 

Mare” că toate amenințările pentru exilarea acestuia au fost ușor date uitării, deoarece 

credința lui Vasile, antrenată în pustie, s-a dovedit atât de puternică pentru inamicii săi.  

În construcția retorică a lui Grigorie din Nazianz, Vasile cel Mare și-a urmărit exemplele 

din familie și a fugit în pustie pentru a-și antrena credința prin asceză, după care s-a întors 

mai puternic decât înainte și a trăit o viață exemplară ca un conducător creștin. Iar 

amenințările împăratului sau ale ereticilor n-au putut exercita nicio influență asupra lui. 

Evident, aceasta descriere nu poate fi decât o retorică triumfătoare. 

Textul „În onoarea lui Vasile cel Mare” a oferit un exemplu al fugii creștine, prin care 

Grigorie a încercat să justifice fuga prietenului intim și să mistifice actul de a fugi drept un 

act voluntar și neconstrâns, al căruia singurul scop este perfecționarea spirituală, după care 

s-a întors învingător la propriul oraș.  

Iar în ceea privește „În onoarea lui Atanasie”, Barry scrie (p.74): 

 

„Pentru Grigorie, Atanasie a fost un monah-episcop ideal. Exilul lui nu este legat fizic de pustie, ci 
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pustia este purtată de el în activitățile vieții urbane. Adevărul este mai întâi afirmat în pustia și apoi 

aplicat în centrul orașului.“ 

 

Astfel fuga lui Atanasie a putut fi privită ca un sacrificiu pentru o cauză superioară, și 

anume proclamarea definitivă a creștinismului niceean în Alexandria. Fuga nu mai este un 

semn de iresponsabilitate, ci devine o virtute necesară unui conducător. 

 

Capitolul III – Ioan Hrisostom în Fuga 

 

La fel ca Grigorie din Nazianz, Ioan Hrisostom a primit o educație clasică exemplară, 

profesorul său de retorică a fost celebrul Libanius, iar mentorul lui în credința creștină a fost 

Meletie de Antiohia, un episcop adept al arianismului. Abilitățile retorice ale lui Hrisostom 

erau atât de strălucitoare încât el n-a fost intitulat „Ioan din Constantinopol”, cum este comun 

în tradiția hagiografică creștină, ci „Ioan Hrisostom”, adică „gură de aur”. 

Hrisostom a fost exilat de două ori în timpul Patriarhatului lui Constantinopolitan, și a 

murit în timpul celui de al doilea exil. El nu a putut să se întoarcă învingător, cum au fost 

Vasile cel Mare și Atanasie din Alexandria. Cauzele exilului lui Hristom rămân necunoscute 

până la zilele noastre. însă, la fel ca și celelalte cazuri de exil episcopal, hagiografii antici 

atribuie poziției lui ortodoxe cauza exilului. 

Fiind un discipol al lui Meletie de Antiohia, Hrisostom a fost în mod natural încadrat în 

facțiunea meletienilor din Antiohia, acest lucru a determinat, pe de o parte, rivalitatea lui 

Hrisostom cu Teofil din Alexandria, pe de altă parte, intervențiile lui în afacerile interne ale 

bisericii din Antiohia chiar după alegerea sa ca patriarhul al Constantinopolului au accentuat 

ostilitatea Bisericii din Alexandria. 

O predică a lui Hrisostom, „Despre Sfântul Meletie”, ne demonstrează poziția lui 

Hrisostom în privința mentorului său, care cu un trecut arian cunoscut va fi exilat din scaunul 

Antiohiei, murind în Constantinopol – tradiția susține că acesta ar fi murit chiar într-un 

conciliu ecumenic, drept dovada a ortodoxiei sale. Hrisostom nu a fost singurul episcop 

niceean care a luat apărarea lui Meletie, Grigorie din Nazianz a procedat la fel.  
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Hrisostom interpretează fuga lui Meletie din Antiohia în lumina exemplelor biblice, 

acest lucru este asemănător cu acțiunile lui Atanasie din Alexandria. Însă, retorica lui 

Hrisostom are o nuanță diferită față de Atanasie sau Grigorie, Barry descrie aceasta 

diferență9 (p. 84): 

 

„Meletie probabil a murit în afară zidurilor Antiohiei – un spațiu asupra cărora nu a putut exercita 

niciodată autoritatea – moartea lui a fost instructivă în aceasta privință. Meletie, la fel ca cei trei tineri, a 

fost testat iar virtutea lui a fost confirmată în afară propriei patrie. Dacă urmărim interpretarea lui 

Hrisostom, conformă căreia orașul a fost „purtat” în exil împreună cu Meletie, atunci identitatea lui 

Meletie ca un exilat n-ar fi mai contat. Nu orașul face omul, ci omul face orașul – chiar și când acesta se 

află afară zidurilor. Hrisostom concluzionează că oricine care are îndoială despre legitimitatea lui Meletie 

nu este mai bun decât tiranul care a aruncat cei trei tinerii în foc.“ 

 

Așa cum observăm și în celelalte cazuri, exilul lui Meletie n-a fost interpretat ca un eșec, 

ci ca un succes, sau chiar o victorie. Aceasta este de fapt tendința generală a teologiei 

patristice și a hagiografiei antice pentru a justifica adaptarea la circumstanțele adverse, 

conform acestei mentalități care nu acceptă accidentul, orice ce se întâmplă are un motiv, și 

necesar un motiv bun, chiar dacă este neobservabil. 

Hrisostom a depus eforturi retorice semnificative pentru a pune stăpânirea asupra 

spațiului urban, atât de vital pentru biserica creștină, iar orașul reproiectat de către el a 

devenit unul dintre aspectele formative ale identității creștine. Barry citează analiza lui 

Christine Shepardson despre retorica lui Hrisostom în „Discursul împotrivă creștinilor 

iudaizanți”, în care acesta transformă Antiohia într-un spațiu distinctiv creștin prin 

demonizarea spațiilor evreiește și a altor spații necreștine, Hrisostom a creat o topofobie a 

spațiului sinagogilor. De asemenea, retorica lui Hrisostom se extinde asupra tuturor 

lucrurilor necreștine din Antiohia și din Daphne, fie că erau sărbători evreiește, fie că erau 

ritualuri păgâne. Prin retorica sa spațială, Hrisostom a reconfigurat Antiohia și Daphne ca 

orașe creștine iar locuitorii acestor orașe au fost obligate să se conformeze. Aceasta retorică 

a fost aplicată și în Constantinopol când Hrisostom a fost numit patriarhul acelui scaun. 
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Spre deosebire de Atanasie, Hrisostom nu a „recreat” orașul perfect în pustie, ci a creat 

un oraș ideal în care există justiție absolută și ordine proprie, iar rolul episcopului într-un 

astfel de oraș este să mențină ordinea și să asigură zidurile orașului, chiar dacă episcopul el 

însuși stă în afară zidurilor (p.85). Hrisostom a avut o poziție ferm pro-urbană, el nu a 

transferat orașul perfect în pustie, ci a dorit să perfecționeze orașul. Cu siguranța, pentru 

istorici, ambele cazuri au fost creații utopice. Cum am menționat mai sus, cele două retorici 

sunt diferite, însă scopul lor era același, și anume justificarea fugii episcopilor și extinderea 

autorității ecleziastice asupra spațiului urban. 

În ceea ce privește condiția de exilat, Hrisostom nu a folosit retorica lui Grigorie din 

Nazianz care caracterizează exilul drept o perioadă de asceză în care exilatul își antrenează 

credința și se pregătește pentru o întoarcere victorioasă. Hrisostom, influențat de 

neoplatonism și stoicism, consideră exilul și suferința în general drept condiția universală a 

omului, preluând atât exemple biblice, precum Avraam, Iacob și Moise și exemple clasice 

precum Odiseu. O altă contribuție a lui Hrisostom la teoria exilului este că, pe lângă analogia 

făcută de Atanasie de Alexandria care compară exilul episcopilor cu „exilul” Logos-ului lui 

Dumnezeu încarnat care viețuiește în lume, care suferă pentru salvarea omenirii. Hrisostom 

a adăugat o altă dimensiune la aceasta analogie, și anume, așa cum absența fizică a Logos-

ului lui Dumnezeu nu a împiedicat vindecarea sufletească a oamenilor, la fel și absența fizică 

a lui Hrisostom a fost înlocuită cu puterea vindecătoare a logos-ului lui, adică cuvintele lui. 

Susținătorii lui Hrisostom ar fi putut depăși suferința absenței sale prin logos-ul lui (p. 99-

100). 

La fel ca și Atanasie din Alexandria, Vasile cel Mare și Grigorie din Nazianz, Ioan 

Hrisostom a căutat să-și justifice fuga, să-i condamne pe adversarii săi și să-și construiască 

o retorică a puterii în favoarea propriei autorități. Niciunul nu s-a gândit, cel puțin acest lucru 

nu este reflectat în operele lor, la posibile greșeli pe care le-ar fi comis sau la concordia 

Imperiului la care, ei cetățeni fiind, ar fi trebuit să contribuie.  

 

Capitolul IV – Reabilitarea și întoarcerea unui episcop refugiat 
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Barry analizează reabilitarea și întoarcerea unui episcop refugiat bazându-se pe două 

hagiografii ale lui Ioan Hrisostom, cea scrisă de Pseudo-Martyrius și cea scrisă de Palladius 

de Hellenopolis. Prima este în forma unui discurs funerar, iar a doua este în forma unui dialog 

despre viața lui Hrisostom.  

Barry susține că reputația unui episcop este determinată și consolidată în operele 

apărătorilor săi, iar în cazul lui Hrisostom, acesta a murit în exil, nu a putut să se întoarcă 

învingător în Constantinopol, în care a fost numit patriarh. Cei care au construit imaginea de 

sfânt și învingător a lui Hrisostom au fost susținătorii lui, în frunte cu Pseudo-Martyrius și 

Palladius, care l-au consacrat drept un apărător al ortodoxiei. Acești susținători au evitat să 

invoce reflecția lui Hrisostom despre condiția de exilat la sfârșitul vieții sale, ca o condiție 

universală a omenirii, deoarece aceasta reflecție teologică ar fi slăbit credibilitatea lui 

Hrisostom ca un învingător. Dimpotrivă, acești doi hagiografi și-au construit retorica într-un 

mod similar cu construcția lui Grigorie din Nazianz despre fuga lui Atanasie din Alexandria, 

singura diferență fiind faptul că spre deosebire de Atanasie, nu pustia, ci orașul, și anume 

Constantinopolul, a rămas esențial pentru construirea reputației sfinte ale lui Hrisostom (p. 

104-105). Retorica lui Pseudo-Martyrius nu este bazată pe un anumit spațiu, acesta n-a 

încercat precum Grigorie din Nazianz să construiască imaginea unui oraș ideal. În încercarea 

de a justifica exilul lui Hrisostom, care era privit de adversarii lui drept o dovadă de erezie, 

Pseudo-Martyrius a folosit o retorică similară cu cea a lui Cicero – Res publica este compusă 

și susținută de apărătorii săi, chiar dacă aceștia sunt exilați. La fel a construit și Pseudo-

Martyrius imaginea lui Hrisostom drept un purtător de adevăr. Nu orașul sfânt 

Constantinopol îl transformă pe Hrisostom într-un sfânt, ci sfințenia lui Hrisostom 

transformă Constantinopolul într-un oraș sfânt, iar odată ce Hrisostom este exilat din acesta, 

orașul încetează să mai fie sfânt. Astfel încât, exilul lui Hrisostom nu doar că nu mai confirmă 

vinovăția lui, ci este un semn al Ortodoxia sale, în calitatea unei victime persecutate, așa 

cum au fost martirii din perioada persecutărilor imperiale. 

Barry încheie subcapitolul despre Pseudo-Martyrius afirmând: 

 

„Exilul lui Hrisostom a devenit o figură de stil literară celebră și bine-cunoscută. Legitimitatea lui 
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Hrisostom este păstrată în oraș. Pentru Pseudo-Martyrius, nu bandiții sunt esențiali în aceasta pretenție, 

ci la ultima instanța, fuga episcopului a confirmat propria ei Ortodoxie, în ipostaza unei victime a 

persecutării, Pseudo-Martyrius concluzionează că suntem capabili să dovedim statutul lui Hrisostom ca 

un purtător de adevăr.“ (p. 118) 

 

„Dialogul” lui Palladius de Hellenopolis folosește o retorică obișnuită pentru astfel de 

operă, și anume invocarea trecutului persecutărilor imperiale pentru a construi o identitate 

creștină ortodoxă. Însă, Palladius a mers mai departe decât Atanasie din Alexandria, 

identificând drept vinovat clerul fals (eretic). Pentru Palladius, încetarea persecutărilor 

imperiale și venirea împăraților creștini nu însemna dispariția acelui trecut, din contră, 

formarea alianței dintre Imperiul și eretici este mult mai periculoasă decât persecutările din 

trecut. Palladius evită să atace direct instituțiile imperiale și îi învinuiește pe eretici pentru 

exilul lui Hrisostom. Aceasta poziție arată faptul că, pe de o parte voința Bisericii 

reprezentată de teologi și hagiografi era să-și mențină un statut „transcendent”, „superior” 

fața de societatea seculară, reprezentată de instituțiile imperiale, dar în același timp Biserica 

nu putea să scape de influența acestora. Ceea ce au dorit teologii și hagiografii a fost de fapt 

supunerea puterii temporale Bisericii, dacă nu instituțional, cel puțin moral.  

Merită amintit faptul că persecutările imperiale au fost cauzate de faptul că creștinismul 

era o nouă religie iar creștinii au refuzat să participe la Cultul Imperial. Având în vedere 

aceasta situație, Biserica Creștină era privită ca un element de instabilitate socială pentru 

Imperiu, statul Roman nefiind interesat să intervină în disputele teologice interne ale 

Bisericii timpurii. În ceea ce privește episcopii menționați, ei au fost exilați nu pentru poziția 

lor ortodoxă, drept dovadă în acest sens stau exilurile episcopilor arieni Eusebiu de 

Nicomedia și Meletie de Antiohia. Motivele acestor persecuții rezidî în dorința împăraților 

de a impune conformitatea religioasă, care implică neclaritatea dogmatică pentru creștinii 

zeloși. Din perspectiva instituțiilor imperiale, concordia societății romane era superioară 

disputelor dogmatice. 

În cazul particular al lui Ioan Hrisostom, acesta era cunoscut pentru intervențiile lui în 

afacerile interne ale Bisericii din Antiohia și pentru alianța lui cu Biserica din Roma 
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împotrivă Bisericii din Alexandria. Toate acestea erau, pentru împărat, elemente care pot 

provoca instabilitate în societatea romană. În același timp, din cauza zelului lui excesiv, 

Hrisostom nu a putut să-și atragă favoarea imperială. Pe planul politic, Hrisostom a fost un 

strateg slab, exilul lui fiind chiar rezultatul acestui eșec. Însă, deoarece ortodoxia niceeană a 

fost stabilită drept poziția oficială a Imperiului și facțiunea niceeană a pus stăpânire pe 

Constantinopol, hagiografii lui Hrisostom i-au construit o imagine de  victimă, de martir, de 

părinte al ortodoxiei și de om prin care Constantinopolul este sfințit. În acest context se 

produce transferarea ortodoxiei niceene de la Alexandria la Constantinopol iar hagiografii 

lui Dion Hrisostomos anunță curentul ortodoxiei constantinopolitane, consacrate la Conciliul 

de la Calcedon din anul 451, care condamna monofizitismul susținut de Dioscor. Prin 

canonul al XXVIII-lea al Conciliului de la Calcedon, cel puțin pentru Bisericile Orientale, 

Constantinopolul a început să se bucure de aceleași onoare și privilegii ca și Roma, 

„deoarece Constantinopolul este Noua Roma”. 

Aceasta retorică care descrie Constantinopolul drept un oraș sfânt și-a extins influența 

până la zilele noastre, iar odată cu ascensiunea puterii politice moscovite, teologii din Rusia 

au început să revendice titlul de „A Treia Roma”, încercând să construiască o nouă retorică 

a orașului sfânt, justificat prin creativitatea hagiografică. Putem considera astfel de tentativă 

drept o moștenire a retoricii despre orașul sfânt din Antichitatea târzie. 

 

Capitolul V – Condamnarea unui episcop refugiat 

 

În Biserica timpurie, fuga nu era văzută nici pe departe ca un act eroic, din contră, era o 

dovadă de lașitate, dacă nu de apostazie, cum susține Tertulian. Chiar și cei care au susținut 

aceasta practică, precum Ciprian, nu au considerat-o drept o practică lăudabilă. Atanasie din 

Alexandria a fost primul care a construit o retorică a fugii, transformând-o de la o rușine sau 

cel mult un rău necesar la o asceză, o imitatio Christi, iar aceasta retorica a fost perfecționată 

apoi de către Grigorie din Nazianz, Vasile cel Mare, Ioan Hrisostom și alți teologi și 

hagiografi. 

Însă, în această perioadă patristică, percepția conform căreia fuga este un semn de 
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iresponsabilitate, iar moartea în timpul acestei fugi – un semn de vinovăție nu a dispărut 

complet. Atât episcopii refugiați care au fost recunoscuți drept sfinți, cât și cei care au fost 

catalogați drept eretici au fost acuzați de adversarii lor pentru fuga. Reputația post-mortem 

al unui episcop refugiat depinde de abilitățile sale retorice, creativitatea hagiografilor și de 

poziția facțiunii lui în politica ecleziastică. În acest capitol Barry analizează câteva pasaje 

hagiografice ale episcopilor refugiați care n-au putut să-și construiască o retorică 

convingătoare, iar facțiunea lor a pierdut în lupta politică ecleziastică. Dacă arienii ar fi 

câștigat conducerea Bisericii Creștine, probabil episcopii niceeni refugiați ar fi avut aceeași 

reputație post-mortem ca acești episcopi arieni. 

Eusebiu din Nicomedia, cunoscut ca un episcop arian și numit Patriarhul 

Constantinopolului în 339, a fost exilat deoarece a luat apărarea lui Arie, lucru văzut de către 

Împărat drept un risc cauzator de neliniște și sciziuni sociale. Întoarcerea lui Eusebiu 

îndeplinește toate criteriile unui episcop refugiat care s-a întors învingător. Chiar există un 

hagiograf cu numele de Philostorgius care îl descria pe Eusebiu în termeni similari cu 

hagiografiei niceene. Însă, memoria lui a rămas damnată din cauza poziției sale ariene care 

nu s-a schimbat nici la momentul morții. Prin urmare, deși Eusebiu a trecut prin circumstanțe 

asemănătoare celor prin care a trecut Atanasie din Alexandria, Vasile cel Mare și Ioan 

Hrisostom, el n-a fost canonizat, modelul lui de fugă servind doar că o dovadă a ereziei sale. 

În același timp, deși el însuși a suferit exilul, Eusebiu a fost descris de către hagiografii 

niceeni drept un persecutor al Bisericii. Orașul lui, Nicomedia, n-a mai fost încadrat în 

categoria orașelor sfinte și a pierdut treptat importanța în politica ecleziastică. 

Aceeași lucru s-a întâmplat și cu Meletie din Antiohia, botezătorul și mentorul lui Ioan 

Hrisostom. Acesta avea un trecut arian cunoscut și a suferit și el exilul. Însă scrierile 

hagiografice pun accentul pe cariera sa episcopală în calitatea sa de episcop niceean și nu pe 

relația lui cu Ioan Hrisostom. Meletie, deși suspectat de erezie, a fost salvat de relația lui cu 

Ioan Hrisostom, de aceea el a putut să se bucure de o hagiografie ortodoxă, memoria lui a 

devenit sfântă precum cea a lui Hrisostom. La încheierea acestui capitol, Barry pune o 

întrebare: 
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„Asemănător cu Eusebiu de Nicomedia, Meletie din Antiohia ne pune la îndoiala care sunt criteriile 

unei fugi ortodoxe. Fuga lui Meletie era mult mai greu de configurată drept una ortodoxă, deoarece 

Meletie a fost un om cu un trecut murdar. Oare Ar fi botezul lui Ioan Hrisostom suficient pentru a șterge 

numele lui? Așa cum am învățat de la Eusbeiu, botezul pare să fi murdărit mai mult apele decât să fi 

șters urmele unui trecut sau un viitor dubios.”(p. 153) 

 

Capitolul VI – Memoria exilului 

 

În capitolul final, Barry analizează cum au fost amintite cazurile menționate mai 

devreme, de la Atanasie din Alexandria până la Meletie din Antiohia. Cum se știe, victoria 

creștinismul niceean ca poziția oficială a Imperiului Roman nu a mai lăsat spații pentru 

construcții retorice ale arienilor despre episcopii lor exilați pentru exact aceleași motive că 

și episcopii niceeni. Secolul al V-lea a fost esențial în acest proces de construire a memoriei 

exilului. La încheierea acestui capitol, Barry ne lasă următoarele cuvinte: 

 

„Discursul despre exil poate să submineze proiectul ortodox, la fel cum acesta poate să-l susțină. Istoria 

lui Meletie din Antiohia ca un exilat a fost ruinată de asocierea lui cu partidul anti-niceean din Antiohia. 

Dar, asemănă lui Tertulian din Cartagina, cu care partea aceasta care începe, memoria lui Meletie n-a 

fost condamnată. În schimb, el se poziționează într-un mod neconfortabil exact lângă limitele 

Ortodoxiei. Eșecul lui Meletaie a fost legată direct de fuga lui, și el niciodată nu s-a întors definitiv la 

comunitatea din Antiohia. Dar a locuit mereu lângă zidurile acesteia, chiar și în ora morții. Relația lui 

cu Ioan Hrisostom a fost factorul care a servit pentru atenuarea unor credințe eretice anterioare ale 

lui, iar la ultima instanță asocierea lui cu martirul Babylas i-a păstrat moștenirea. Tertulian spunea că 

sângele martirilor sunt semințele bisericii. Dacă se întâmplă să fii înmormântat lângă aceste semințe, 

ai putea lua parte de puterea eficace ale acestora. Meletie a avut o poziție slbă în memoria pro-

niceenilor, din cauză alegerii lui dubioase de către o majoritate anti-niceeană înăuntru și în jurul 

Antiohiei. El n-a putut să se întoarcă complet la orașul ca un exilat învingător. Deși biografii lui îl 

descria ca un creștin diplomatic care cu adevărat a aderat la Creștinismul Niceean, asocierea lui 

timpurie a fost o evidență contrară prea puternică. Meletie rămâne în continuare exilată la limitele 
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Ortodoxiei.“(p. 172) 

 

Concluzie 

 

Pentru a conchide, considerăm că argumentele lui Barry sunt structurate pe următoarele 

dimensiuni: 

1. Exilul episcopilor se conturează ca un instrument de impunere a conformității religioase și 

de menținere a stabilității sociale, dorite de autoritatea imperială. Nefiind cunoscute motivele 

exacte pentru exilările episcopilor din secolul al IV-lea, putem însă susține că dogma n-a 

constituit motivul principal. Episcopii n-au fost exilați pentru că adversarii lor eretici erau 

favorizați de cercurile imperiale, cum susțin hagiografii antici. Printre episcopii exilați se 

aflau atât cei ortodocși, adică niceeni, cât și cei eretici, adică arieni. Ei au fost exilați mai 

degrabă pentru zelul lor excesiv fața de propria poziție teologică, care putea crea neliniște și 

sciziuni sociale. Prin exilarea lor, autoritățile imperiale doreau menținerea unor neclarități 

teologice cu prețul menținerii ordinii publice. Că aceste eforturi s-au dovedit eșuate, ne-o 

dovedesc crizele conciliare din secolele următoare. Sunt și surse care susțin că exilarea lui 

Atanasie și a lui Ilarie din Poitiers se datorează unor acte trădătoare și intervenției lor în 

afacerile instituțiilor imperiale. 

2. Retorica despre exilul episcopilor ca o noua formă de martiriu a fost creată de proprii 

episcopi exilați și susținătorii lor – teologi și hagiografi. În Biserica timpurie, structura 

autorității nu era încă bine stabilită, pe de o parte nu exista o delimitare clară dintre oficiul 

episcopal și cel prezbiteral, pe de altă parte, în multe circumstanțe „confesorii”3 se bucurau 

de o autoritate morală mai mare decât clericii în comunitățile lor. După ce creștinismul a 

devenit religie tolerată, au încetat persecutările imperiale, clericii au putut să folosească 

martiriul ca instrument retoric în propriul beneficiu, și anume, să asocieze martiriul cu exilul, 

aplicat episcopilor „incomozi” pentru autoritățile imperiale. Experiența de „martiriu” a 

episcopilor exilați poate contribui la augmentarea credibilității acestora, atât pentru persoana 

 

3 Diferența dintre confesorul și martirul este faptul că primul nu este ucis pentru „confesiunea credinței”, 
inclusiv în cazuri în care un creștin a fost condamnat la moarte pentru credința sa dar pedeapsa nu s-a 
executat. În Biserica timpurie, în multe cazuri aceștia se bucurau de o autoritate morală mai mare decât 
episcopii sau prezbiterii.  
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lor, cât și pentru scaunele pentru care au fost numiți. 

3. Exilul episcopilor se prezintă ca o moștenire a exilurilor clasice din lumea greco-romană. 

Beneficiind de favoarea împăratului, începând cu Constantin cel Mare, creștinismul a 

început să atragă din ce în ce mai mulți membri ai elitei romane. Clericii creștini, în special 

episcopii, s-au integrat în rândul elitelor societății romane, de fapt mulți dintre ei au început 

să fie aleși numai din rândul elitelor (de exemplu, Vasile cel Mare provenea dintr-o familie 

de latifundiari). Episcopii creștini s-au adaptat la practicile grupului social la care au aderat, 

inclusiv cea de exilare și de fugă, fie ca un act voluntar pentru a se scăpa de anumite 

consecințe juridice, fie ca o stare impusă și involuntară, dar pe care exilatul o poate folosi în 

scopuri retorice. Barry observă două aspecte ale acestei continuități: prima este faptul că 

exilul era văzut ca un privilegiu rezervat senatorilor și al cavalerilor romani, nefiind nici o 

rușine, nici o pedeapsă aspră, cum susțineau hagiografii antici pentru a accentua „asceza” la 

care personajul a fost supus; iar a doua este reluarea de către retorii creștini a retoricii antice 

despre deplasarea în afara comunității de apartenență. 

4. Exilul episcopilor devine o asceză potrivită clericilor. Aproape toate religiile practică diferite 

forme ale ascetismului, care presupun renunțarea la plăceri senzoriale cu scopul de a se 

apropia de divinitate sau de a dobândi o anume stare spirituală. În creștinism, practicile 

ascetice sunt menționate încă în Noul Testament, iar practicile ascetice extreme precum 

înlănțuirea propriului corp de o stâncă sau postul numai cu iarbă au fost menționate cel puțin 

din secolul al II-lea4. Însă, oficiul episcopal are un caracter puternic urban, episcopul este 

liderul unei comunități locale, a cărei existență materială sau spirituală depinde de episcop 

(unele texte primare susțin inclusiv că nu se putea celebra euharistia în absența unui episcop). 

În aceste condiții, este evident că fuga în pustie nu era văzută că o asceză potrivită clericilor. 

Părinții bisericești de la secolul al IV-lea, în special Atanasie din Alexandria, au încercat să 

justifice fuga voluntară a unor episcopi prin ascetismul lor, reconciliind astfel ascetismul cu 

oficiul episcopal. Fuga a încetat nu doar să mai fie văzută ca un act de trădare, ci a devenit 

o virtute exemplară. 

 

 

4 Thomas A. ROBINSON; Hillary P. RODRIGUES, World Religions: A Guide to the Essentials, Baker 
Academic. pp. 147–148. 
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The first volume of the deep analysis of the sources used by Jordanes, the Latin 

speaking historian of Gothic origin, to write his short Roman history, is a salutary initiative 

from multiple points of view. 

As the publishing house said, this volume represents the beginning of a new collection 

dedicated to the study of the period which in the English speaking world is called Late 

Antiquity, Early Middle Ages or the Transformation of the Roman World. The reputed Italian 

scholar Bruno Luiselli (b. 1933) has underlined one of its main traits, the complex and 

nuanced interaction between the Roman world and the Barbarian one, when he launched, in 

1976, the journal “Romanobarbarica” and in 1998 the collection “Biblioteca di cultura 

romanobarbarica”. The new collection opened with the publication of Maria Luisa Fele’s 

work is a second iteration of the project which Bruno Luiselli supported for many decades. 

As one of Luiselli’s students, Maria Luisa Fele is a leading specialist in Latin historiography 

of the Imperial era, Roman epigraphy and philology. She was then best placed to offer a new 

insight in the so called Romana, the less known work of Jordanes, one of the first Latin 

authors of Barbarian origin, who illustrated the level of integration and Romanisation of 

Germanic peoples settled in the Roman Empire territories. 

Just as the author herself was aware of, Jordanes attracted a lot of scholarly attention 

in the modern period, even if the qualities of his Latin and historical method were often 

doubted. Mommsen’s critical edition of Romana and Getica published in 1882 set the 

standard for later interpretation until recently.1 We only know with certainty about Jordanes 

what he told us himself: that he was of Gothic origin (his father, Alanoviiamuth, was the 

secretary of Gunthigis Baza, an Ostrogoth leader) and that he wrote during Justinian I reign 

 
1 Iordanes, Romana, edited by Theodor Mommsen, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Auctores Antiquissimi, 
Berolini, 1882, V, p. 1-52; Iordanes, Getica, edited by Theodor Mommsen, Monumenta Germaniae Historica, 
Auctores Antiquissimi, Berolini, 1882, V, p. 53-138. 
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(at about 550-551 or 552).2 We also know that he extensively used previous sources for his 

two historical works, especially Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator (c. 485-c. 585) 

for writing Getica and Lucius Annaeus Florus (2nd century AD), Sextus Rufus Festus (4th 

century AD) and Jerome (Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus : c. 342/47-420) for Romana. 

Maria Luisa Fele used her superior philological and historical competences to decipher 

Jordanes’ Romana literary and cultural project, showing that it was more complex and 

nuanced than previously believed. As the title attributed by Mommsen suggested, Romana 

would have been a Breviarium, a brief history of Rome, on the model offered by Eutropius 

(4th century) in his well-known Breviarium ad Urbe Condita. In reality, Jordanes’ Romana 

was a universal chronicle, using the structure which gained a wide popularity within the 

Christian community through the work of Eusebius of Caesarea (260/5-339/40) and its Latin 

translation and adaptation by Jerome. As his celebrated predecessors, Jordanes started his 

chronicle with the first human, Adam, and continued with the history of the great kingdoms 

of the ancient world, in their succession established in conformity with the Prophecy of 

Daniel: Assyrians, Medes, Persians, Greeks, Romans), reaching up to the 24th year of 

Justinian’s empire (550-551 or 552). 

What Maria Luisa Fele published with Sismel Edizioni del Galluzzo is the first 

volume of her analysis of the sources used by Jordanes in Romana 1-257, starting with the 

events from the Biblical Genesis and ending with the reign of the emperor Augustus. Being 

very knowledgeable of the huge array of scholarship dedicated to Jordanes since Mommsen’s 

foundational work, Fele shows that there are still aspects to be highlighted and conclusions to 

be drawn. She was able to decipher Jordanes’ narrative strategies, which confirm older 

hypotheses, like Walter Goffart’s, who suggested that the historian of Gothic origin was far 

from being naive or uncultured.3 Through an attentive comparison of Jordanes’ text with 

those of his known sources, she managed to identify the Late Antique historian’s  personal 

choices of content, language and style, which prove him to be more sophisticated than it was 

thought until now. 

Maria Luisa Fele was also able to attract attention to some possible personal 

contributions brought by Jordanes to a Roman history that seemed to have been entirely 

established by older authors. It is really interesting that the few original contributions almost 

certainly attributed to Jordanes are related to the history of the South-Eastern Europe and 

especially to the territories of our day Romania and Bulgaria, region he knew better than 

 
2 Getica, 266; Romana, 363. 
3 Goffart, W. 1988, The narrators of barbarian history (A.D. 550-800), Princeton.  
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other historians because he probably lived there. He is the historian who gave the names of 

the two provinces founded  south of the Danube after the Romans abandoned Dacia at about 

270-275 (Daciam mediterraneam Daciamque ripensem, Romana, 217) and he is also the only 

one who said that the ancient name of  Philippopolis in Moesia was Pulpudeva (Romana 

221), which is a word of a Thracian origin. For the history of Romanian people, Jordanes’ 

Romana is also important because he offered a credible version of the Roman withdrawal 

from North of the Danube, during Emperor Aurelian. While Eutropius, used by those modern 

historians who aimed to deny the Romanness of the Romanian people, said that all the 

Romans abandoned Dacia, Jordanes affirmed that the emperor Aurelian moved only the army 

in Moesia (legionibus in Mysia conlocavit ibique aliquam partem Daciam mediterraneam 

Daciamque ripensem constituit, Romana, 217). If we agree that Jordanes, who lived in 

Moesia, was better informed than other ancient historians about some events that took place 

there, even if that happened centuries before his time, we might also agree that his version 

about the fate of the former Roman province of Dacia is worth believing. 

There are other signs of originality of Jordanes’ writing that Maria Luisa Fele 

emphasises, which help us to understand why his Romana is still worth reading. We are 

waiting for the next volume of her work, which will present the sources used by Jordanes for 

the events that took part from Augustus up to Valens and we are certain that our knowledge 

of the cultural context of the Late Antique Roman history would greatly benefit from her 

exegesis.  
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In memoriam Alexandru Barnea 

(17 February 1944 – 8 May 2020) 

 

 

                                                              

Professor Alexandru Barnea has passed away this year, leaving as a legacy the teaching 

and research career of over five decades, which he carried out with responsibility and scientific 

rigour at the highest standards. Born in Bucharest in a family with old intellectual traditions – his 

father, Ion Barnea, being a remarkable classicist and historian –, Alexandru Barnea also chose to 

study the history of Antiquity, obtaining a degree in Classical Philology, in 1967, and becoming 

next year a member of the Greco-Roman section within the “Vasile Pârvan” Institute of 

Archaeology of the Romanian Academy. He achieved a doctorate in history in 1983, under the 

guidance of Professor Emil Condurachi, and in 1992 became a teacher at the University of 

Bucharest, at the Department of Ancient History, Archaeology, and History of Art, in the Faculty 

of History.  He also was dean of this faculty – between 1996 and 2004 – and head of the Department 

of Ancient History – in the period 2006-2010 –, permanently encouraging historical education in 

relation to archaeological, epigraphic, and numismatic research. 

His areas of interest focused on individualized research topics such as the urbanization in 

the Roman and Late Roman provinces, the historical geography of the Lower Danube region in 

Roman and early Byzantine times, the infrastructure and communication in Lower Moesia and 

Scythia Minor, the culture and religion in the Balkans during the Roman era. The archaeological 

research carried out in over ten national and international historical sites (such as Dinogetia, 

Tropaeum Traiani - where he led the entire activity for decades, Callatis, Beroe, Histria, Târgșorul 

Nou, Dunavățul de Jos, Hatzor) reveal the quality of his work. Throughout his career, he has 

participated in Romania and abroad at numerous conferences, developing academic collaboration 

with prestigious personalities and institutions from France, Italy, Germany, Austria, Bulgaria, 

Russia, Greece, Egypt, and Israel. 
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He has been involved in the activity and management of various Romanian and 

international associations and institutions: the Society of Classical Studies (member since 1970, 

secretary since 2005, president between 2009 and 2019); Byzantine Studies Society (member since 

1995); Institute of Recent History (founding member and member of the management committee, 

since 1998); Romanian Society of Historical Sciences (member since 1999, vice president since 

2003, president since 2019); “Teurnia” Society of Paleo-Christian History and Archaeology, 

Austria (member since 1987); Euroclassica International Society (member since 2005). 

In over 150 specialized studies, numerous works, and editing of historical sources, as 

author or co-author, his analyses and exposures highlight critical spirit, inclination towards the 

contextual interpretation of the historical data, and deep understanding of the social and cultural 

processes. The examination of the ancient settlements located in Garvăn-Dinogeția, Dunavăț, or 

Tropaeum Traiani represents an important part of the archaeological research that he conducted 

or participated in the region of Dobroudja. Alexandru Barnea always granted special attention to 

details and nuances, aiming to outline connections and interactions. For example, discussing the 

history of this area during the Late Antiquity, the professor drew attention both to the importance 

of Scythia Minor as a Roman province and to the differences between the evolution of the rural 

environment and the urban one: „c'est le milieu rural qui, ayant absorbé la culture romaine et 

survécu à l'ordre romain, a constitué, par sa continuité, le principal élément de l'ethnogenèse 

roumaine. Par contre, les centres urbains ont, tant qu'ils ont existé, représenté des foyers de 

romanisation très importants et efficaces, mais la tradition indigène s'y trouva, graduellement, 

dépersonnalisée. Tout cela explique la formation de la romanité orientale sur une aire beaucoup 

plus vaste que le territoire de la Dobroudja, le phénomène dépassant, en fait, le limes danubien et 

se manifestant aussi dans le milieu autochtone du nord du Danube.” (La Dobroudja romaine, 

1991, p. 289) 

In recent decades he has also concentrated on recent Romanian history, discussing the 

archaeological research in the twentieth-century or focusing on the issues related to the communist 

regime (e.g., the Vinita massacre, the demolition of buildings in Bucharest, and the renaming of 

the streets in the Romanian capital). His academic work has stimulated generations of students 

who bring him today high and vivid gratitude. 

 

Florica (Bohîlțea) Mihuț, University of Bucharest 
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On November 27th-29th 2020, The Department of Ancient History, Archaeology and History of 

Art (Faculty of History, University of Bucharest) hosted the Online International Conference 

Communicating Objects. Material, Literary and Iconographic Instances of Objects in a 

Human Universe in Antiquity and the Middle Ages/Objets en dialogue. Présences matérielles, 

littéraires et iconographiques des objets dans l’univers humain pendant l’Antiquité et au 

Moyen Âge (https://istorie.unibuc.ro/cercetare/conferinte/communicating-objects-material-

literary-and-iconographic-instances-of-objects-in-a-human-universe-in-antiquity-and-the-middle-

ages/).  

 

It was a joint venture of our department and the International Society for Cultural History 

(ISCH) which enjoyed a significant success having in attendance as speakers 49 scholars and 

early career researchers from 19 countries and high-ranking universities from Europe including 

Israel, North America and South America (a number of auditors also participated at the 

conference).  It proved to be an extremely enriching experience with very high quality papers 

organized in 9 panels. Dr. Daniela Zaharia, head of Department of Ancient History, Archaeology 

and History of Art, provided the institutional greetings and a first intervention on theoretical 

aspects involved in the approaches our call for papers proposed to potential participants. 

The first panel of the first day dealt with Saints, Lovers, Warriors, Merchants: Material 

Expressions in the Middle Ages and tackled topics pertaining to textiles and adornment objects, 

iconographic programs of monuments and their architecture, and meaningful roles of objects in 

literature. The second panel was structured around the topic of Images, Objects, Memories and 

implied incursions in the Roman world and medieval readings of ancient statuary. The third 

panel, The Word and the Object in a Roman Literary Universe, approached Augustan literature 

and its narrative and symbolic uses of objects, with a very welcome addition of a discussion of 

objects in Petronius’ Cena Trimalchionis.  

The first panel of the second day gathered important discussions of the material culture 

involved in sanctuaries and religious practices in ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome under the title 

Gods and Objects. The second panel approached the interaction between writing and objects in 

the case of votives, coins inscriptions and luxury objects in the Greco-Roman world. The third 

panel, Objects in Context, Objects as a Context in the Greek World focused on the important 

https://istorie.unibuc.ro/cercetare/conferinte/communicating-objects-material-literary-and-iconographic-instances-of-objects-in-a-human-universe-in-antiquity-and-the-middle-ages/
https://istorie.unibuc.ro/cercetare/conferinte/communicating-objects-material-literary-and-iconographic-instances-of-objects-in-a-human-universe-in-antiquity-and-the-middle-ages/
https://istorie.unibuc.ro/cercetare/conferinte/communicating-objects-material-literary-and-iconographic-instances-of-objects-in-a-human-universe-in-antiquity-and-the-middle-ages/
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subject of Greek pottery and glyptic art. It investigated objects as providers of contexts (as it 

happens for their iconography) and/or being themselves contextualised and created on pottery, 

glyptic arts, in a funerary medium or in literature.  

 The third day of the conference opened with an incursion in the Materiality of Life and 

Death in the Roman World dealing with domestic (luxury) settings, funerary inscriptions of 

physicians and their iconography, and Christian uses of objects. The second panel Objects of the 

Black Sea. Points of Convergence and Otherness dealt with funerary monuments in Thrace and 

Greek pottery in the Black Sea area. The third and final panel approached The Word and the 

Object in a Greek Literary Universe. It lead to in depth discussions about Athenian tragedy and 

comedy, and Hellenistic epic. The discussions were rounded up by two papers on theoretical 

frameworks for interpreting material culture. Dr. Daniela Zaharia wrapped up the conference 

through a quick and comprehensive review of the issues raised by the speakers during the three 

days of the conference.  

The conference also greatly benefited from the papers of the two invited keynote 

speakers Prof. Ecaterina Lung (University of Bucharest; member of the Committee for the ISCH) 

and Prof. Jörg Rogge (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität; Chair of the ISCH). It equally benefited 

from the experience of the scientific committee composed of Alexandru Avram (Université du 

Maine Le Mans; CRéAAH. Centre de Recherche en Archéologie, Archéosciences, Histoire), 

Ecaterina Lung (University of Bucharest); Committee for the ISCH);  

Adam T. Rabinowitz (University of Texas at Austin; Associate Director of the Institute of 

Classical Archaeology at the UTexas); Jörg Rogge (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität; 

Chair of the ISCH). We would like to highlight the contribution of Adam Rabinowitz in terms of 

scientific input as well as for assuming the position of chair of the panel Objects in Context, 

Objects as a Context in the Greek World.  

The organizing committee of the conference was composed of Ecaterina Lung 

(University of Bucharest), Alexandra Liţu (University of Bucharest), Alexandra Ţârlea 

(University of Bucharest). The initial call for papers, the programs and abstracts of the 

conference were circulated on the Liverpool Classics Mailing List; Calenda. The Calendar for 

the Humanities and Social Sciences (https://calenda.org/821946?lang=en); Academia.edu; 

Compitum. Recherches et actualités sur l’Antiquité romaine et la latinité 

https://calenda.org/821946?lang=en
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(http://www.compitum.fr/component/eventlist/details/5536); Fasti Congressum. Recopilación de 

Congresis sobre la Antiguëdad; ISCH-site, Facebook, Twitter. A chronicle of the event will 

appear in the Bolletino dei Studi Latini (on request).   

 

http://www.compitum.fr/component/eventlist/details/5536
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Cronica activității Centrului de Istorie Comparată a Societăților Antice – anul 2020 

conf. dr. Florica (Bohîlțea) Mihuț, dir.i al centrului 

 

 

Ședințe lunare: 

14 ianuarie 2020 

– Dr. Alina Mușat Streinu, Muzeul Municiupiul București – Muzeul „Colecția George și 

Maria Severeanu”: Colecţia de Antichităţi Maria şi dr. George Severeanu  

 

9 decembrie 2020 

– Dr. Alexandra Dolea – Institutul Austriac de Arheologie, Academia Austriacă de Științe 

din Viena: De la Antichitate la Bizanț: schimbări ale peisajului urban în Limyra (Licia) 

– Dr. Valentin-Victor Bottez și echipa de colaboratori de la Histria: Histria campania 2020. 

Sectorul Acropolă Centru-Sud 

 

14 decembrie 2020 

– Masterand Dimitri Calipolitis, anul I ICPA, FIUB: Apariția și simbolistica păsărilor în 

Textele Sarcofagelor  

 

16 decembrie 2020 

– Dr. Peter Rothenhoefer, Sun Yat-Sun University, R.P. Chineză: Caesar’s bullets 

new epigraphic documents from Republican Hispania on glandes inscriptae  

 

Sesiunea anuală – 11-12 septembrie 2020, tema: Focul în Preistorie și Antichitate: element, 

instrument, simbol; 18 comunicări – 21 de autori (organizator dr. Fl. Bohîlțea Mihuț; moderatori 

ai celor 4 paneluri: dr. Carol Căpiță, dr. Ecaterina Lung, dr. Fl. Bohîlțea Mihut; dr. Daniela Zaharia, 

dr. Alexandra Victorina Lițu) 

 

Comemorări:  In memoriam Alexandru Barnea (1944-2020) – 8 mai 2020 (Fl. Bohîlțea Mihuț) 
 


